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URBAN
HEALTH
AGENDA

3.
HEALTH-IN-ALL-POLICIES

is an approach to state and municipal
government based on all authorities
prioritizing public health when making
any decisions related to public policy
or project implementation, which
introduces cross-cutting targets for all
governing bodies.

1.
URBAN HEALTH

in its broadest sense, refers to the study
of the health of urban populations. This
approach includes two main aspects:
(1) the description of the health of
urban populations (both as a whole
and as particular subgroups within
cities), (2) an understanding of the
determinants of population health in
cities (with particular attention to how
characteristics of cities themselves may
affect the health of urban populations).
The practice of urban health includes
an entire range of clinical, planning, and
policy work that aims to improve the
health of urban populations.

2.
THE BIOPHILIA
HYPOTHESIS

is a concept describing the innate
relationship between humans and
nature, and the basic human need
of continuously being connected to
a natural environment in the form of
trees, green spaces, natural water
bodies and animals, the lack of access
to which, according to this concept,
reduces the quality of life and can lead
to increased health risks.

4.
FOOD DESERTS

are city areas, where local residents
have no access to healthy nutrition, in
particular to fresh fruit or vegetables
and other non-processed food, due to a
general lack of it or its prohibitive cost.
Such prolonged absence of a healthy
and nutritious diet poses health risks,
especially for children and other highrisk groups.

5.
SICK BUILDING
SYNDROME

is comprised of symptoms that
occur and/or worsen in people when
occupying or just being inside a certain
indoor space, but disappear after the
person leaves the building. The term
was adopted by the World Health
Organization in 1982.

6.
ACTIVE DESIGN

is an approach to the development
of buildings and urban environments
that help people make the "healthy
choice" in all areas of their everyday
lives. In other words, it helps people
choose the alternative uses of the
urban environment that reduce the
risk of disease and promote a healthy
lifestyle.
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7.
URBAN HEAT
ISLANDS

are domes of warm air that form over
the city as a result of replacing the
natural environment with sidewalks,
buildings and other structures, which
absorb, rather than reflect, the heat
of the sun, and limit the airflow in the
area, which leads to an increase in air
temperature and poses health risks to
the city's population.

8.
HEALTH IMPACT
ASSESSMENT

is a combination of procedures,
methods and tools used to evaluate
the potential health effects of a policy,
program or project, and the distribution
of these effects among the population.

9.
HEALTH EXPECTANCY

is the statistical proportion of life
expectancy that brings satisfaction
and freedom from serious disease and
disability.

10.
HEALTHY CITIES

are the cities that are continually
creating and improving the physical
and social environments that enable
people to mutually support each other
in performing all life functions and
allowing them to reach their maximum
potential.

11.
BURDEN OF DISEASE

is a measurement of the gap between
a population's current health and the
optimal state where all people attain
full life expectancy without suffering
major ill health occurences.

12.
WELLNESS

is the optimal state of health. There are
two focal concerns:
•
reaching the fullest potential of
an individual, in physical, psychological,
social and spiritual terms
•
and fulfilling one's role as
expected by family, the community, in
the workplace and in other settings.

13.
HEALTHY PLACES

are areas of the city that were
designed, planned and built to
maintain and improve the health of the
residents.

14.
SOCIAL AND HYGIENIC
MONITORING

is the state system of monitoring
the health of the population and its
habitat, their analysis, assessment
and forecasting, and determining the
cause-effect relationships between the
health of the population and the impact
of habitat factors.
15.
SOUNDSCAPE

is the combination of all the accoustic
resources, both natural and artificial, as
well as anthropogenic, within a given
area, that forms a specific level of noise
pollution.
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SEVEN THESES
ON CITY
HEALTH

01

A NEW EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
STAGE. THE DEVELOPED
COUNTRIES ARE
ENTERING A NEW STAGE
OF EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT, WHICH
IS CHARACTERIZED BY
THE PREVALENCE OF
NONCOMMUNICABLE
DISEASES. NEW CONDITIONS
REQUIRE NEW APPROACHES
AND TOOLS FOR MANAGING
THE SANITARY AND
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
WELL-BEING OF THE URBAN
POPULATION

T H E S E S

06

03
02
URBAN ENVIRONMENT
AS A FACTOR IN HEALTH.
LOOKING AT THE MAIN
CAUSES OF DEATH IN
RUSSIA, ONE CAN SEE THAT
THE ENVIRONMENT PLAYS
A KEY ROLE IN MAINTAINING
THE HEALTH OF CITIZENS.
BY ACTING ON IT, YOU
CAN INFLUENCE THE KEY
FACTORS THAT DETERMINE
THE RISK TO PUBLIC HEALTH

FROM A COMFORTABLE
CITY TO A HEALTHY
CITY. MEGACITIES
OF THE WORLD ARE
MAKING A SIGNIFICANT
TRANSITION FROM THE
IDEOLOGY OF A "CITY
COMFORTABLE FOR
PEOPLE" TO INTEGRATED
STRATEGIES. THE FOCUS
OF MANAGERS IS THE
PROBLEM OF ENSURING
A LONG AND
HIGH-QUALITY LIFE OF
PEOPLE BY WORKING
WITH FACTORS OF THE
URBAN ENVIRONMENT
THAT DETERMINE THE
NATURE AND DURATION
OF ILLNESS AND
MORTALITY

05
04

URBAN HEALTH IS BOTH
A STRATEGY AND URBAN
PROJECTS. STRATEGIC
DOCUMENTS "UNFOLD"
IN LARGE PROJECTS
AND PROGRAMS THAT
DIRECTLY AFFECT
CITIZENS AND ALLOW
YOU TO CREATE
SCALABLE SOLUTIONS

U R B A N
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A HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENT AS AN
INVESTMENT. ENSURING
A HIGH LEVEL OF
DURATION AND QUALITY
OF HUMAN LIFE IS AN
ECONOMIC STRATEGY
THAT IS BENEFICIAL
FOR THE CITY AND THE
COUNTRY, AIMED AT
SAVING COLOSSAL
AMOUNTS FOR THE
TREATMENT OF
"NON-OCCURRING"
DISEASES IN THE
FUTURE

06

07

URBAN HEALTH IS A NEW
APPROACH TO GOAL
SETTING. THE URBAN
HEALTH APPROACH
HELPS TO FIND ANSWERS
TO NEW CHALLENGES OF
URBAN DEVELOPMENT:
TO PRIORITIZE AND
FOCUS MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES ON
FACTORS OF THE
URBAN ENVIRONMENT
THAT AFFECT PEOPLE'S
HEALTH

MOSCOW AS A CITY WITH
LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL
IN URBAN HEALTH.
MOSCOW HAS A WIDE
RANGE OF MEASURES
AND A PORTFOLIO
OF PROJECTS AIMED
AT MAINTAINING THE
QUALITY OF HEALTH
IN THE CITY, BUT
THEY ARE STILL NOT
ALWAYS INTEGRATED
INTO A SINGLE SET
OF MEASURES. THE
RUSSIAN CAPITAL HAS
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
TO GO STRAIGHT TO A
QUALITATIVELY NEW
MODEL OF THE CITY,
GUIDED BY HEALTHY
PRINCIPLES IN CREATING
A COMFORTABLE
ENVIRONMENT

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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INTRODUCTION
TO THE
URBAN HEALTH
AGENDA
THE CITY AND MAN

Cities have become the main habitat of people:
most of the world's population lives in the cities, all
key socio-economic processes are concentrated
there. Thus, according to UN1 forecasts, by 2050,
about 70% of the world's population will live in urban
areas, while in the early 1960s this share was only
about 30%. Not only the proportion of the urban
population is growing, the cities themselves are
growing and changing: their population density,
area and territory, spatial structure. The dynamics
of this growth is heterogeneous. More and more
large and super-large urban agglomerations are
appearing in the world, in which both the population
and the area are growing faster than in other cities.
More and more people are becoming residents of

not just urbanized territories, but – ultradense megacities. According to UN
forecasts, this trend will continue: the
number of large cities will grow faster
than the number of smaller cities, the
number of cities with a population of
5 to 10 million people will increase by
52%, and cities with a population of 10
million or more - by 45%.
In addition to the fact that people live
in megacities, they spend almost all
their time in buildings, premises or
other enclosed and artificially created
spaces. Thus, according to a study
by the US Environmental Protection
Agency, the average American spends
about 93% of his active life in closed
rooms, or more precisely, 87% in
various kinds of rooms and another 6%
in transport2. While, according to the

U R B A N
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52%

ACCORDING
TO UN FORECASTS,
THE NUMBER OF CITIES
WITH A POPULATION
OF 5 TO 10 MILLION
PEOPLE WILL INCREASE
BY 52%, AND CITIES
WITH A POPULATION
OF 10 MILLION
OR MORE - BY 45%

Joint Research Center of the European Commission,
the average European spends about 90% of his
active time in life in buildings and enclosed spaces.
Thus, almost the entire life of the citizens of large
urban agglomerations in developed and developing
countries is immersed in the interiors of buildings
and the design of closed urban spaces, primarily
transport infrastructure.
PRIORITY SHIFT

Such a change in the human environment, as well as
a significant increase in the scale and density of the
cities themselves, poses questions for researchers,
government officials, business and the public:
• How do the changes affect the quality and lifestyle
of people?

1 - United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Population Division (2018). World Urbanization Prospects: The 2018
Revision, Online Edition
2 - Neil E. Klepeis and et al. "The National Human Activity Pattern
Survey (NHAPS): A resource for assessing exposure to environmental
pollutants" // Journal of Exposure Analysis and Environmental
Epidemiology 11(3): 231-52 · March 2001

• What are the potential risks for people and
what opportunities do cities carry?
• Based on what principles is it necessary
to design and create an urban environment
that maximizes the quality of life of people?

Answers to these questions can only
be given by taking the position of a
discipline or research optics, which has
its own object of consideration and a
method of operationalization through
a set of observable and measured
parameters. The problems of people's
health and well-being, as well as issues
devoted to the relationship between the
state of human health and the urban
environment are attracting more and
more attention. Health is a key condition
for an active and productive life, it
determines its quality and duration. The
very value of health makes the city pay
attention to existing problems when
making decisions on the development
and implementation of various projects.
At the same time, focusing on people's
health allows us to consider and
take into account the key drivers of
the city’s development - economic,
environmental, technological, social and
others.
The concept of "health" has many
definitions, however, for the purposes
of this study, we will use the provisions
of the statutes of the World Health
Organization:
"Health is characterized as a state of
complete physical, mental and social
well-being, and not just the absence of
diseases and physical defects."

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Conducting a full-fledged analysis to identify how cities
and the urban environment affect health, involves the
use of the methods of many related disciplines and
management practices.
Many factors affect human health and well-being in
the city: transport accessibility, quality of housing, level
of economic development of the territory, access to
medical and social services, environmental conditions
and the epidemiological situation in the region and the
country3.
The impact of the process of urbanization and the
urban environment on health, the presence of potential
risks are key factors in modern urban discussion, and
all modern megalopolises of the world are looking for
answers to them. Many decisions and actions of city
authorities, business and local communities or other
parties involved in urban development affect the health
and well-being of people, therefore, a comprehensive
study of such relationships is necessary.

CITY ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH

The spread of infectious diseases and the first
epidemics arose only when there was a transition from
hunting and gathering to a productive economy, at
the time of the emergence of permanent settlements.
The growth of settlements has led to natural problems
associated with unsanitary conditions and the risks of
transmission of infectious diseases. That is why the
regulation determining the nature of land use and the
delineation of functions arose even in the first large
antique city-states. Moreover, throughout history, urban
planning and public health have evolved in parallel,
starting with the works of ancient authors such as
Hypocrates, the father of medicine, and Hippodamus,
one of the first architects and planners.
In addition to managing the spatial characteristics of
settlements and premises, even with the development
of medicine for a long time in the arsenal of doctors
there were still very few effective tools. And this is
despite the first vaccine developed by Edward Jenner
at the beginning of the 19th century, who instilled
the vaccine-friendly smallpox virus against human
vaccine. A study by John Snow, the founder of modern
epidemiology, again led to pay attention to the
3 - Barton, Hugh and Grant, Marcus (2006) A health map for the
local human habitat. The Journal for the Royal Society for the
Promotion of Health, 126 (6). pp. 252-253

territorial aspect: in 1855, he investigated
the causes of the outbreak of cholera on
Broad Street in London's Soho district
a year earlier. Snow was able to refute
the theory of the spread of disease
through miasma by mapping deaths and
nearby sources of drinking water. Thus,
he proved that diseases are caused by
contact with sources of infection. Later,
Louis Pasteur worked with this material,
showing the microbiological nature of
the disease.
The urban development standards
developed and adopted at the turn of
the 19th and 20th centuries, along with
fire safety rules, pursued sanitary and
epidemiological tasks: they reduced
crowded living conditions, increased the
possibility of ventilation, and provided
the townspeople with basic water supply
and sanitation infrastructure. All these
principles were adopted and integrated
into practice by representatives of
architectural modernism, a mention of
this can be found in their manifestos.
By the middle of the 20th century, due
to the increase in the effectiveness of
medicine, the widespread vaccination

THE IMPACT
OF THE URBANIZATION
PROCESS AND THE URBAN
ENVIRONMENT ON HEALTH,
THE PRESENCE
OF POTENTIAL RISKS
ARE KEY FACTORS
IN MODERN URBAN
DISCUSSION
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DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING IN THE REGIONS
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EPIDEMIOLOGICAL TRANSITIONS
AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
Noncommunicable
diseases

THE GROWING IMPORTANCE OF
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND
THE ROLE OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

Urban Health
Agenda

% of causes of death
(except for violent causes)

Infectious
diseases

Management
scale

Major
diseases

Health
drivers

Transit
stage

Time /
Economic Development
THE AGE OF

POVERTY
DISEASES

PANDEMIC

AGE

THE AGE OF

THE ERA OF

DOUBLE
LOAD

FERTILITY
DISEASES

Access to basic
infrastructure and
medicine, minimally
necessary food and
medicine

Developed urban
infrastructure and
medicine, basic sanitary
and epidemiological
surveillance

Development
of a system of
epidemiological
control and preventive
medicine

Proactive
epidemiological
habitat design,
personalized
preventive medicine

Malnutrition
and especially
dangerous infectious
diseases

Second wave
of infectious diseases
and the rise of
noncommunicable
diseases

New Epidemics
(HIV / AIDS)
and the Growth
of Anthropogenic
Diseases

Noncommunicable
diseases and diseases
caused by lifestyle

LOCALIZED
SETTLEMENT

REGION
AND CITIES

COUNTRY
AND REGIONS

HOLISTIC. URBAN
AGGLOMERATIONS
AND GLOBAL MOBILITY
NETWORKS

Russia entered
the next epidemiological
stage
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and the development of pharmacology,
urban planning and architectural
practice ceased to play a significant
role in public health, while doctors,
previously actively involved in spatial
development, ceased to pay attention
to this. This was justified, new treatment
methods yielded results: in developed
countries, life expectancy was growing
steadily, the number of cases of
infectious diseases in general was
decreasing, and cholera and smallpox
were completely defeated.
Non-infectious replaced Infectious
diseases, which previously seemed
incurable as they are sometimes called
- "fertility diseases." The treatment of
cardiovascular diseases (heart attack
and stroke), cancer, chronic respiratory
diseases (such as asthma), and, for
example, diabetes, is associated
primarily with the prevention and
reduction of the impact of negative
factors. Therefore, today it is again
necessary to work with spatial
characteristics, "tuning" the environment
that stimulates healthy behavior, and
controlling adverse urban phenomena.
In the 21st century, doctors are again
forced to address the problem of
designing an urban environment, and
the city authorities focus on public
health issues. Cities and especially large
megacities (due to the influence of
over-concentration of socio-economic
processes) pose increased risks to
human health, while the costs of treating
chronic noncommunicable diseases
remain too high.

The next stage of the epidemiological transition,
during which noncommunicable diseases become the
main challenge for developed countries, determine
the growing importance of environmental factors.
The city as the main human environment forms a lot
of factors: from urban to socio-economic, it is the
city that determines the quality and life expectancy
of people. Therefore, more and more megacities and
national governments are choosing quality and life
expectancy indicators as the key metric for spatial
development.
URBAN HEALTH AS AN APPROACH

Urban Heatlh is an approach that explores the
relationship between health and the urban
environment and develops management principles
and practical tools for health-oriented urban
development. In the Russian language yet there is
no single well-established version of the translation.
However, the name can be interpreted as - "urban
public health" or "urban health-oriented development".

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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The Urban Health approach
simultaneously exists as a research
program and as a set of management
practices and models that prioritize the
health and well-being of people in the
development of the urban environment.
Urban Health Research Optics
is relatively young; it remains
fundamentally interdisciplinary. It
includes the whole spectrum of
sciences and methodology related to
the development of cities, as well as
factors affecting the health and wellbeing of people. In the absence of a
unified method, there are generally
accepted standards for research design
on the impact of the urban environment
on the health and well-being of people,
including the formation of a common
terminological base where experts in the
field of public health and epidemiology
as well as experts in urban change
management play a leading role.
Urban Health's management approach
includes a full range of clinical, urban,
state and other policies aimed at
prioritizing the health and well-being
of the population when making all
decisions about the development of
the city. There are three key principles
that underlie the modern understanding
of urban development management,
focused on issues of human health and
well-being:

1) Integration of health priorities in all aspects of
urban governance
An agenda related to improving the health status
of citizens should be included in all strategies and
policies of urban governance. This allows you to focus
on improving the quality of life and the health status
of citizens.
2) Spatial development and environmental change
as a driver of public health
The development of urban development decisions
or territorial development plans should be based
on a spatial analysis of key health risks, data on
environmental pollution, trends in incidence and socioeconomic parameters. Based on this information, it is
possible to switch from assessing ex-post and reactive
policies to developing new projects and programs
based on the design of the expected effects that will
subsequently affect the health of citizens.
3) Investment assessment of environmental health
risks and interventions aimed at reducing them
A comprehensive economic assessment is a critical
component of the Urban Health approach, which allows
you to link current investments with future benefits
by incorporating healthy principles into existing city
management projects and strategies. An economic
basis is being formed for making city-planning
decisions on changing the environment. This creates an
investment appraisal mechanism that helps control the
cost of implementing spatial decisions and assess their
impact on urban health.

U R B A N
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URBAN HEALTH AS A RESEARCH
AND MANAGEMENT OPTICS
THEORY
Research
optics

Analysis of the impact
of city characteristics
(factors of the urban
environment) on the
health and well-being
of its residents

The study of the
urban population
health (including
its individual
groups)

Broad interdisciplinary
approach
including various
research optics

THE MEDICINE
PSYCHOLOGY
MANAGEMENT
AND ORGANIZATION
THEORY
ECOLOGY
AND METEOROLOGY
LAW
AND CRIMINOLOGY
ARCHITECTURE
AND URBANISM
SOCIOLOGY
AND ANTHROPOLOGY
ECONOMY
GEOGRAPHY
ENGINEERING
AND COMPUTER
SCIENCES

PRACTICE
Management
optics

Impact on the
health and wellbeing of citizens
through urban
factors

Prioritization of aspects
of the health and wellbeing of the population
when making all
managerial decisions
in the city

Search for practical
solutions that reduce
health risks and
increase the quality
of life of citizens
through:

PHYSICAL
FACTORS
URBAN
DESIGN
POLLUTION
FACTORS
CLIMATE
AND ECOLOGY
SOCIAL
FACTORS
LIFESTYLE OF
CITY DWELLERS
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
OF A CITY
SAFETY
FACTORS OF ACCESSIBILITY
AND QUALITY OF MEDICAL
AND SOCIAL SERVICES
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URBAN HEALTH KEY AREAS
AND URBAN HEALTH
RISK FACTORS
Unhealthy
rhythm of life
Low physical
activity
Smoking, alcoholism
and drug addiction
Unhealthy
diet

Abnormal
heat and
cold
Heat
islands

INFECTIONS

BEHAVIORAL
RISKS

Depression
PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH

Disasters
Changing of
the climate

"Bad"
areas

Financial
and social
vulnerability

CLIMATE

Heat

Inequality

SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Air

SPECIFIC
POLLUTANTS

Noise

Loneliness

URBAN
HEALTH

Social
isolation
AGING
Low
activity

VIOLENCE
AND INJURY

Shine

Stress

The soil

Falls
Suicide

Water
Socially
dangerous
behavior

Accident
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KEY CHALLENGES FOR HEALTH IN THE CITY

In the approach focused on maintaining urban health,
one can single out a number of problem areas that
are now in the focus of attention of researchers and
practitioners of urban governance. It is these areas
that are now most actively discussed by city and
national authorities, public organizations and the expert
community.
SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND SPATIAL
INEQUALITY

The socio-economic parameters of the urban
territory are key determinants of the state of
health, they affect all its aspects, and are powerful
prognostic indicators. These parameters include a
wide range of characteristics, for example: sociodemographic parameters, socio-economic conditions,
urban development parameters of the territory
and environmental factors. All these groups of
characteristics describe the level of socio-economic
development of the urban territory. The inequality
observed in different cities and regions leads to
tremendous consequences. Thus, according to the
calculations of the Regional Association of Planners
in New York, about 80% of the "health" of any
community accounts for socio-economic factors and
environmental development factors4.
The most significant factor in the development
of the urban environment is the presence of "soft
infrastructure", that is, access to education, medicine
and cultural and leisure centers. It is "soft infrastructure"
services that are responsible for maintaining overall
health.
In global megacities, the effects of social stratification
due to social status are especially pronounced.
Such consequences are only exacerbated and
"conserved" by the socio-economic underdevelopment
4 - Mandu Sen "State of the Region's Health: How the New York
Metropolitan Region’s Urban Systems Influence Health", Regional
Plan Association, 2016
5 - Jacklyn Quinlan, et al. "Genetic Loci and Novel Discrimination
Measures Associated with Blood Pressure Variation in African
Americans Living in Tallahassee" // PLoS One. 2016; 11(12)
6 - Urban Health, Edited by Sandro Galea, Catherine K. Ettman,
and David Vlahov, Oxford University Press, 2019

of the territories in which socially
unprotected layers of society live. The
main consequence of this problem
is the inequality in life expectancy.
Unemployment and high pay inequality
are more common among ethnic
minorities, while migration and racial
/ national discrimination can in and of
themselves lead to stress, physical and
emotional exhaustion5. Social factors
such as poverty and poor quality of
housing negatively affect health. Social
stresses - social exclusion or poverty,
as well as living in communities where
deviant behavior is the norm - can
contribute to exacerbating issues such
as drug abuse and violence.
Living in a disadvantaged area is
associated with an increased frequency
of intentional harm to health, adverse
outcomes of childbirth, as well as a
significantly higher risk of cardiovascular
disease, HIV, gonorrhea, tuberculosis,
depression, low physical activity and
mortality from all causes, regardless of
risk factors individual level6.
CLIMATE

Serious risks to public health today
are climate factors, including climate
change. First, it is necessary to note the
so-called waves of heat and cold, which
arise due to adverse weather conditions
and urban morphology, as well as its
defining characteristics.
The morphological features of urban
areas, including the multi-story building
of megacities and the high intensity of
the transport system, together with a
shortage of green spaces, can lead to a
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peak temperature increase. In the city
center, temperatures can be 5–11 °C
higher than in neighboring rural and
suburban areas.
The formation of such a microclimate
leads to significant disorders of
the circulatory system during the
"hot flashes" of heat waves, which
provokes the development of strokes,
exacerbation of chronic diseases and
premature death. The importance of
this problem, examples say: the heat
waves caused a sharp increase in
mortality and hospital visits in 2003 in
Europe and in 2010 in Russia.
Climate change affects human health and well-being
both directly and indirectly: against the backdrop of
adverse climatic conditions, chronic diseases worsen,
and the frequency of infectious diseases increases.
Thus, thermal stress experienced by a person can be
aggravated by adverse environmental factors. For
example, heat combined with an increased concentration
of aerosols in the air can increase the risk of pulmonary
and cardiovascular diseases7. Abnormally cold weather and
cold waves also have negative health effects, stimulating
the development of respiratory diseases, especially in
children and the elderly8.

ABOUT 30–45%
OF THE LUMINOUS
FLUX IN LARGE CITIES
IS LIGHT POLLUTION.
IMPROPER AND
EXCESSIVE NIGHT
ILLUMINATION OF CITIES
CAUSES BOTH DIRECT
AND INDIRECT HARM
TO THE ENVIRONMENT
AND THE HEALTH
OF CITIZENS

BEHAVIORAL RISKS

Behavioral factors, namely malnutrition, smoking, and
a passive lifestyle, are estimated by the World Health
Organization as key challenges to human health in the 21st century.
The way a person behaves in the city, of course, affects health,
however, it is rather difficult to identify and evaluate direct causal
relationships. Therefore, it is even more difficult or often impossible to
determine how a lifestyle will affect its quality and duration.
The World Health Organization estimates that eight risk factors
(alcohol, tobacco, high blood pressure, obesity, high cholesterol, high
blood glucose, low fruits and vegetables in the diet, and physical

inactivity) cause 61% of cardiac deaths
vascular disease. Reducing the impact
of these eight risk factors will lead to
a global increase in life expectancy
of almost 5 years9. So only with the
example of one group of heart diseases
it can be seen that behavioral factors
can either act as multipliers of health
and improve the quality of life, or take
shape in configurations that together
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give a sharp increase in the likelihood
of disability or death. One of the key
triggers that trigger a scenario of
behavior in the city is the quality of the
urban environment and the ability to
be included in the design process.
CITY POLLUTION

The level of environmental pollution
is higher in cities. As the World
Health Organization (WHO) indicates,
in 23% of all cases, the cause of
death is precisely the quality of the
environment. Moreover, this factor
has the greatest negative effect on
children under the age of five and
on citizens over the age of fifty.
According to WHO, in 2016, 91% of the
world's people lived in areas with poor
air quality.
This is due to the increased content
of fine particles (PM2.5 and PM10) in the air: getting into the lungs,
they are easily trapped in blood, this is one of the main causes of
lung cancer, infection by respiratory tract infection, stroke and heart
attack10. According to WHO estimates, 1.5 billion urban residents
face levels of outdoor air pollution that exceed the maximum
recommended limits; in total, about 90% of the world's population
lives in polluted air11.
As a result, according to WHO estimates, more than 7 million people
die every year due to air pollution. The health effects of air pollution
are an extremely dangerous challenge, one in every three deaths from
7 - NASA-Rio-UCCRN Training Workshop: Sea Level Rise, Urban Heat Island and
Green Infrastructure, and Water Quality. NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies,
2016; Climate change and human health in cities. Climate Change and Cities: First
Assessment Report of the Urban Climate Change Research Network, 2011; Public
Health Adaptation to Climate Change in Canadian Jurisdictions. International
Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health, 2015
8 - Revich B.A., Shaposhnikov D.A. Features of the effects of cold and heat waves
on mortality in cities with a sharply continental climate // Siberian Medical Review.
2017. No2 (104); Revich B.A., Shaposhnikov D.A. Cold waves in southern cities of
the European part of Russia and premature mortality // "Problems of forecasting",
2015, No. 2, p. 56-67
9 - Global health risks: mortality and burden of disease attributable to selected
major risks. World Health Organization, 2009
10 - World health statistics 2018: monitoring health for the SDGs, sustainable
development goals. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2018
11 - Global Health Observatory, World Health Organization; WHO Library.
Cataloguing-in-Publication Data. Global health risks: mortality and burden of
disease attributable to selected major risks. 2009; Indoor Air Pollution. Published
online at OurWorldInData.org, 2018; Housing and Health: Time Again for Public
Health Action. American Journal of Public Health, 2002
12 - BreatheLife, World Health Organization, https://breathelife2030.org/news/
infographic-library/

stroke, lung cancer and heart disease
is associated with air pollution, which
is comparable to the risks of smoking
tobacco, and much higher than, for
example, the effect of consuming too
much salt12.
In addition to poor air quality in cities,
there is the problem of light and noise
pollution. These irritants lead to an
increase in mental illness and a decrease
in the overall quality of life. High noise
levels cause significant harm to all living
organisms; its main sources in the city
are transport, construction work and
industry. Noise impairs the learning ability
and performance of children, traffic noise
in the first half of the night disrupts the
rhythm of cortisol production, which
correlates with sleep disturbance,
difficulty concentrating, memory
impairment, headache, hypertension and
other cardiovascular diseases, especially
among older people.
Also, residents of modern cities suffer
from light pollution. It also leads to sleep
disturbances, hormonal and mental
disorders of residents. About 30–45% of
the luminous flux in large cities is light
pollution. Improper and excessive night
illumination of cities causes both direct
and indirect harm to the environment
and the health of citizens. Exposure to
long-term sustainable light pollution leads
to a significant increase in risks associated
with the human hormonal system.
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MENTAL HEALTH

The World Health Organization defines mental health as "a state of
well-being in which each person is aware of his potential, can cope
with ordinary life stresses, can work productively and fruitfully, and
is able to contribute to his community." This definition is relevant for
issues of urban health-oriented development, as it also reflects the key
components of a sustainable environment and city life.
Mental illnesses include a wide range
of conditions that cause changes in
people's thinking, emotions, and / or
behavior. These problems acquire the
character of mental disorders when
changes are associated with distress
and / or problems in the ability of
people to function in relationships,
social, educational or working
conditions.

ACCORDING TO THE ESTIMATES
OF THE ORGANIZATION
FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION
AND DEVELOPMENT, DIRECT
AND INDIRECT COSTS
ASSOCIATED WITH MENTAL
ILLNESS CAN EXCEED 4%
OF THE GDP OF OECD COUNTRIES

The World Health Organization
estimates that one in four people
will have a mental illness throughout
their lives13. Mental illnesses
include depression, anxiety disorders, bipolar affective disorder,
schizophrenia, dementia, developmental disorders and disorders
associated with the use of psychoactive substances. An aggressive
urban environment can increase the risks of these diseases, as well
as lead to a more severe course.

In urban environments, the risk of an increase in the spread of
affective disorders is higher; the risk is 39% higher than in the
suburbs and rural areas. Cities increase the risk of occurrence
and more severe course of anxiety disorders to 21%14, compared
with rural areas. Residents of large cities are twice as likely to be
schizophrenic (2.37 times higher than average)15 and are more prone
to addiction to psychoactive substances16.
According to the estimates of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, direct and indirect costs associated
with mental illness can exceed 4% of the GDP of OECD countries. At
13 - Mental Health ATLAS 2017, World Health Organization, 2018
14 - J. Peen R. A. Schoevers A. T. Beekman J. Dekker "The current
status of urban-rural differences in psychiatric disorders"// Acta
Psychiatrica Scandinavica 121(2): 84-93 · August 2009
15 - Evangelos Vassos, Carsten B Pedersen, Robin M Murray,
David A Collier, Cathryn M Lewis "Meta-Analysis of the
Association of Urbanicity With Schizophrenia" // chizophrenia
Bulletin, Volume 38, Issue 6, November 2012, Pages 1118–1123
16 - Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, Center for Behavioral Health Statistics
and Quality. (July 31, 2012). The TEDS Report: A Comparison
of Rural and Urban Substance Abuse Treatment Admissions.
Rockville, MD
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the same time, in OECD countries,
5% of the working-age population is
in poor mental health, and another
15% suffer from milder illnesses and
disorders, but one in two people will
certainly experience a mental disorder
at some point in their life. People
with severe mental illnesses, such as
acute depression, bipolar disorder,
and schizophrenia, die an average
of 20 years earlier than the general
population. This usually occurs due
to chronic diseases, for example,
cardiovascular. People with severe
mental disorders are 6-7 times more
likely to become unemployed than
people without mental disorders.
People with mild to moderate disease
become unemployed 2-3 times more
often than healthy17.

POPULATION AGING

Today, for the first time in history, most people can count on them to
live up to sixty years or even longer. A longer life presents additional
opportunities not only for older people and their families, but also
for society. "Extra" years allow you to engage in new activities,
receive additional education, and at the same time make a valuable
contribution to the life of the family and society. However, the
degree of these opportunities is highly dependent on one factor the state of health.
Population aging is one of the main problems for both cities and
social systems of countries. Creating an inclusive environment
in which active longevity is possible is a task that has not only an
important humanistic message, but also a clear economic basis: the
cost of treating the elderly is much higher than caring for the young,
and the number of working-age people, especially in developed
countries, is steadily declining18.
Aging of the population leads to the
fact that diseases such as dementia,
for example, are not so common in
the general profile of diseases. Thus,
according to WHO, dementia is one
of the fastest growing public health
problems, affecting now about 50 million
people worldwide. About 10 million new
cases are recorded annually. Dementia is
a major cause of disability among older
people. Moreover, the total global costs
associated with dementia by 2030 will be
about two trillion US dollars per year.
The main causes of disability are sensory
disturbances (especially in low-income
and lower middle-income countries),
back and neck pain, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (especially in lowincome and lower middle-income
countries), depressive disorders, falls,
diabetes, dementia and osteoarthrosis.
17 - Focus on health making mental health
count, OECD, 2014
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Most health systems around the world are ill-equipped
to meet the needs of older people, often suffering from
multiple chronic diseases or geriatric syndromes. "Healthy
aging" encompasses all spheres of state and urban
governance, from the development of new housing policies
to new solutions in the field of mobility and employment, as
well as the protection of older people from poverty through
social protection programs. Making progress in the field
of healthy aging will also require a better understanding
of the problems and trends associated with the age and
environmental characteristics of the urban environment19.
INFECTIOUS DISEASES

Despite the ubiquity of "fertility diseases," one cannot
ignore the risk of new infectious diseases and
unforeseen mutations of already known viruses. In the
18 - Global Health Observatory, World Health Organization;
WHO Library
19 - The Global Network for Age-friendly Cities and Communities:
Looking back over the last decade, looking forward to the next, World
Health Organization Publication, 2018

context of contemporary global
hyperconnectedness, ignoring
epidemiological problems can lead
to catastrophic scenarios. In recent
decades, we have seen how much
attention has been drawn to the spread
of the A / H1N1 swine flu pandemic in
2009, SARS or SARS in 2002, or the
Ebola virus in 2014. Not to mention that
even without the emergence of new
superviruses, the problem of the spread
of HIV / AIDS has not been solved, which
is especially important for Russia, where,
according to official data, about 1,2% of
the Russian population aged 15 to 49 are
infected with HIV20.
As one of the most acute threats in this
area, the World Health Organization
singles out the rejection of vaccination,
which in developed countries, especially
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in Europe and the USA, is becoming more widespread.
Moreover, in 2019, for the first time, WHO added to the
list of the main threats to human health in the world,
along with cholera, the risk of antibiotic resistance
of the disease, the problem of refusing vaccination.
According to WHO, the incidence of measles has
increased by only 30 percent, while many countries
that were close to almost completely eradicating
measles on their territory have experienced a rapid
increase in the incidence of measles21.
The challenges of the spread of infectious diseases
and access to the necessary information about
vaccination and the risks associated with abandoning
it are one of the main challenges for the development
of modern megacities, since due to the ultra-high
population density in them and intense external
internal traffic flows, they will be the first victim
possible epidemic.
VIOLENCE AND INJURY

Injuries and the consequences of physical violence
remain one of the key causes of disability and death
in all major cities in the world. This is due to many
reasons, ranging from socio-economic inequality in the
development of different parts of the city, to simple
mistakes in the design of the urban environment. So,
about 5,8 million people die each year as a result of
injuries, which is 10% of the world's deaths, which is
32% more than the number of deaths due to malaria,
tuberculosis and HIV / AIDS combined22.
20 - Final report on the results and main lines of activity of
the Federal Service for Supervision in the Field of Consumer
Protection and Human Well-being in 2017
21 - WHO EpiData: Monthly reports of measles and rubella
surveillance data for the European Region, 2018
22 - Global status report on violence prevention, World Health
Organization 2014
23 - Urban Health, Edited by Sandro Galea, Catherine K. Ettman,
and David Vlahov, Oxford University Press, 2019
24 - Hugh Barton, Susan Thompson, Sarah Burgess, Marcus Grant
"The Routledge Handbook of Planning for Health and Well-Being.
Shaping a sustainable and healthy future", Routledg, 2015
25 - Global status report on road safety 2018. Geneva: World Health
Organization; 2018

Each year, 1,4 million people worldwide
die as a result of violence, with the
predominant number of cases of violence
occurring in cities23. Violence is becoming
a heavy burden for national economies,
costing billions of US dollars annually to
countries, spending on health care, law
enforcement and resulting in reduced
productivity.
The health effects of violence are not
limited to physical injuries. The longterm effects are depression, mental
disorders, suicide attempts, chronic pain
syndromes. Children who are victims of
violence have a higher risk of alcohol and
drug abuse, smoking. This can lead, even
decades later, to chronic diseases such
as heart disease and cancer24.
Suicides and homicides account for over
80% of violent deaths. Of those who died
as a result of violence, 56% die due to selfviolence and 33% due to injuries caused
by another person, 11% as a result of direct
or other forms of collective violence. At
the same time, a significant part of the
injuries in the city is associated with traffic
accidents. They are currently the eighth
leading cause of death in the world.
Accidents claim more than 1,35 million
lives each year and cause up to 50 million
injuries. At the same time, a significant
proportion of deaths and injuries is
preventable25.
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WHAT IS
URBAN HEALTH?

Let's go back three decades ago, how was urban health
work done at that time? Back then, the conversation
was primarily focused on troubled neighborhood areas.
That was our starting point. For instance, I worked with
drug addicts and the poor living in neighborhoods
that had problems with the physical environment,
their social connections, health care and much more.
We originally used the term "urban" to refer to this
issue in a neutral manner. These areas had previously
been called ghettos, and many didn't feel comfortable
about the word because it caused too many negative
associations. This is when the term "urban health" came
up. We worked with the poor in urban neighborhoods,
with African Americans, in areas with high morbidity
rates, where people suffered from various illnesses
ranging from hypertension to HIV. Therefore, our

initiatives were targeted precisely at high-risk groups.
Our primary objective was to reduce inequality.
To achieve this goal, we used a behavioral change
approach. This required us to understand which of
the tools we used were working. Finally, we focused
on structural interventions that are based on policy
changes allowing for a positive impact on the situation.
Certain questions have been raised: what is a physical
environment? What is a built environment? What is
a social environment or resource environment? We
started discussing it and a thought came to us: why do
we have to separate these things at all?
We were at a crossroads, having to decide whether
we wanted to influence the citizens using factors that
affect their behavior, or whether we would address
their behavior directly. For if you address the behavior

N
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directly, you basically say that the victim feels bad
because it is their own fault. Our idea was to change
the environment and this way combat healthcare
inequalities.
Then we proceeded to the next stage, and now we
had to understand: which resources can we employ at
municipal level if we decide to implement our policy?
What is the general political agenda? We looked at
the various forces that affect people's lives in different
neighborhoods and concluded that the city is a system.
Like the theory of chaos: a butterfly's wing can set
off a cascade of events. We started to see the city as
a complex ecosystem and from that perspective we
started to create models and make decisions regarding
the healthcare system. On the other hand, the question
remained how to guide people towards the right
policy?

impact on both health and the economy.
We also work closely with economists and
legal experts. One of the trends we see
in the US is peri-urban growth. Cities are
growing wider. People are going back to the
cities. These are usually elderly people who
do not want to spend much time on their
commute. It is important to them to have
everything they need in close proximity. If
the population density increases, a more
efficient use of resources must be found.
This is becoming obvious now. This is the
beginning and the end of growth.

It is essential to understand the problems related to the
physical environment, housing, society and resources
and the ways in which the gathered information can be
applied to the political process to address these issues.

As for low-income countries, the peri-urban
areas are still growing there. Consider
Mexico City. If we were to take the city
maps from the last few decades and overlay
them on top of each other, it would look
like a shooting target: the boundaries are
constantly expanding. We are concerned
about how the cities are tackling this
situation. It should be noted that the last
twenty years have seen a major shift. Almost
every country has conducted demographic
surveys, which have revealed that people
living in urban areas are healthier than those
living in rural ones. However, if we consider
only slum dwellers of all the citizens, their
health indicators will be worse than those of
people in rural areas.

THE SCOPE OF URBAN HEALTH

In our work, we went beyond one area and began to
analyze the relationship between districts: the way they
interact with each other. This is level one. The next
one is the government level. As the cities grow larger,
the challenges of the globalization era are starting to
unfold, bringing infectious diseases, crime and so on.
Climate change is another important factor. There
is also inequality, which is directly proportional to
urbanization. In 2007, half of the total world population
lived in cities. Today, this figure is as high as 85 percent.
Over the next decade, Asia will surpass that threshold.
By 2050-2060, most of Africa's population will also
have been living in urban areas.
Right now, we have an opportunity to prevent the
manifestation of many negative effects of urbanization
if we do research and collect the data necessary
for proper planning. Generally, we can plan the
development of small and medium-sized cities, but
there is always something to improve in larger cities
in terms of health of their residents. In addition, it
is important to realize that innovations can have an

1 - The term "participatory
budgeting" is more commonly used

URBAN PRACTICES AND URBAN HEALTH

There are various processes and initiatives
in the city that have an impact on health.
Once I was invited to lecture at a university
in Brazil, where I discovered the idea of
participatory budgeting1. This model brings
together the local community, business
representatives and local authorities. I am not
sure this policy can be called sustainable —
perhaps it is too early to say — but in
any case, it is an inclusive, transparent,
participatory and accountable model that
involves the poorest strata of the middle
class. The citizens developed proposals
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for different top priority directions, and each district
chose its representative. Several studies show that in
areas of Brazil where people have already switched to
participatory budgeting, infant and under-five mortality
rates have decreased compared to areas that have not
adopted the model.
It is essential to understand the problems related to the
physical environment, housing, society and resources
and the ways in which the gathered information can be
applied to the political process to address these issues.
WORKING WITH BEHAVIORAL ISSUES

If we are to introduce healthy behavior practices, we
need to educate our citizens accordingly. It is essential
to formulate a clear call to action first, one that is
understandable to the local population. This is not an
easy thing to do. You cannot just go and give a lecture
or an instruction. People don't like to be lectured. What
can be done is to hold group sessions during which
participants come together and work on specific issues.
They enjoy doing all that. This has the same effect
as scales numbers going down on scales in weight
loss groups. Then, the funding for the program runs
out, and maybe afterwards they meet up a couple
more times, if they have enough motivation to do it
independently.

IT IS ESSENTIAL
TO UNDERSTAND
THE PROBLEMS RELATED
TO THE PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT, HOUSING,
SOCIETY AND RESOURCES
AND THE WAYS IN
WHICH THE GATHERED
INFORMATION CAN BE
APPLIED TO THE POLITICAL
PROCESS TO ADDRESS
THESE ISSUES

Since everything tends to end, we must
be more attentive with the programs: they
require investment but are often limited in
scale. You cannot gather 2.5 million people.
Programs are temporary. For example, if
you are trying to get everyone vaccinated
against influenza every year, you will have
to reach a mutual understanding with
communities who need to recognize the
effectiveness of the vaccine and trust the
people involved in the program. And if you
are dealing with chronic diseases, it gets
more complicated than that. If we are talking
about infectious diseases like HIV, we just
need to change people's sexual behavior,
right? Well, good luck with that!
We rely on health-oriented policies and
design. If you want to give people the
opportunity to walk, you must create
sidewalks and put up a fence to protect
them from road traffic. If you want to
lower traffic speed, you need to adopt the
appropriate set of measures to make drivers
slow down. That is why we started focusing
more on urban planners and architects.
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FINDING A COMMON
LANGUAGE

A city is a very complex
system. When you
immerse yourself in it,
you work with experts
and professionals from
different fields. Everyone
has a different point of
view. Starting a dialogue is
not an easy task. In 2003,
we had a meeting at the
New York Academy of
Medicine. I was the head
of the Center for Urban
Epidemiological Research
at the time. We arranged
a one-day conference and
invited city planners and
architects as well as public
health professionals. They
could not hear each other.
Each of us thought the
others did not understand
a thing. The situation was tense; people didn't want to
look for a common language. Some questions were very
interesting, and I believe that after the conference the
participants continued to reflect on them. For example,
one architect was asked: "How do you measure the
success of your buildings in terms of public health?" He
responded: "Simple as that. If I notice couples hugging
or holding hands there, it means that the project is
successful."
At first, we laughed because it sounded naive, but
then we started to realize: there's something about
it. The thing about this approach is that you do not
have to conduct interviews, you just observe without
interfering. This is a good indicator. Over time, as we
worked together, we learned to respect each other. We
try to look at issues from different angles.

He called all the major officials: The Head
of the Health Department, the head of the
Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs,
members of the Environmental Protection
Agency and others. When they all gathered
in one office, Bloomberg asked this
question: "How do we make New York more
comfortable for senior citizens?" Everyone
looked at the head of Social Security
Administration. That is when Bloomberg
said: "No, this is not going to work this way. I
want to understand what each of you thinks.
You, for example, work in the transportation
industry. How long does it take an old man
to cross the street and get to the grocery
store? And what solutions can you offer?"
They had long thought about what each of
them could do in their field in this direction,
and then searched for options to join forces.
Finally, they concluded that it is necessary to
introduce "healthy environment" indicators,
which will help to understand how healthy a
physical environment is. Then they moved
on to social circumstances. They did not
cling to the existing centers for the elderly,
because only 5 percent of elderly people
visit such centers during the day. They
needed to understand which new programs
to adopt and which support systems to
implement.
I like to give this example when it comes to
ways to protect the health of city residents.
This is what I call "urban health". It is when,
in making decisions, you go beyond one
area, team up with experts from other
areas, and do not leave everything to the
care of the Department of Health alone.
It is when the authors of every legislative
initiative and every program think about
people's health.

AGING AND THE CITY

I can hardly argue the fact that everyone's growing
older. One of the brightest examples that I really like
here is Mayor Bloomberg and his idea of a city that is a
comfortable environment for the elderly.

Sometimes it is challenging, because in
some cities people think it is going to be
a kind of healthcare dictatorship, where
everyone is forced to consider the health
factor as well. This requires the development
of understanding and a special etiquette. Yet
it will not be possible without support from
senior management.
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WHO PROMOTES THE URBAN HEALTH AGENDA IN THE UNITED STATES?
NATIONAL LEVEL
LOCAL AND STATE LEVEL
NEW YORK CITY DEVELOPMENT PLANS
AREAS OF THE URBAN HEALTH APPROACH IMPLEMENTATION
ACTIVE ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
HEALTHY EATING
POPULATION AGING
MENTAL HEALTH
THE ROLE OF PUBLIC EXPERT ORGANIZATIONS
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ONE OF THE WORLD'S FIRST PUBLIC HEALTH AND SANITATION DEPARTMENTS WERE ESTABLISHED IN NEW YORK IN 1866.
TODAY, NEW YORK CITY IS ONE OF THE GLOBALLY RENOWNED LEADERS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE URBAN HEALTH
APPROACH. ONE OF THE FIRST INITIATIVES OF THIS DEPARTMENT WAS TO PROHIBIT THE BUILDING DEVELOPMENT OF
AN EXTENSIVE PART OF THE CITY IN THE 19TH CENTURY. AS A RESULT, CENTRAL PARK WAS CREATED ON THIS SITE. IN
ADDITION, THIS DEPARTMENT WAS THE FIRST TO TURN THE ISSUES OF IMPLEMENTATION OF HEALTHY CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS INTO ZONING REQUIREMENTS AND RULES IN THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY. THIS ALLOWED THE CITY TO COMBAT
SUCH URBAN PROBLEMS AS ENSURING NECESSARY VENTILATION, PREVENTING ULTRA-HIGH DENSITY BUILDING AND
MORE. AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 21ST CENTURY, NEW YORK CITY REMAINS ONE OF THE LEADING CITIES IN TERMS OF
IMPLEMENTING ACTIVE DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND THE MOST UP-TO-DATE CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS ENABLING IT
TO ADDRESS CLIMATE CHANGE AND FOCUS ON MAINTAINING THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WELLBEING OF ITS RESIDENTS. THE
CITY AUTHORITIES OF NEW YORK CITY, AS WELL AS NATIONAL AGENCIES OF THE U.S., HAVE AN EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN
DEVELOPING TOOLS FOR CREATING HEALTHY PLACES AND IMPLEMENTING URBAN DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES AIMED AT
MAINTAINING THE HEALTH AND WELLNESS OF CITIZENS.
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WHO PROMOTES
THE URBAN HEALTH AGENDA
IN THE UNITED STATES?
NATIONAL LEVEL

The United States Department of Health and Human Services1 is a key player who
exercises significant authority over public health and safety in the lives of citizens
while also overseeing other relevant agencies. This federal department accumulates
a huge amount of funds and a large number of functional divisions among which
it distributes various tasks related to protecting health, environmental and product
safety, disaster prevention, as well as the quality of healthcare and social services.

1 - https://www.hhs.gov/
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The department addresses only a small
portion of issues directly related to
healthcare services, as this is one area
almost entirely controlled by state,
municipal, and private entities. This is
due to the fact that the U.S. does not
guarantee universal health insurance
coverage. The annual budget of the
department is $1,2 trillion, and its mission
is to improve the health, well-being and
safety in America.
The U.S. Department of Health includes
the National Institutes of Health2,
which together form the key federal
agency responsible for all research
activities in the area of biomedicine and
public health. The agency is the principal
recipient and manager of federal funds

$1,2 TRIL

in the field of medical research and provides about
15-20% of all grants in the country, or about $30
billion per year. It employs over 20,000 people, and
has 27 research institutes and centers. Each of them
has its own area of activity including mental health,
behavioral risks, issues of inequality in providing health
services, technological development, monitoring of
epidemiological risks and other areas.
The system of National Research Institutes enables
national and local strategies to be shaped on the basis
of scientific and practical research, and facilitates
ongoing updates on current and potential public health
risks. A large number of the Agency's research centers
are focused on identifying factors that have a negative
impact on human health. This includes studies on how
pesticides, chemicals and carcinogens affect the health
of residents, major studies on urban pollution and other
studies on the impact of environmental factors on
public health.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention3
constitute the central federal agency responsible for
virtually all matters related to public health risks and the
supervision of sanitary and epidemiological well-being
throughout the country. One of the largest federal
agencies has ten independent offices throughout
the U.S. with permanent staff in all states and special
representatives in 120 countries. The Agency is
subordinate to the U.S. Department of Health, with a
total staff of more than 15,000 and an annual budget
exceeding $6 billion.

THE ANNUAL BUDGET
OF THE DEPARTMENT
IS $1,2 TRILLION,
AND ITS MISSION IS TO IMPROVE
THE HEALTH, WELL-BEING
AND SAFETY IN USA

The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention are responsible
for standardizing and
controlling the epidemiological
situation, developing and
implementing new standards,
as well as regulating sanitary
and epidemiological
surveillance, and monitoring
the implementation thereof. In
addition, the Centers conduct

2 - https://www.nih.gov/
3 - https://www.cdc.gov/
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extensive research activities and develop
open databases that collect the best
practices in each of the areas related to
public health risks. Thus, at the national
level, the network of Centers plays the
role of a key independent researcher
that develops and monitors compliance
with standards and regulations
applicable to different activities, sites
and territories, and provides broad
expert support to all stakeholders,
from the federal government to state
governments, local authorities, business,
community and others.
Given mortality and morbidity rates
in recent decades in the U.S., and
the increasing proportion of noncommunicable and chronic diseases
caused by behavioral,
pollution-related, and more
general environmental
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factors, it is the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention that are the main promoters of the Urban
Health approach and area-based, health-oriented
development practices. Over the years, the Centers
have formed their own collection of best practices in
the areas of creating healthy territories and reducing
risks associated with urban development and planning
issues.
As an example, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention and the United States Department of
Transportation4 jointly developed and implemented
the CDC/DOT Transportation and Health Tool.
This tool is designed to facilitate informed decisionmaking by the authorities by monitoring the
comparative dynamics of territory development,
tracing the links between the transportation system
and health issues, and enabling them to choose the
best means to reduce health risks. The tool itself is a
digital platform with cartographic materials based on
14 indicators, allowing the centers to trace the links
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between transportation factors and health issues and
consider metropolitan statistical areas and urbanized
zones. The tool also contains a set of 25 best practices
for developing policies, strategies and instruments
which have proven to be effective health-improving
investments in transportation.
Another guide that is both similar and supplementary
to the Transportation and Health Tool is the
Transportation Health Impact Assessment Toolkit5,
which provides practical recommendations (projects
and policies) with proven efficiency. These include,
among others, reducing excessive mileage, expanding
the network of public transportation, promoting the
concept of active movement, ensuring equal access
to transport, etc., as well as a compilation of best
practices for comprehensive health impact assessment
of emerging transportation projects, plans and policies.
The Toolkit identifies five key areas where transportation
affects public health.
4 - https://www.transportation.gov/
5 - https://www.cdc.gov/healthyplaces/transportation/hia_toolkit.htm

FIVE KEY AREAS WHERE
TRANSPORTATION AFFECTS
PUBLIC HEALTH
1.
ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
encourages the creation of pedestrian zones
and the introduction of bicycling, as well as
reduces the distances between frequentlytraveled destinations;
2.
SAFETY means reducing traffic
accidents and death rates resulting therefrom;
3.
CLEAN AIR refers to improving
the efficiency of the transportation system and
supporting environmentally friendly vehicles
and fuels to combat heart and respiratory
diseases;
4.
CONNECTIVITY means creating a
well-connected multimodal transport network
that improves access to jobs, healthcare
services and open green spaces to promote
health and well-being;
5.
EQUALITY is the reduction of
negative health effects associated with the
transportation system; these
are experienced primarily by
vulnerable members of society,
such as low-income residents,
children and the elderly.
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The Healthy Community Design
Checklist6, developed by the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, is
the key tool for integrating Urban Health
principles into environmental planning and
design. The application of this technique
allows an increase in the capability of all
local community participants involved in
territorial development. The guide includes
practical assessment tools arranged into
key subject areas, indicating services
and types of infrastructure, as well as
significant environmental factors that may
have a significant impact on human health.
In particular, the guide presents a set of
standard solutions aimed at prioritizing
health issues in planning decisions and
mitigating identified health risk factors.
The checklist includes the following
topics: "Active Living", "Food Choices",
"Transportation Choices", "Public Safety",
"Social Cohesion", "Social Equity", and
"Environmental Health".
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention have also developed
the Built Environment Assessment
Tool7.It allows non-specialists to carry
out a standardized and evidence-based
procedure for assessing key building
parameters which affect health, such
as infrastructure, walking and cycling
accessibility, and the availability of
recreational areas. The assessment is
based on qualitative and quantitative
data, as well as street inspections and
subsequent interpretation of the results.
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In particular, the problem of the development of green
infrastructure and its correlation with human health is
currently relevant, and the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention have developed the Parks, Trails, and
Health Workbook8. The Workbook provides standard
solutions to guide local communities in creating parks
and green spaces that encourage physical activity,
reduce stress and have a beneficial impact on the
environment. Like other methods utilized by the Centers,
this document contains detailed guidance on project
implementation and further evaluation (community
health profiles; area analysis, planning; park system
6 - https://www.cdc.gov/healthyplaces/toolkit/
7 - https://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpao/state-local-programs/builtenvironment-assessment/index.htm
8 - https://www.cdc.gov/healthyplaces/healthtopics/parks_trails_
workbook.htm
9 - https://www.cdc.gov/healthyplaces/parks_trails/
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development; project monitoring and evaluation), as
illustrated by examples. The Parks and Trails Health
Impact Assessment Toolkit9 is a useful companion
to the Parks, Trails, and Health Workbook. The Toolkit
consists of a standard procedure for health impact
assessment of planned and implemented projects
but, it should be noted, it is specifically customized
for landscaping and park development projects.
The Toolkit provides a technique for assessing the
connectivity of park spaces and their importance for
the local community (area characteristics and types
of links to local and national data sources). It also
provides recommendations for conducting health

impact assessments (baseline area
characteristics such as inclusive access,
multifunctionality, accessibility, etc.)
and other additional materials on the
influence of park areas on the quality of
life, conserving resources, the quality of
air and water and other aspects of urban
life and health.
As can be seen from the above series
of initiatives by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, all of them are
focused on expanding the scope of
available information (best practices
and statistics) related to the creation of
a health-oriented urban environment
through one's own efforts. Such a format
was selected by the Centers because,
notwithstanding their broad mandate,
they can regulate only a limited set
of factors and are unable to directly
influence the implementation of the best
solutions due to a lack of co-financing
instruments for their projects, and their
lack of authority to coordinate them.
As such, they act after having formed
a common vision, and use the most
comprehensive and scientifically proven
information.

THE PROBLEM
OF THE DEVELOPMENT
OF GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
AND ITS CORRELATION
WITH HUMAN HEALTH
IS CURRENTLY RELEVANT,
AND THE CENTERS
FOR DISEASE CONTROL
AND PREVENTION
HAVE DEVELOPED
THE PARKS, TRAILS,
AND HEALTH WORKBOOK

N E W
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500 CITIES PROJECT.
LOCAL DATA FOR BETTER HEALTH

33,4 %
OF THE 2010
UNITED STATES
CENSUS*

* https://www.cdc.
gov/500cities/index.htm

CITIES
Data provided by:
Census 2010 places

THE 500 CITIES REPRESENTED 33.4% OF THE 2010 UNITED STATES CENSUS, WHICH
BROUGHT TOGETHER 308,745,538 PEOPLE. BASED ON 27 EVALUATION CRITERIA,
CONCLUSIONS WERE DRAWN ABOUT THE CHRONIC STATE OF PUBLIC HEALTH,
BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS, AND RISK FACTORS
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One of the CDC's most important
initiatives is the 500 Cities: Local Data
for Better Health project10. Its purpose
is to create a permanent system for
data collection and processing that
has a detailed, spatial layout on all key
parameters related both to the area of
territorial development and the health
of the population living in that territory.
The project has established a framework
for collecting and publishing data about
cities and specific territories by using
small area estimation methods which
take into consideration 27 of the most
common chronic diseases in the 500
largest American metropolitan areas.
The data is published on an open digital
platform that allows users to view, study
and upload data in high resolution,
allowing them to examine specific city
blocks. The data is published on an open
digital platform that enables users to
view, explore and upload data in high
resolution allowing them to examine
specific city blocks. This data can be
used to guide decisions about the need
to develop and implement effective and
targeted preventive activities and to
monitor public health issues.

Another important institution shaping the healthoriented urban development agenda is the United
States Environmental Protection Agency11. It is
directly subordinate to the President of the United
States, but is not part of the U.S. Government;
nevertheless, the rank of its leader informally
corresponds to that of a department head. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency divides the territory
of the country into 10 regions, each of which has a
separate division, and some of the monitoring and
control of its functions are transferred to the states.
Its functions include: environmental assessment;
control over the implementation and compliance with
the national environmental standards; cooperation
with business and government on voluntary pollution
and energy efficiency control programs; reduction of
the risk of natural disasters; control over compliance
with health and environmental protection legislation;
contaminated land treatment; and assessment of risks
from chemicals used in the production of goods. The
Agency has a budget of about $8 billion and employs
more than 15,000 people. It was through the activities
of the Environmental Protection Agency that American
cities were able to
overcome the challenges
of industrial pollution from
the 1950s to the 1980s.

THE MAIN PURPOSE
OF 500 CITIES PROJECT
IS TO CREATE A PERMANENT
SYSTEM FOR DATA COLLECTION
AND PROCESSING THAT HAS
A DETAILED, SPATIAL LAYOUT
ON ALL KEY PARAMETERS
RELATED BOTH TO THE AREA
OF TERRITORIAL DEVELOPMENT
AND THE HEALTH OF THE POPULATION
LIVING IN THAT TERRITORY
10 - https://www.cdc.gov/500cities/index.htm
11 - https://www.epa.gov/
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LOCAL AND STATE LEVEL

It should be noted that the United
States does not have a unified
framework for the distribution of
responsibilities between state and
municipal health departments. Most
state departments of health and many
of the local health departments were
created and developed independently
of each other. For example, the New
York City Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene12 is one of the
world's first public authorities to
specialize in monitoring public
health and disease. It was
founded in 1865, while the
New York State Department
of Health was only established
in 1901. As a result, health
departments vary considerably
from state to state and from
municipality to municipality in
their organizational structure,
areas of responsibility, financial
instruments, basic functions and
competencies, and approaches
to accreditation and certification.
The objectives of the state
departments of health and
local public health departments
are almost always aligned. It
should also be noted that not all
municipal entities have health
departments.

12 - https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/
about/about-doh.page
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THERE ARE 4 MAJOR TYPES OF DIVISION
OF FUNCTIONS BETWEEN STATE
GOVERNMENTS AND MUNICIPAL
ADMINISTRATIONS IN THE U.S.:
• LOCAL (decentralized) — municipal public
health departments are subdivisions of local
administrative bodies exercising their own
fiscal powers;
• MIXED — some municipal public health
departments are state-administered, and
some are administered locally, while there is
no unified framework for the distribution of
powers at the state level;
• CENTRALIZED — all municipal public health
departments are subdivisions of the state
government with unified fiscal powers at the
state level;
• COLLECTIVE — all municipal public health
departments are administered simultaneously
by both state and local governments.

New York is one of 26 states in the United States with
a decentralized public health service system. The
municipal public health departments are administered
by municipal governments. New York has 57 municipal
public health departments, including the New York
City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. In
28 municipalities, however, municipal public health
departments report to the local legislative assembly;
in 14 municipalities to the local board of health; in 11
municipalities they report to both the council and the
local legislative assembly; in 4 municipalities to the
county board of supervisors; and in 1 municipality to
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TYPES OF PUBLIC HEALTH DIVISION
OF POWERS BETWEEN STATE GOVERNMENTS AND
MUNICIPALITIES IN THE USA

TYPE OF CONTROL
Color
on the map
State
government
Municipality

Local

Mixed

Centralized

Collective
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NEW YORK CITY DEVELOPMENT PLANS

PLANYC
2007

PLANYC
2011

PLANYC
2013

PLANYC
2015

A GREENER,
GREATER
NEW YORK

A GREENER,
GREATER
NEW YORK

A STRONGER,
MORE RESILIENT
NEW YORK

THE PLAN
FOR A STRONG
AND
JUST CITY

mayor

mayor

mayor

mayor

Michael
Bloomberg

Michael
Bloomberg

Michael
Bloomberg

Bill
de Blasio

Key
Health
Challenges

Key
Health
Challenges

Key
Health
Challenges

Key
Health
Challenges

Population
aging
Insufficient
quality of air,
water
Lack
of quick
access to green
open spaces
and water
bodies
Climate
change
(global warming)

Increased
mortality
due to poor
preparedness
for natural
disasters
Changing
of the climate
Inequality
in access to
education, health
care and social
services

Severe
disruption
to the health
system due to
a hurricane
Vulnerability
of healthcare
facilities
to natural
disasters
(10% of healthcare
facilities in New
York are at risk of
damage and closure
in the event of major
flooding)
The threat
of exacerbation
of chronic diseases
and increased
mortality due to heat
waves

Exacerbation
of chronic diseases due
to poor environmental
conditions
The threat of increasing
incidence of urban dwellers
due to climate change
Dissatisfaction of citizens
with the quality of service
The threat of diseases
due to toxins entering
the body due
to environmental
pollution
Consequences
of the emergence of a heat
island (every year
in New York
more than 100 residents
die from heat stroke
or exacerbation
of illness due to fever)

Urban
Health Agenda

Urban
Health Agenda

Urban
Health Agenda

Urban
Health Agenda

Increasing
the availability
of green areas,
water spaces
Brownfield
Revitalization
Improving
the quality
of water, air
Modernization
of transport,
energy
infrastructure
30% reduction
in New York's
contribution
to global warming

Environmentally
sustainable
areas
Improving the quality
of drinking water
Modernization
of aging
infrastructure
Reducing
the production
of household
waste

Adaptation of the city
and urban infrastructure
to the effects
of climate
change
Prevention
of the effects
of climate change
Reducing
the negative effects
of climate change

Access of all citizens
to healthy food
Availability
of health services
(including mental
health)
Improving the environment
(reducing emissions
of greenhouse gases,
sulfur oxide, fine particles,
removal of solid waste)
Smart design and green
infrastructure, green areas
Decrease in air temperature in the
city during the summer period
Sustainability of infrastructure
to climate change
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both the local legislative assembly and
the head of the municipality. However,
the New York State laws require that a
commissioner of health in municipalities
with a population of more than 250,000
people should have at least three years
of management experience.
The New York City Department of
Health and Mental Hygiene provides
basic functions such as disease control,
environmental health, epidemiological
monitoring and surveillance, access to
healthcare services, disease prevention,
promotion of healthy lifestyle values,
and access to mental health services.
Yet the budgets of the New York State
Department of Health and the New
York City Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene are not comparable,
with the former serving 20 million
people and the latter serving 8.5 million
people: $130 billion and $1.6 billion,
respectively. However, the primary
responsibility for health care in the state
lays with the local health departments,
and in the case of New York City, it is
the Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene. Therefore, the New York State
Department of Health13 plays one of
the most important roles in the public
health system of New York City. On the
one hand, it manages the budget funds
generated by insurance programs (the
budget of the Department exceeds $130
billion), and on the other hand, it controls
the level of environmental pollution,
assesses the city's preparedness for

13 14 15 16 17 -

02

emergencies and the condition of
hospitals, and evaluates key factors and
parameters of public health. Despite the
fact that the Department is not directly
engaged in the elaboration of policies,
strategic documents and programs
in the city, it plays a key role in the
distribution of funds and co-investment
of healthcare accessibility programs,
and supervises several programs aimed
at reducing public health risks, including
environmental factors.

03

1 — PlaNYC 2007
A Greener,
Greater New York
2 — PlaNYC 2011
A Greener,
Greater New York
3 — PlaNYC 2013
A Stronger,
More Resilient New York
4 — One New York 2015
The plan for
a Strong and Just City

https://www.health.ny.gov/
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/dfta/index.page
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/ddc/about/about-ddc.page
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/index.page
https://www1.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/home/home.shtml

At the city level, the key players in
the public health arena in New York
City are the Mayor and the Mayor's
office, who are directly responsible
for developing strategic documents,
04 defining a common vision for the
city, and coordinating and launching
specific projects or initiatives. The
New York City Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene14, the New York
City Department for the Aging15, the
New York City Department of Design
and Construction, the New York
City Department of City Planning16,
the New York City Department of
Transportation17 are also engaged
in implementing urban policies that
support the health of New Yorkers.
These city agencies implement the
overall strategic vision of the New York
City Mayor. The Mayor appoints the
heads of these agencies personally and
defines the key performance indicators
and current priorities for them.

N E W
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NEW YORK CITY DEVELOPMENT PLANS

The former Mayor Michael Bloomberg
outlined and approved the key
provisions of the long-term vision, as
well as the main priorities in urban policy
and socio-economic development
of the city in a special document, the
New York City Plan (PlaNYC). It was
first adopted in this format in 2007
and was named 'A Greener, Greater
New York'. This plan is the first in the
history of New York City, and the first
in the modern history of American
cities in general, to prioritize public
health issues, and to announce certain
elements of the Urban Health campaign
as fundamental principles of policy
design and development projects. Thus,
the following key challenges of the city
development were highlighted: aging
of the population and the respective
changes in residents' behaviors; high
health risks due to environmental
pollution, in particular water and air
pollution; low availability of green
infrastructure and public spaces; climate
challenges, in terms of the threat of heat
waves and flooding in some parts of the
city. The new city administration at that
time identified in this manner the key
actions to be taken. They focused their
attention on improving the availability
and quality of medical services, as well
as on radically improving the quality of
the environment (primarily the quality of
air and green public spaces); changing
the transportation policy to promote
active movement habits through micromobility and increased pedestrian
traffic; revitalizing depressed areas
and industrial zones; introducing best
practices and advanced technologies
to reduce man-made impacts; and
managing the city's microclimate. It
should be noted that it was this longterm plan that first set public health
and well-being targets common for all

departments in New York City, which essentially meant
the introduction of the principles of the Health in All
Policies (HiAP) approach.
The revised version of the New York City Development
Plan was adopted in 2007 and incorporated all the key
provisions of the previous strategy, only in an updated
version. Greater attention was paid to inequality,
climate change and the associated public health
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challenges. Therefore, as far as practical initiatives are
concerned, the infrastructure modernization projects
and new transportation policy priorities became more
widespread.
Following Hurricane Sandy, which severely affected
New York City in 2012, a year later, in 2013, the
current plan was updated and named 'A Stronger,
More Resilient New York'. It was fully focused on
the challenges posed to humanity by new climate
conditions and natural disasters, and it set out the
approaches and top priorities for the city to focus on.
In particular, the plan emphasized that the existing

urban services, especially public
health and medical services, were not
fully prepared for the contemporary
environmental challenges. The plan
also documented the high health risks
posed by hurricanes or heat waves,
which require more systematic urban
planning efforts and projects rather
than emergency services or special
modes of operation, aimed at creating
a sustainable urban environment that
protects the health and well-being of
all population groups and, in particular,
the most vulnerable groups such as
children, the elderly, people with special
needs and those with low-income.
As Michael Bloomberg's successor, the
current mayor of New York City, Bill de
Blasio, has continued and reinforced
the importance of the Urban Health
approach and public health principles
in managing urban development.
Thus, the Plan adopted in 2015 and
currently in force, One New York. The
Plan for a Strong and Just City focuses
on public health issues and establishes
the priorities of the entire new city
administration. The updated New York
City Plan identifies the following priority
areas and key challenges: increasing the
availability of nutritious and healthy food
for all residents; improving the quality
of housing in order to decrease health

N E W
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risks and contribute to the residents' well-being;
making a priority of physical and mental well-being
in key urban planning decisions; increasing the
availability of healthcare services (including the
area of mental health); improving the environment
(reducing greenhouse gas emissions, sulfur oxide,
fine particulate matter, solid waste removal);
revitalizing former industrial zones and depressed
areas; implementing smart and active environment
design, green space development; lowering the air
temperature in the city during the summer, as well as
making the city infrastructure more resistant in the
face of climate changes.
The New York City Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene protects and maintains the health and
psychological well-being of New Yorkers through
the development and implementation of health
education programs, by publishing public health
regulations and guidelines, and by directly providing
healthcare services. The Department is one of the
largest and oldest public health agencies in the
world with extensive responsibilities and authority
to protect and maintain the health and well-being
of New Yorkers. In particular, its priorities include
reducing mortality and the number of citizens
incapacitated by chronic diseases, including
cardiovascular disease and cancer; promoting
healthy lifestyle principles, including healthy
nutrition and physical activity; maintaining the
mental health of the
population, treatment
of developmental
disorders, drug and
alcohol addiction
and related diseases;
improving the efficiency
of preventive medicine,
including vaccination;
improving the overall
quality of medical
services, preventing and

18 - https://www.cdc.gov/climateandhealth/default.htm
19 - https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/data/data-sets/
community-health-survey.page

diagnosing HIV infection in collaboration
with local civic organizations. The
agency's budget in 2018 amounted to
$1,5 billion, including 44% of the city
budget, 20% of the state budget, and
36% of federal funding.
The New York City Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene is engaged in interagency planning for health protection
and risk assessment in climate change
settings. One of the key initiatives
within this framework is the Climate
and Health Program18, which seeks to
assess existing health risks in the face
of climate change. In particular, the
Program addresses such issues as the
identification of particularly vulnerable
groups and threats to individual health,
communities and infrastructure. It also
determines the extent to which climate
change affects public health; it sets out
the adaptation strategies, plans and
measures to prevent the health impacts
of extreme weather conditions. Since
the launch of the Program, a number
of policies and initiatives have been
implemented to ensure healthcare
equity and protection of the most
vulnerable groups of population.
Another important line of work for the
New York City Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene is the monitoring
and conducting of the Community
Health Survey19, which is intended to
track the health status of New Yorkers
over a certain period of time and analyze
the correlation between public health
decisions and policies and citizen
health-related behavior. The survey
has been conducted annually for more
than 15 years, enabling the Department
to collect data and accurately
assess the effectiveness of health
management decisions throughout

the city. In particular, the survey
includes an assessment of a range of
parameters related to the structure of
neighborhoods, municipalities and cities
in general, which may influence people's
health state. The survey includes citizens
over 18 years of age. The traditionally
used questionnaire includes about 125
questions covering the following topics:
general physical and mental health;
access to healthcare services; the
condition of the cardiovascular system;
diabetes; asthma; vaccination; nutrition
and physical activity; smoking; HIV;
sexual behavior; alcohol consumption;
cancer screening; etc. The survey is
conducted by telephone in English,
Spanish, Russian and Chinese (including
the Cantonese Chinese dialect).
In regard to environmental monitoring
and pollution levels, the New York
City Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene conducts the New York
Community Air Survey20, which is
a priority for the Department. It is
the largest existing city air pollution
20 - https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/data/datapublications/air-quality-nyc-community-air-survey.page
21 - https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doh/downloads/pdf/
eode/eode-air-quality-impact.pdf

monitoring program in the United States. New York City
has over 100 air quality sensors, at least one in each
neighborhood of the city.
Starting from 2015, the quality of urban air in New
York City is regulated by local law, which is why
special attention is paid to analyzing the city's air
quality. Analyzing air quality helps in pointing out
the most dangerous neighborhoods where pollution
originates and take measures to eliminate negative
consequences.
In some respect, the New York Community Air Survey
is similar to the annual report on Air Pollution and the
Health of New Yorkers: The Impact of Fine Particles
and Ozone21. It provides an assessment of the impact
of air pollution on the health of city residents, presents
statistics on mortality, hospitalizations and emergency
calls following exposure to fine particles and ozone.
Specialists from the New York Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene identify and describe the correlation
between air pollution and morbidity/mortality, and
assess potential public health hazards. Thus, according
to their data, a small, ten percent reduction in the current
level of atmospheric pollutants with particle diameter of
2,5 microns or less (PM2.5) can prevent more than 300
premature deaths, 200 hospitalizations and
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600 emergency calls annually. The survey results
show that air pollution is the major environmental
threat to the health of the entire urban population, and
of New Yorkers in particular, causing serious lung and
heart problems and increasing the overall mortality
rate by 6%.
The issues of assessment and monitoring of
environmental pollution and the impact of these
factors on public health are related to a wider range
of problems. To understand them, the New York City
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene created
the Environment and Health Data Portal, which
has proven to be an effective tool for researching
the environment and health of New Yorkers as
part of the public health monitoring program. The
Portal, which accumulates data, is a platform for
publishing analytical reports on the following topics:
air and climate conditions; healthy nutrition; urban
environment; water resources; behavioral and
lifestyle factors; demographic trends and health;
environmental sustainability; overall health indicators.
The database is an open platform for statistical
data provided by various departments of the city,
including information collected as part of the health
research and environmental studies conducted in
New York.
AREAS OF THE URBAN HEALTH APPROACH
IMPLEMENTATION
ACTIVE ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

New York was one of the first cities to introduce
health-oriented urban design principles at the
level of strategic documents and practical
recommendations. In 2010, at the initiative of former
Mayor Michael Bloomberg, a working group of
representatives from the New York City Department
of Health and Mental Hygiene, the Department of City
Design and Construction, the Department of Urban
Planning, as well as the Department of Transportation
was established to devise a new approach to urban
design that would help make meaningful decisions in

22 - https://www1.nyc.gov/site/ddc/about/active-design.page
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response to key public health and wellbeing challenges. The working group
managed to attract the world's leading
experts in the field of Urban Health,
and developed the Active Design
approach22, which was based on the
idea that the habitat stimulates people
in a certain way, and thus affects their
behavior. By changing certain factors of
the human habitat, including the interior
or layout of premises and buildings,
the morphology of neighborhoods and
spatial development factors of individual
areas, it is possible to shape the daily
behavior of a person in such a way
that he or she would be more inclined
to make healthy choices. By healthy
choices, the authors of the approach
mean those day-to-day situations in
which a city resident faced with two
alternatives, with all other variables
being equal, is inclined to pick the one
that is more appropriate for maintaining
quality of life and minimizing health
risks. For example, a citizen chooses a
healthy diet, active mobility and sports,
community involvement and more
contact with nature, etc. Thus, through
design and a wide range of spatial tools,
the Active Design approach creates
architecture of choice that encourages
people to adopt healthier lifestyles
and, as a result, significantly reduces
health risks, primarily related to adverse
behavioral attitudes and factors.

NEW YORK WAS
ONE OF THE FIRST CITIES
TO INTRODUCE
HEALTH-ORIENTED URBAN
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
AT THE LEVEL
OF STRATEGIC DOCUMENTS
AND PRACTICAL
RECOMMENDATIONS

U R B A N
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THE POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
ON HUMAN HEALTH
Source: http://a816-dohbesp.nyc.gov/
IndicatorPublic/

Change
in mediating
factors

NATURAL AND
ANTHROPOGENIC
FACTORS AFFECTING
CLIMATE

Coastal
floods and soil
salinity

Pollen
productivity

VARIABILITY
AND CLIMATE
CHANGE

SEA
LEVEL
CHANGE

Concentration
and spread
of air pollution

Impact
on the health status
of weather disasters

High Tide Injuries
and Mortality

Allergic
diseases

Health Impact
of Air
Pollution

Malnutrition

Yield

Infectious
diseases:

CHANGING WEATHER
IN THE REGION:
PRECIPITATION,
CATACLYSMS,
TEMPERATURE

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS

Diseases and deaths
from fever

Microbial
pollution and
transmission paths

Transmitted through food
and water
Transmitted by rodents
or other carriers

Social and economic
conditions

Impact
on human health
Direct impact
CLIMATE
CHANGE

Indirect effect
Distribution of social
and economic benefits

Impact
on human health
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BUSINESS AREAS
REGULATED IN ACTIVE DESIGN GUIDES

URBAN
DESIGN

Mixed
land use

Everyday
use of stairs

Directions
and parking

Location
of stairs
and visibility

Parks, open spaces
and recreational
facilities

Dimensions
of stairs

Playgrounds

Attention
to the stairs

Public areas

Information signs
on the stairs

Grocery stores
and fresh food
access

Lifts and
escalators

Street
connectivity

Building
programming

Traffic
reduction

Attention
to and support
for hiking trails

Walkway
design

Equipment
for physical
activity

Bicycle
infrastructure
and connectivity

Programming
street landscapes

Exteriors
of buildings and
neighborhoods

Active Design Guidelines: Promoting Physical
Activity And Health In Design
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/
download/pdf/plans-studies/active-designguidelines/adguidelines.pdf

BUILDING
DESIGN
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increased pedestrian connectivity, reduced traffic, etc., can
result in a 35-161% increase in physical activity on a street or
city block level.

The Active Design Guidelines:
Promoting Physical Activity and
Health in Design23, released in 2010
by a joint working group, was the first
document intended for architects
and urban planners to create healthier
buildings, streets and similar urban
spaces.
It is based on the best knowledge and
practices in the field. The Guidelines
were designed to create the right
conditions for residents and provide
them with the tools to maintain a
healthy lifestyle. The document is
intended to address an ever relevant
challenge of chronic diseases that have
not yet been eradicated in megacities.
This requires a comprehensive change
in the setting of urban environment
factors.

For example, the principle of promoting mixed-used zoning
in urban design implies that the places of residence and
work are in close proximity to each other, as well as walking
distance to parks and other nature sites, all of which are
interconnected by pedestrian routes. Such an arrangement
of the urban environment stimulates physical and social
activity. This is further enhanced by the placement of
supermarkets and convenience stores with a wide range
of products close to where people live and work, thereby
promoting healthy eating habits.
Another example is using the principle of healthy urban
planning for elevators and escalators, which requires the
creation of an interior where elevators and escalators
are less visible than stairs, but at the same time allowing
for easy access to elevators and escalators for physically
challenged people. Additional arrangements may include
the following: elevators returning to the ground floor
do not remain open when not in use; elevators are not
visually marked, while stairs are; installation of elevators
that "skip" stops is being considered; using signs and
special markings in elevators and escalators to promote a

The key argument of the Active Design
approach consists in the following: one
of the most effective ways to reduce
health risks in the city is to maintain a
healthy weight and the necessary level
of physical activity, which should be
encouraged by the urban environment
and public space design. This implies
an arrangement of indoor spaces
and between buildings in a way that
is based on mixed development
and provides the most functional
and diverse areas, promotes the
physical activity of citizens, reduces
environmental risks in the city and
increases the accessibility of public
spaces that improve the well-being
and health of residents. Studies show
that improvements in the urban
environment such as better lighting,

23 - https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/plansstudies/active-design-guidelines/adguidelines.pdf
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healthy lifestyle and show the benefits
of using stairs. Such solutions, which
are often of micro-planning nature,
can help significantly increase people's
daily physical activity. For example,
people working in buildings compliant
with active design principles spend on
average 1.2 hours less per day in a sitting
position as compared to workers in
other buildings.
In 2013, the Guidelines were partially
updated to focus on the streetscape
and public space planning issues
Active Design: Shaping the Sidewalk
Experience24. Shaping the Sidewalk
Experience was drawn up by the New
York City Departments together with
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. This document provides
an analysis of the perception of the
streetscape and recommendations for
its transformation, aiming to encourage
residents to engage in physical activity
and spend more time outdoors.
According to the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, the
recommended minimum amount of
moderate exercise should be at least
150 minutes per week, otherwise the
risks associated with heart disease, type
2 diabetes, and mental illness increase
dramatically. In this regard, the updated
guidelines aim to motivate residents
in leading a more active lifestyle using
street design tools (by improving street
lighting, reducing traffic, transforming
the streetscape); connect residential
areas with others and provide
convenient conditions for walking;
improve the safety and attractiveness
of the physical urban environment
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with urban planning tools (using
health standards for street and road
planning, adjusting land use and zoning
accordingly). All of these initiatives are
designed to make physical activity part
of the daily lifestyle of citizens, including
by increasing opportunities for outdoor
walking and cycling; reducing the
number of cars on the roads; reducing
the percentage of lonely people in
society, as well as people who feel
stressed out and anxious in the city; and
reducing the percentage of people with
obesity, hypertension and diabetes.
The Center for Active Design25 was
established the same year, in 2013, as a
non-profit organization. It was founded
by the same key authors of previously
published guidelines and reports. The
Center's activity is aimed at promoting
the Active Design principles and
approaches in various areas of life and
in cooperation with major government,
architectural, urban planning and
healthcare organizations. For example,
the Center identifies the following as its
key activities:

24 - https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/
plans-studies/active-design-sidewalk/active_design.pdf
25 - https://centerforactivedesign.org/

•
developing a strategy
that uses urban design to create
neighborhoods, streets and open
spaces that encourage walking and
cycling, active transport transit and
recreation;
•
developing a strategy that
uses building design to help residents
maintain an active lifestyle in places
where they live, work and spend time
at leisure, through the placement and
planning of stairs, elevators, and indoor
spaces, and grounds surrounding the
buildings;
•
holding open and public
discussions on the development
prospects and opportunities for
implementing the active design
principles;
•
conducting residential
building certification in compliance
with Active Design Verified principles.
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE PERCEPTION
OF THE STREETSCAPE APPEARANCE
SUSTAINABILITY
AND FLEXIBILITY

Addressing local contexts
regarding climate, plantings
and trees, materials, air
quality and stormwater
management

CONTINUOUS VARIETY

Taking into account the different speeds
of people and various possible activities
that can occur on their way and be
perceived by them

SECURITY

The use of safe materials
in the street decoration,
convenient slopes,
ensuring adequate
lighting 24 hours a day

HUMAN SCALE
AND COMPREHENSIVENESS

The use of architectural detailing, entrance
groups, permeability, landscaping, etc.,
to increase the development of the lower
floors, helping to complement the human scale
and disrupt the rhythm of the length of the
sidewalk

AVAILABILITY

Ensuring accessibility of movement
for various groups of citizens,
taking into account age and
physical limitations

CONNECTIVITY

Simple and clear navigation
provides comfortable
movement of people to their
destination

visor

eye level

building
facade

road side

plane of the earth
HUMAN SCALE

Organization of human perception
of street elements taking into account
ergonomic norms

The perception of the street as rooms
with four planes, which have certain
standard building dimensions for
comfortable use
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KEY PRINCIPLES OF ACTIVE DESIGN
IN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
Source: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/ddc/about/active-design.page

KEY AREAS OF CHANGE AND PRINCIPLES
ACTIVE
MOVEMENT

Buildings should
motivate to move

HEALTH PROMOTION
THROUGH DESIGN
Center for Active
Design Exellence

LEISURE

ACCESS TO
HEALTHY
EATING

Cities must provide
recreational spaces,
which are accessible to
everyone and contribute
to the physical activity of
users of different ages,
with different interests
and any physical skills
Urban transport
systems should
stimulate physical
activity and ensure
user safety
Cities, shopping areas and
buildings should provide
free access to food and
healthy nutrition

ACTIVE
CONSTRUCTION

MOTIVATION FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN AN
URBAN ENVIRONMENT

An interesting and
safe way to a nearby
object increases the
motivation to move
on foot or by bicycle
Increased motivation
to increase the
duration of the walk
by providing
access to public
transport, parks,
shops and various
services

SCHOOL

A PARK
FRESH FOOD
COMMERCIAL
SECTOR
TRANSPORT
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KEY PRINCIPLES OF ACTIVE
URBAN DESIGN

In 2016, the Center published the
updated Active Design Guidelines
(Design for Healthy Living26). Design
for Healthy Living represents the
New York City Healthy Communities
Initiative, which based on accumulated
empirical experience favors creating
this type of urban environment. At
the same time, it should be noted
that in contrast to the contents of
previous documents, the authors of
these guidelines expand focus and
move away from just factoring in
people's physical activity, offering a
comprehensive description of the
urban environment and considering
its impact on the social, mental and
physical condition of individuals.
Thus, guidelines aimed at creating an
environment that is beneficial to the
emotional and physical well-being
of residents, should, among other
things, lower the stress levels of city
residents, increase their productivity,
reduce social exclusion, improve
access to healthy food and promote
physical activity. To this end, the
Guidelines provide a toolkit based on
integrated assessments. This includes
a detailed procedure for planning and
implementing solutions, for example,
designing safe environments for
pedestrians, increasing opportunities

for active movement and transport accessibility
and creating attractive and vibrant open spaces.
In addition, suggestions that allow to increase the
availability of natural and green areas and to design
buildings that support healthy choices, providing
the best choice of lighting and materials are also
included.
Design for Healthy Living is a comprehensive set
of principles, scientific facts and best practices for
creating an active urban environment that promotes
healthy choices for residents in their daily lives.
One of the landmark Active Design projects is
the relaunching and landscaping of Flatiron Plaza
and Madison Square. Within the framework of the
implemented measures, the formerly dangerous
and inconvenient pedestrian environment was
transformed: The renewed spaces created an
26 - https://www1.nyc.gov/site/ddc/about/active-design.page

DESIGN FOR
HEALTHY LIVING
IS A COMPREHENSIVE
SET OF PRINCIPLES,
SCIENTIFIC FACTS
AND BEST PRACTICES
FOR CREATING
AN ACTIVE URBAN
ENVIRONMENT
THAT PROMOTES
HEALTHY CHOICES
FOR RESIDENTS
IN THEIR DAILY LIVES
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MENTAL,
SOCIAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH FACTORS
Social connections can have
a beneficial effect on mental
health, alleviating the effects
of stressful situations and
events

SOCIAL

Social exclusion
increases the risk
of early death

MENTAL

A high level
of physical
activity is
associated
with a good
mood

PHYSICAL

NEIGHBORHOODS
OF NEW YORK WHERE
GREEN TROLLEYS
ARE AVAILABLE
Bronx
Queens
Manhattan
Brooklyn
Staten Island

Source: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/ddc/about/active-design.page
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environment that favored physical
activities such as walking (including
families and elderly people) and cycling.
Studies conducted after the
implementation of active design
principles in individual buildings, streets
and districts show that active movement
can reduce the risk of cardiovascular
disease and diabetes by 11%-31% and
31%, respectively. Every dollar spent
on pedestrian or bike lanes saves $3
in direct medical costs, and every
dollar spent on landscaping saves $6
by improving air quality and energy
efficiency.
HEALTHY EATING

The availability of healthy and nutritious
food is one of the key challenges
for New York City today. Due to the
peculiarities of the city development,
as well as the morphology of its
development and zoning, selling fresh
vegetables, fruit and other groceries
that form a complete and healthy
diet at affordable prices is limited or
impossible in many of the city's districts.
This is largely due to the economic
inexpediency of doing business in
certain locations. This phenomenon
called a Food Desert is widely spread
in the center of towns and many
depressed areas of American cities. In
2010, the U.S. Department of Agriculture
estimated that about 23,5 million people
were affected by this phenomenon.
This means that an average American

1

lives more than one mile away from a supermarket
in an urban or suburban area and more than 10 miles
away from a supermarket in a rural area. It should be
understood that supermarkets are where people can
afford to buy the minimum required set of groceries
that constitute a healthy and complete person's diet.
In New York City, more than 1 million people do not
have permanent access to healthy food. Therefore, a
wide range of policy initiatives and actions and projects
have been developed in the area of food supply and
promotion of healthy eating. It should be noted that all
of the New York City development plans have always
emphasized the problems associated with the risks of
unhealthy diets, including the issue of food deserts, as
the most acute and requiring adequate responses.
The New York City Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene plays a pivotal role in this area as it develops
and implements measures aimed at addressing the
challenge of food deserts and different populations at
risk. One such project is the Green Carts Program27,
launched in 2008. The idea behind the program was to
establish a network of mobile food carts that sold fresh
fruit and vegetables in areas where there is a shortage
of health food stores. There are already about 500 such
carts in New York, 90 of which accept food stamps. The
key objectives of the program are to improve access
to healthy eating for low-income New Yorkers; change
people's attitudes toward good and balanced nutrition;
create new jobs and entrepreneurial opportunities;
and implement actions and activities alongside other
27 - https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/health/
health-topics/green-carts.page

MILLION PEOPLE

IN NEW YORK CITY, MORE THAN 1 MILLION PEOPLE DO NOT
HAVE PERMANENT ACCESS TO HEALTHY FOOD. THEREFORE,
A WIDE RANGE OF POLICY INITIATIVES AND ACTIONS AND
PROJECTS HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED IN THE AREA OF FOOD
SUPPLY AND PROMOTION OF HEALTHY EATING
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healthy eating initiatives in the city.
Columbia University's extensive research
on the effectiveness of the Green Carts
Program has confirmed a significant
improvement in ensuring equal access
to healthy food for city residents.
The Healthy Bodegas Initiative28,
launched in 2006, is similar to the Green
Cart program and helps control access
to and demand for food in poor areas
of New York City where chronic disease
rates are the highest.
THE KEY ACTIVITIES UNDER
THIS INITIATIVE INCLUDE
THE FOLLOWING:
•
MOVE TO 1% MILK AND
MOVE TO FRESH FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES, campaigns aimed
at promoting and increasing the
demand for low-fat milk and fresh
fruits and vegetables to support
public health in areas with high
diabetes and obesity rates;
•
STAR BODEGAs a
sub-program aimed at certain
retailers that offer an extended
range of healthy foods, including
low-calorie and low-fat foods,
wholegrain bread, or a complex
lunch and breakfast. Without the
support of the city, these stores
would not be able to offer such
products to the population;
•
THE ADOPT-A-BODEGA
AND FARM-TO-BODEGA initiatives
involve an interconnected network
of participating stores and local
farmers' markets. People who
participate in the initiative respond
when they receive signals about
the lack of nutritious food in some
districts and raise awareness of
residents and organizations about
the supply of healthy food.

The Healthy Bodegas Initiative has more than 1,000
retailers offering 1% milk. 21% of stores introduced this
type of milk for the first time and the demand for it
has grown in 70% of stores. Demand for fresh fruit and
vegetables in 250 stores increased by 30% on average.
Another landmark initiative aimed at improving
access to and promoting healthy food in areas with
high prevalence of obesity and diabetes is the Shop
Healthy program29. It provides store owners with tools
to increase demand for healthy products, and offers
residents the tools to influence local stores. The city
subsidizes certain goods provided, however, that the

28 - hhttps://www1.nyc.gov/assets/opportunity/
pdf/BH_PRR.pdf
29 - https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doh/downloads/
pdf/pan/shop-healthy-implementation-guide.pdf
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stores meet certain requirements. Some of these, for
example, include requirements for goods placed near
cash registers, where no sugar-containing products
are allowed, just counters offering fruit and vegetables,
and their height should not exceed the height of a child
of preschool age. As of July 2017, the program was
operating in 1,117 stores in East and Central Harlem, the
South Bronx and Central Brooklyn.
Other wide-spread instruments that address food
deserts and health risks associated with malnutrition,
not only in New York, but in the United States as a
whole, are coupon or food stamp programs. Stamps
and coupons provide either full or substantial discounts
for indispensable products. The key initiative is the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. Health
Bucks30. It aims to distribute two-dollar coupons to
residents already receiving social food assistance to
buy fresh fruit and vegetables at all New York City
farmers' markets. About 120 farmers' markets and

385 community organizations are
already participating in the program.
In 2015, more than 400,000 coupons
were distributed to low-income New
Yorkers through cooperation between
farmers' markets and local community
organizations. Between 2005 and
2015, the program participants
purchased $2 million worth of fresh
fruits and vegetables. The program
also contributed to an average annual
increase of $2,700 in the incomes
of producers involved in farmers'
markets. As a result, more than 70% of
buyers confirmed that more fruit and
vegetables have been added to their
diets thanks to coupons.
Apart from a direct influence on existing
stores and consumers, in 2008 the
Food Retail Expansion to Support
Health (FRESH)31 program was also
developed and launched. It focuses on
the promotion of regional grocery stores
by encouraging their creation through
separate urban planning requirements
and regulations that can affect a
developer forced to work in a zoned
area.
The program has two stages. The first
one includes an assessment of the
demand of the city districts for new
outlets, namely: identifying residents'
demand for fresh food, especially in
30 - https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/health/
health-topics/health-bucks.page
31 - https://www1.nyc.gov/nycbusiness/
description/food-retail-expansion-to-supporthealth-fresh-program
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densely populated areas; prioritizing
territories with the largest number of
inhabitants suffering from diseases
related to malnutrition or limited
access to fresh food; developing
and implementing the Supermarket
Need Index32. The calculation of the
index is based on population density,
income, access to fresh food and
level of nutrition-related diseases.
The second stage is the development
of a set of zoning rules meant to
stimulate developers in districts with
an insufficient amount of retail stores
offering the necessary fresh and healthy
food. This set of rules allows to create
the right conditions for obtaining
additional space or to achieve the
necessary density of buildings. As part
of the program, several regulations were
developed and implemented to ensure
that shops allocate at least 557.5 m² of
space for the commercial grocery area,
with at least 30% of that space being
allocated for perishable products. There
are special regulations on facades and
shop windows, where at least 75% of the
facade should be transparent and used
to display healthy food products.
POPULATION AGING

Like all developed countries in the world,
the United States is facing challenges
related to population aging. Cities,
especially large and densely populated
ones like New York City, are being
forced to launch large-scale projects
the area of social services and urban
planning. Demographic estimates for
the next 20 years predict that New York
City's population aged 65 and older will
grow by more than 50%, and that the
elderly will account for more than 20%
of the total population by 2040. Yet, the
existing urban environment is generally
not adapted to the needs and lifestyles
of the elderly.
32 - https://edc.nyc/program/food-retailexpansion-support-health-fresh
33 - https://nyam.org/age-friendly-nyc/
34 - http://imagenyc.nyam.org/
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The challenge posed by population aging is reflected
in the strategic vision described in the New York City
Development Plan and the set of specific measures
developed and implemented by former Mayor Michael
Bloomberg during his first term as mayor. Bloomberg
personally launched the Age-friendly NYC33 program
to increase the social, physical and economic activity of
the New York City older population. It aims to support
the health and well-being of this segment of the
population as well as to strengthen local communities.
The Mayor personally supervised the development of
an interagency program aimed at creating a supportive
environment for the elderly in New York City, which was
implemented from 2009 to 2016. For this purpose, 59
initiatives in various directions have been developed.
They were aimed at increasing the activity of older
citizens, including housing for older adults, new
requirements for public space and transportation,
healthcare and social security. To monitor and evaluate
the implementation of the developed solutions, the
New York Academy of Medicine created an analytical
portal IMAGE-NYC34, which played a significant role
in promoting the agenda for the older people and in
launching relevant programs and policies under the
new mayor's administration. The portal is a digital
environment consisting of dynamic maps based on

557,6

М2

AS PART OF THE PROGRAM, SEVERAL
REGULATIONS WERE
DEVELOPED AND IMPLEMENTED
TO ENSURE THAT SHOPS ALLOCATE
AT LEAST 557.5 M² OF SPACE
FOR THE COMMERCIAL GROCERY
AREA, WITH AT LEAST 30% OF THAT
SPACE BEING ALLOCATED
FOR PERISHABLE PRODUCTS
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FULFILLMENT BY STORES OF GOALS SET UNDER
THE HEALTHY SHOPPING PROGRAM
95%

Until
(May 2012)
After
(May 2013)
Percentage of stores
that achieved goals

98%

95%
80%
67%

77%

77%

74%
61%

61%
44%
30%
13%

Product
location
at checkouts
or at the entrance

Selling
at least two
healthy
snacks

Selling
healthy
canned
foods

Location
of water and
healthy drinks
at eye level

Moving
ads further
from the store
entrance

Shop
Healthy NYS
Promotional
Materials

4%
Selling
Healthy
Ready
Meals

THE SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
OF NEW YORK CITY'S OLDER POPULATION
Elderly population
20,6%
20,5% 1,839,439

2,000,000
20,2%

1,900,000

Other

21%

300 752 people

19,2%

1,641,402

1,700,000

25,4%

18,2%

1,529,313

1,600,000

1,400,000

1,860,061

1,811,866

1,753,666

1,800,000

1,500,000

100% poverty
(CEO)

20,6%

Healthy

373 163
people

Weak

17,2%

1,420,335

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 YEARS

71,1% 28,9%

DO NOT
LIVE ALONE

424 327 чел.

LIVING ALONE

70,9% 27,1%

1 041 990 people

EMPLOYED

398 717 people

UNEMPLOYED

Other 2,0% 28 815 people
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the current and projected New York City
population aged 65 and older, as well
as their socio-demographic status and
special service needs.
In developing and adopting his long-term
vision for the city, the current mayor of
New York City, Bill de Blasio, has taken the
initial list of his predecessor's initiatives
and expanded them to 86 measures.
Thus, the renewed Age-friendly NYC
program initiatives aim to create a city
where older adults can develop, lead
active lives and maintain their health and
well-being. All measures of the program
are divided into six subject sectors which
set common priorities.
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The Health and Well-Being
for the Older Adults section
consists of 32 initiatives,
including the following:
•
Support and
social protection for
caregivers of older adults;
•
Combating social
isolation through friendly
visiting;
•
The homedelivered meals program;

The section on Housing
for Older Adults includes 15
initiatives, including
the following:

•
Renovation of
nursing homes to improve
living and health conditions;

•
Financing
construction of affordable
housing for older adults;

•
Offering older
adults 25% off discounts in
fitness clubs;

•
Support for
construction of housing for
underprivileged seniors and
veterans;

•
Silver Alert
program to locate seniors
with cognitive disabilities
who are reported missing.

•
Establishment of
centers for cohabitation
and care of older adults;
•
Expanding legal
protective measures for
senior New Yorkers against
eviction.

U R B A N
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The Information and
Communication section
consists of 8 initiatives,
including the following:
The section on Public
Spaces and Transportation
consists of five initiatives,
including the following:
•
Parks Without
Borders — improving older
adults access to parks;

The Public Safety section
consists of 17 initiatives,
including the following:

•
Promotion of
user-friendly and safe
environments for all
through universal design;

•
Climate
preparedness and
protection against
extreme heat;

•
Expanding
transportation
opportunities for older
adults (a $1.8 million grant).

•
Analysis of road
traffic-related risk and
injury among older New
Yorkers;
•
Expanding
multi-disciplinary teams
(MTDs) to respond to elder
abuse calls or other crimes
involving the elderly.

•
Protection of
employees with caregiving
responsibilities from being
discriminated against in the
workplace;
•
Increased older
adult access to technology;
•
Ensuring equal
access to services for older
adults.

The Community and Civic
Participation section
consists of 9 initiatives,
including the following:
•
Focusing on older
adults in creating the city's
cultural map;
•
Cultivate agefriendly neighborhoods;
•
Assistance to
older New Yorkers who
do not have the necessary
experience to get a job
through social security.
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Thus, the issues of population aging in
general remain as relevant as ever. Their
importance causes complex changes
both in the urban environment and
in the area of urban services. These
changes allow creating comfortable
conditions for active life and work, they
help to maintain the psychological and
physical health in population of all ages.
MENTAL HEALTH

As a global metropolis with a high
pace of life, high density of building
development and often unfavorable
urban environments (e.g., lack of access
to green infrastructure and nutritious
food), the issue of mental disorders
among New York City residents is
extremely acute. The greatest risk is
posed to residents from disadvantaged
and vulnerable groups.
At least one in five adult New Yorkers
experiences mental health issues every
year. About 8% of all New Yorkers
suffer from depression, and 25,6%
of all healthcare funds are spend on
disbursements for psychological issues
and disorders. The statistics are more
dramatic if you look
at the prevalence of
diseases and problems
related to mental wellbeing among risk groups.
Because of this, about
27% of schoolchildren
complain about extended
psychological discomfort
and hopelessness every
month, while 8% of all
schoolchildren in New
York City annually try to
commit suicide. 20% of
mothers from low-income
families have symptoms
of postpartum depression,
with one in ten women
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in New York City experiencing such symptoms. About
25% or 230,000 people who have gone through
an armed conflict experience post-traumatic stress
disorder and/or depression.
The total loss to the New York City economy is about
$14 billion a year due to reduced productivity of the
working-age population due to mental disorders and
the direct costs of treatment.
To address this challenge, a comprehensive Thrive
NYC35 program was developed and adopted in 2015,
which not only raises awareness of issues related
to mental health in the city, but also offers a set of
measures to launch a citywide mental health first aid
training system. Accordingly, the key element of the
program is the launch of free-of-charge mental health
first aid training that will be fully funded by the city.
It is expected that at least 250,000 city residents will
take part in the program. This program is intended to
help reduce the current stress levels in people and
help them navigate mental health issues, as well as
raise general awareness in the community. For this
purpose, the Mayor's Office of New York City will hire
400 specialist psychotherapists,
which will provide more than
400,000 hours of highly
qualified assistance. In addition,
the mayor's office will hire
more than 100 mental health
professionals to work in schools
with both schoolchildren and
teaching staff. The total budget
of the program is $850 million
for a period of four years.

AT LEAST ONE IN FIVE
ADULT NEW YORKERS
EXPERIENCES MENTAL
HEALTH ISSUES EVERY
YEAR. ABOUT 8% OF
ALL NEW YORKERS
SUFFER FROM
DEPRESSION, AND 25,6%
OF ALL HEALTHCARE
FUNDS ARE SPEND ON
DISBURSEMENTS FOR
PSYCHOLOGICAL ISSUES
AND DISORDERS

In addition to improving access
to psychological care, the
Mental Health Conference was
established to raise awareness
about mental health and
wellbeing issues and to share
best practices and knowledge
in this area with all stakeholders.
35 - https://thrivenyc.cityofnewyork.us/
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NEW YORK
MENTAL HEALTH CONCERNS

20%
25,6% 25%
OF MOTHERS
HAVE SYMPTOMS
OF POSTPARTUM
DEPRESSION

27%

OF STUDENTS
REPORT MONTHLY
THAT THEY FEEL
MISERABLE AND
HOPELESS

OF HEALTHCARE COSTS AFFECT
PATIENTS WITH MENTAL DISORDERS

8%
8%
1 in 10 women
OF NEW YORKERS
SUFFER
DEPRESSION
ANNUALLY

OF RESPONDENTS
TRIED TO COMMIT
SUICIDE

230,000 VETERANS
LIVE IN NEW YORK.
ONE IN FOUR
EXPERIENCES
POST-TRAUMATIC
DISORDER AND /
OR DEPRESSION

WOMEN IN NEW YORK
EXPERIENCE SYMPTOMS
OF DEPRESSION AFTER
GIVING BIRTH

ECONOMIC LOSSES CAUSED BY NEW YORK MENTAL HEALTH
AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PRESCRIPTION DRUG ABUSE

DEPRESSION

$1,5 billion
$300 million
$2,4 billion

ILLEGAL DRUGS

$4,3 billion
$2 billion

ALCOHOL

$6 billion
$770 million

Costs
of Productivity
Loss

Law
enforcement
costs

losses for the year
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began to be actively put into circulation by David
Vlahov, the founder of one of the first centers of urban
epidemiology within the Academy.
ECONOMIC LOSSES CAUSED BY MENTAL
HEALTH ISSUES

The Thrive NYC program is yet another
example that demonstrates that
changing the city's administration and
management does not necessarily lead
to the termination of existing programs,
but on the contrary can prompt their
development. Both the updated London
Development Plan and the priorities of the
current Mayor of New York, Bill de Blasio,
continue to focus on mental health issues
and the implementation of the existing
Thrive NYC program. A key goal of the
program is to eliminate stigma associated
with mental disorders. According to
numerous studies, stigma has a serious
negative impact on a person's selfesteem, aggravating the severity of the
disease and reducing susceptibility to
treatment. The preliminary results of the
program show that suicide rates have
decreased by 32,4% over three years and
that every $10 invested in mental health
services allowed saving an average of
$21,72 in healthcare system costs.
THE ROLE OF PUBLIC EXPERT
ORGANIZATIONS

In the course of developing and
integrating Urban Health principles
into strategies, urban policies and
applications, a number of non-profit
public health organizations have played
a key role in the U.S. and New York City in
particular. Such organizations often have
experience of their own scientific and
expert work, which was originally aimed
at shaping the Urban Health approach.
Thus, the first organization of this kind
worth noting is the New York Academy
of Medicine36, founded in 1847. Not only
is this organization one of the oldest
scientific and expert centers in the field
of public health, but it is also one of the
oldest centers in the field of epidemiology
and the study of the environmental
impacts on human health. It was in the
New York Academy of Medicine that
the very approach of Urban Health

Today, the New York Academy of Medicine is
conducting multidisciplinary research focused on
healthcare governance and public health policy issues.
In particular, employees of the Academy of Medicine
study how the organization of healthcare systems,
urban planning requirements, cognitive and behavioral
patterns of citizens, their social parameters and other
factors affect the profiles of morbidity and mortality.
The Academy actively renders consulting services, has
a wide pool of clients, among which are representatives
of both the government and local communities. The
Academy team includes researchers, policy makers,
members of various urban communities interested in
developing and implementing solutions to meet the key
challenges of our time in the field of healthcare based
on scientific evidence.
Another important public organization is the Regional
Plan Association37. This non-profit organization brings
together leading planners and specialists in the field
of territorial development and was founded in 1922.
RPA members develop long-term master plans for
the New York Metropolitan Area, as well as projects
in the areas of transportation, urban design, public
space development, sustainable development issues
and housing policy. Due to the fact that the New York
Metropolitan Area goes beyond the formal boundaries
of not only the New York City but also the state of the
same name, there are no formal instruments meant
36 - https://nyam.org/
37 - https://www.rpa.org/
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to ensure the simultaneous development of the entire
territorial agglomeration; and projects or initiatives for
its development often simply cannot be developed, as
they are largely outside the responsibility of each of the
regional and municipal authorities. That is why almost a
hundred years ago, territorial planners created a similar
public council. This council includes mediators, capable
of organizing negotiations between all players from
the public administration sphere, and a pool of experts
capable of independently developing and subsequently
promoting the professional vision of the New York
Metropolitan Area development. Therefore, the main
functions of the Association are to support government
agencies in the field of strategic spatial planning and
the formation of project recommendations.
Mentioning this organization, which has virtually no
authority and no funding, is necessary not only because
it is a unique example of a successful master plan for
a metropolitan with a complex administrative division,
but also because its authors use the Urban Health
principles in the development of this master plan.
In developing the Fourth Regional Plan for the New
York-New Jersey-Connecticut Metropolitan Area,
the Regional Planning Association conducted a special
study to determine how spatial organization factors
affect the health and well-being of its metropolitan
inhabitants. The report on the results of the study was
called the State of the Region's Health: How the
New York Metropolitan Region’s Urban Systems
Influence Health38. The authors point out that the
availability and quality of health services affect only 20%
of people's health, while the region's socio-economic
and environmental factors determine 80% of the health
state of any community. On average, an adult resident
of a metropolitan area suffers from mental health
issues for about three and a half days, and for about
the same number of days due to problems caused by
physical illnesses. These figures are much higher than
in other comparable U.S. metropolitan areas. Significant
differences in the state of health of different groups

38 - http://library.rpa.org/pdf/RPA-State-of-the-Regions-Health.pdf

of people within the metropolitan area
have also been identified. For example,
the life expectancy of African Americans
is 4-7 years shorter than that of white and
Hispanic people. Male residents of Morris
County, New Jersey, live six years longer
than those in neighboring Essex County.
Yet health spending in Connecticut, New
Jersey and New York tripled from $92
billion to $259 billion per year between
1991 and 2009.
In order to ensure sustainable, equitable
development and improve the health of
residents, the experts identified spatial
factors and integrated them into the
fourth plan, offering 61 recommendations.
These included the following solutions:
•
create affordable housing near
transportation hubs to reduce parking for
private vehicles;
•
make regular changes to the zoning
plans to facilitate the commissioning of
affordable housing;
•
increase tariffs for carbon dioxide
emissions from transportation, residential,
commercial and industrial buildings;
•
reduce the discharge of untreated
wastewater into rivers and harbors;
•
reorganize the transportation
system in terms of redesigning a number
of streets to ensure good flow for public
transportation, cyclists and pedestrians;
•
reform the planning process to
include health impact assessments;
•
create a network of open green
spaces near residential areas.

The Regional Planning Association's
work on metropolitan master planning
in New York City is a unique example of
the integration of health-oriented city
development principles on a macro
scale. Such practice makes it possible to
understand and assess how the health
and well-being of the population is
correlated with the spatial structure of the
region, reduce imbalances in areas being
developed, and thus reduce risks that
pose a threat to human health.
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URBAN HEALTH
SUBJECT
AREAS

Urban Health is a topical issue today. As we know, cities
are developing and growing around the world, more and
more people from rural areas are moving to urban areas.
The impact that cities can have on people's health and
wellbeing is indeed a crucial factor. This is a very important
issue and it is what we primarily discuss: there are many
aspects related to human health, and not all of them are
directly related to the medical field.
There are, for instance, such notions as the health of the
economy, the health of businesses and the health of the
environment. Ultimately, these areas also impact human
health. Living in poor countries with high unemployment
rates affects both mental and physical health.
We are increasingly seeing people displaced from their
homes due to the effects of global climate change. These
issues can also affect both mental and physical health.

For example, when refugees are accommodated in large
groups in overcrowded spaces, there is an increased risk
of infectious disease epidemics. During natural disasters,
if there is a lack of medication (especially in the case of
floods), the healthcare system may face such problems as
cholera or other infectious diseases.
Other issues that have been identified during recent natural
disasters are related to the increasing number of people
with chronic diseases such as diabetes and high blood
pressure. Without an additional supply of the medication
and drugs needed to treat such diseases, insulin for
diabetes sufferers or drugs that regulate high blood
pressure, natural disasters can lead to extremely severe
consequences. Many urban residents today require dialysis
due to kidney failure. Therefore, a lack of clean (distilled)
water to use the dialysis machine during natural disasters
will have a negative impact on the health of such patients.
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Urban health has traditionally been concerned with such
issues as disinfection, or fighting epidemics of infectious
diseases, which were caused by overcrowding. Similar
issues still arise today, in low-income countries which have
to deal with poor access to clean water and inadequate
disinfection. However, as I have already noted, I believe
that most epidemics nowadays are mainly related to noncommunicable diseases (cardiovascular diseases, cancer,
diabetes, chronic lung diseases).
URBAN HEALTH TOOLS

There are plenty of options and ways to find the right
solution, especially since we have managed to cope with
past epidemics such as cholera or yellow fever.
The implementation of mosquito control measures,
measures to remove standing water, and putting in place
sanitation and clean water infrastructure are still valid and
effective tools.
We now need to focus on the impact that our cities have on
the dissemination of non-communicable diseases. There is
mounting evidence that planning neighborhoods, buildings
and streets, solving transportation issues, introducing
environmentally sustainable means of transportation, it all
impacts our health. Pedestrians do not pollute the air. When
using public transportation, you cause less damage to the
environment. Riding a bike does not pollute the air.
It is a known fact that when we design areas with
pedestrian zones and bicycle trails, more people start to
use these means of moving about the city. The physical
activity of people in such neighborhoods increases
between 35 and 160 percent or more.
THE BENEFITS OF STUDIES

Even though many qualitative data have been obtained
so far, we still need further research, especially new group
studies that address morbidity.

The U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services has a Task Force on
Community Preventive Services within the
public. It regularly publishes reviews of
scientific literature. The task force experts
identify qualitative studies and, based
on their results, answer the question:
"Do we have enough evidence in order
to take practical steps to transform
neighborhoods, and place the focus
on local communities?" For example,
in matters of physical activity, the task
force concluded that they would need
strong evidence in order to take action
and improve districts, streets and building
structures.
As an example, all our multi-story buildings
are equipped with robust fire escape
ladders. Yet they are not used very often.
In the past, the stairs were used more
often. We had beautiful central staircases
in our buildings, which were used if there
was no need to go up to higher floors.
Many modern buildings, however, have
indoor stairwells located in dark corners.
Oftentimes, people don't even know where
these stairs are located. They are hard to
see. People may feel unsafe if they have
to go to a far corner to get up the stairs.
We need to redesign them and put up a
simple sign that would encourage taking
the stairs.
In New York, there are signs saying:
"Burn calories. Not electricity. Take the
stairs." With the permission of the City of
New York and CDC, the environmental
protection agency behind this initiative,
such signs have been used in other
cities, such as London. Many studies
have shown that signs recommending
busy modern people to adopt certain
simple behaviors in their daily lives, such
as taking the stairs, actually increase the
frequency of use of these amenities by
more than 50 percent.
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WHAT SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO
CONSIDERATION?

The history of urban health has
always been, in its essence, a history
of cooperation between different
departments. Consider, for example,
safety-related or healthcare-related issues.
All cities have construction regulations
and requirements designed to ensure
its safety. The same applies to issues of
public health.
Nowadays, the cities have sanitary and
water supply infrastructures. These
facilities were not established by the
healthcare system. Neither does the
healthcare system determine construction
regulations and requirements. These
issues are handled by other agencies.
There are sanitation urban real estate,
planning, housing, urban development
and transportation departments. All these
agencies need to cooperate.
In the past, we fought against epidemics
together. Later, in the era of outstanding
medical advancements, we discovered
antibiotics and found many ways to treat
diseases. One of the outcomes of such
discoveries was a shift in focus towards
medical technology, which was seen as a
solution to all health issues.
Indeed, medical technology plays a
significant role in a situation when
a person is already ill, but disease
prevention is a major element of
healthcare that enables people to
combat diseases, and its quality depends
on the quality of the urban environment
as well as the physical and social

infrastructure you create. During the flu season, people
can be encouraged to wash their hands more often, and
nowadays this can be done in any building, especially in
developed countries and in most major cities.
Likewise, you can encourage people to move around more.
Yet, we don't have safe pedestrian zones and bike lanes
everywhere; therefore, people prefer to use their own
cars or public transportation. However, the use of public
transportation does imply that you are walking from the
pickup and drop-off point. When driving a car, you act
differently.
People are very busy. If a person fails to incorporate physical
activity and healthy eating into their daily life because they
are surrounded by fast food restaurants and shops that only
sell soft drinks and high-calorie, nutrient-free snacks, they will
simply do what is convenient for them.
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least six months, even though they are in
place. Maintenance of amenities is very
important. If we analyze the situation, we
will find that health promotion does not
depend much on the healthcare system,
while other factors known as the social
determinants of health, such as material
conditions and the social environment,
play a vital role.
FIRSTHAND EXPERIENCE

I was lucky to work with more than 40
cities around the world. I would like to
share a couple of really inspiring ideas I
learned from my work.
I have repeatedly heard about one of
these ideas from people involved in
planning and design, architects and urban
designers. The point is all these things
do not necessarily have to be so costly.
For example, when designing a building,
you just need to think about everything
in advance and consider the health
promotion aspect from the first steps, i.e.
integrate the relevant elements into the
development of the neighborhood. Doing
this in advance saves you a lot of extra
costs later on.

We know that people do their best. We have made great
progress regarding the ban on smoking in public places. As
a result, many people quit smoking and others did not start.
We have helplines for people who want to quit smoking. We
have introduced a tax on tobacco products. There are many
non-smoking areas in our buildings. But there is still a lot to be
done in terms of physical activity and nutrition.
The range of potential measures is very wide, but we need
support from the Department of Transportation, Park
Management Office, Household Management and Public
Works Authority so that they can properly service our streets.
If we do not clean bike trails or sidewalks in cities where snow
falls in the winter, people will not be able to use them for at

There is a great opportunity to improve
the conditions of affordable housing, as
municipal authorities are often involved in
such projects and it is often the poorest
people in our society who face the most
serious health issues. If we do succeed in
improving health indicators in affordable
housing areas, it will be a huge step
forward for society.
Here is what we have heard from
construction companies engaged
in affordable housing: "Oh, we're so
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it in many cities in the past, which made sense during the
Industrial Revolution; we did not want people living near
a factory that disposed of toxic waste.

concerned about the costs, our margins
are too small as it is." Working with
affordable housing authorities and private
developers in New York and Atlanta, we
conducted research to find out what are
the conditions that these authorities and
developers believe can be created at a
very low cost. We divided our strategies
into three groups: "affordable and very
simple", "feasible but slightly more
expensive" and "something that is more
difficult to do". Every developer should be
able to draw up such strategies in terms
of cost and feasibility, and this should be
done at an early stage.
Yet another very inspirational topic
that we have developed through multisectoral discussions is the added value
that comes with creating healthier
urban environments. Let me give you
a few examples. An increasing number
of studies indicate the benefits of
establishing well-developed pedestrian
areas. In fact, these are areas with mixeduse development that allow for sufficient
population density. Such areas will offer
not only huge single-family mansions,
because then you will not have enough
people to support local business. With a
sufficient population density, you will have
the ground to use different types of land
and place residential buildings close to
commercial, educational or recreational
facilities.
The allocation of land in districts and
cities, which is usually handled by the
Urban Planning Department, should allow
people to place residential facilities close
to commercial, etc. We actually prohibited

Today, most companies belong to the service sector or
to branches of light industry. Such companies benefit
from having customers living nearby and shopping
there often. According to studies, areas that have been
designed to address physical inactivity issues not only
have a positive impact on the health of local people by
providing more opportunities for walking and reducing
the environmental impact, but also often provide benefits
to the retailers.
Consider Times Square in New York City as an example:
when we restricted the area for car traffic, retailers
and entrepreneurs were very concerned that it would
have a negative impact on their business, but in fact
they actually benefited, and today this area is among
the ten most attractive places for retailers in the world.
In addition, the number of accidents was significantly
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reduced, not only among pedestrians but also among drivers.
Air pollution has also been reduced now that more people
started walking. By and large, there are many advantages.
These initiatives have a positive impact not only on people's
health, but also on the environment. Business often benefits
from them too.
We carried out a number of studies in New York to find out
how our pedestrian expansion project has impacted safety,
how can we reduce the number of traffic accidents and
injuries caused by them, how it has affected revenue for
retailers in neighboring areas, and have we been able to make
the infrastructure more convenient for pedestrians, cyclists,
i.e., to lay out bicycle trails, make the public transportation
system more convenient and faster.

As a result, we can see that not only more
people started to walk, ride bicycles, use
public transport, but we were also able to
improve road safety. Studies in other cities
show that it is entirely possible to improve
road safety. It is also possible to reduce the
crime rate if more people are walking on
the streets, being visible, rather than driving
in their cars. Such initiatives also make it
possible to cope with social exclusion and
increase entrepreneurs' incomes.
We often think: "This or that?" In fact, we
don't have to make a choice. It is possible
to improve all the indicators simultaneously:
the economic, the environmental ones, and
healthcare-related ones. You can have it all
at once if you take a more conscientious
approach to urban planning and make
human health and wellbeing a priority.
AGAIN ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE
OF DIALOGUE

We work with different developers who are
interested in proving the technical feasibility
of different strategies. Once we establish
contact with them, we could work with
initiatives aimed at all components of the
urban development system. Incorporate
these standards into your city's municipal
plan and include health issues in the
design guidelines that apply to the city
and construction, including contract and
contract proposal issues. In my opinion,
many issues can be effectively worked out
together. This approach has never been
imposed on other sectors. It is common to
hear from representatives of other sectors:
"This is something we can use in our
sector." In such cases, we support them, of
course, and work with them to help them
do more, whether it is to find grants to pay
for their staff, select initiatives, help them
conduct evaluations, or look at the project
from a health point of view: for example,
conducting a qualitative assessment of the
impact on public health.
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WHO PROMOTES THE URBAN HEALTH AGENDA IN THE UNITED KINGDOM?
NATIONAL LEVEL
LOCAL LEVEL
AREAS OF THE URBAN HEALTH APPROACH IMPLEMENTATION
TRANSPORTATION
NOISE POLLUTION
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
CLIMATE
MENTAL HEALTH
MONITORING AND DATA COLLECTION
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WHO PROMOTES
THE URBAN HEALTH
AGENDA IN THE
UNITED
KINGDOM?

NATIONAL LEVEL

The Department of Health and Social
Care is the UK government agency
responsible for the development of
strategies and policies in the field of
health care, health protection and
people's well-being. The Department's
authority extends only to England
and does not include Wales, Scotland
and Northern Ireland. There are 28
government agencies and institutions
under the subordination of the
Department, including the National
Health Service and Public Health
England.

Due to the density of the population and the
territory size in the UK, the responsibility of
providing medical services and protection
of public health is divided between several
separate agencies. Together, NHS England,
NHS Wales, NHS Scotland and Health and
Social Care in Northern Ireland form the
system of health care and public health
services of the UK. However, these agencies
only interact with each other through
coordination councils, the Parliament of the
United Kingdom and other bodies of the
Government of the United Kingdom.
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DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH

THE STRUCTURE
IN ENGLAND

NHS
ENGLAND
NHS
IMPROVEMENT
LOCAL
AUTHORITY

SUSTAINABILITY AND
TRANSFORMATION
PARTNERSHIP

CLINICAL
COMMISSIONING
GROUP

HEALTH
AND WELLBEING
BOARD

HEALTH
WATCH

GP AND OTHER
PRIMARY CARE
CONTRACTOR

National

CARE
QUALITY
COMMISSION

NHS TRUST FOR
HOSPITAL, MENTAL
HEALTH, COMMUNITY
AND AMBULANCE
CARE

Local
or regional

Funding
stream

PRIVATE
PROVIDER
OF HEALTH CARE

Service
delivery

SOCIAL
CARE PROVIDER

Support
or oversight
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DIAGRAM OF TESTED SOLUTIONS WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK
OF THE HEALTHY NEW TOWNS PROJECT
PILOT
PROJECTS

Contracting and
planification of services

New
healthcare
models

Digital technologies
Objects
Planification process

NATIONAL
POLITICS

SCALING UP BEST
PRACTICES
AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL
TO REDUCE PRESSURE
ON THE SOCIAL HEALTH
AND SOCIAL
INSURANCE
SYSTEM

Housing design
Physical
environment

Public spaces
and environment

RESEARCH
RESULTS

Mobility
and transport
Behavior change

Community
involvement

STAKEHOLDER
INVOLVEMENT

Healthy lifestyle
Community participation

FUNDING AND STRUCTURE
OF PUBLIC HEALTH ENGLAND

THIRD-PARTY
REVENUE

DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
AND SOCIAL CARE
Sets strategic
priorities

£199,1

MILLION

£3,893

BILLION

PUBLIC HEALTH
ENGLAND
Operationally
Independent Agency

£297
MILLION

£3,090

9 centers in 4 regions
(South, North, East and central
counties, London)

BILLION

Subsidies to local
authorities and boros

£450,7
MILLION

Vaccination and
countermeasures

£48,5
MILLION

General
screening and cancer
screening
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NHS England is the government
executive agency responsible for
planning, budget allocation and the
provision of medical and social services.
This agency independently drafts laws,
implements projects and initiatives
aimed at improving people's health
and well-being. Moreover, it is also one
of the main participants in national
research programs and the originator
of new approaches in public health.
The structure of the Service includes
seven regional branches: North East
and Yorkshire, North West, East of
England, Midlands, London, South East
and South West. Each of these regional
teams coordinates local health care and
welfare institutions. Thus, NHS England
acts as a single operator providing
citizens with medical services. Being
the largest city in the country and its
main economic center, London has
its own regional branch supervising
its municipalities, allocating a budget
of over £15 billion among the services
provided to 8,17 million people and more
than 140 specialized services based in
the capital.
One of the Service's most striking
and significant initiatives deals with
the implementation of Urban Health
principles approach is the Healthy New
Towns1 project. This project studies
the impact of urban environmental
factors on human health. The study
is focused on 10 English towns with a
population of up to 30,000 people. This
allowed the researchers to interview
people and observe these towns in their
entirety as autonomous communities.
New technologies and urban planning
solutions are being tested in the
selected towns in order to create an
urban environment that improves local
population health. The project was
inspired by the challenges facing NHS

England, such as population aging and an
increase in chronic diseases. To accomplish
this task, the Service is taking measures to
rethink the lifestyle of city population and
draws attention to the formats of medical
services providers. A total of over 76,000
housing units are expected to be built for
more than 170,000 people.
Public Health England is the main promoter
of the Urban Health approach at national
level, the government body responsible for
sanitary and epidemiological welfare. The
functions of the Agency include contagious
disease control, improving the quality of life
and life expectancy; reducing inequalities
in access to health care, participating in the
prevention of natural disasters, assisting
the UK Government assess the impact of
all its strategies and policies on the health
and wellbeing of the population, etc. The
Agency has 9 local centers across 4 English
regions (Midlands and east of England, north
of England, south of England and London).
London has special powers as a local center
and cooperates with other regions.

1 - https://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/innovation/healthy-new-towns/
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The Spatial Planning for Health
report2, published in 2017, is an
example of a knowledge base
developed by the Agency and
containing a set of best practices
consistent with the Urban Health
agenda. The report is based on a
meta-analysis of more than 270
studies; it organizes information on
the existing proven relationships
between the characteristics of various
environments and their impact on
human health and well-being. The key
conclusion of the report is built on the
thesis that the quality of urban and
natural environment is a key factor
that determines the quality of human
health and well-being: "A decent home,
a job and friends are more important to
good health than the NHS." The report
also provides instructions on planning
community spaces that will help shape
a healthier lifestyle.

The London Health Board coordinates the activities and
works on creating a common vision for the development of
London that would take into account the values and priorities
of the Urban Health approach. Members of the Board include
the leaders of Public Health England in London, NHS England
in London, representatives of the London boroughs, the
Mayor of London himself, as well as the Chair of the London
Clinical Commissioning Council. The Board was established
by the Mayor of London in 2013 and meets four times a year
to discuss and approve key documents that form a common
vision of the Urban Health approach, which determines the
direction for the development of the Greater London Urban
Area.
One of the landmark strategic documents adopted by the
Board is the Better Health for London3 strategy, aiming to
promote comprehensive measures to achieve the ambitious
goal of making London the healthiest megalopolis in the
world. The strategy was approved and adopted by all parties:
the National Government, London City Hall and the boroughs.
It records the current and target state of health of London
residents in different districts, as well as identifies the main
problems that need to be addressed.
Such mechanisms of administrative agreements adopted
by a coalition of national and local authorities are a distinct
feature of the structure of British public health system and
sanitary epidemiological supervision, especially in London.
These agreements include a set of tools and channels that
help local governments and communities receive additional
funding in order to achieve the required targets and
implement best practices.

LOCAL LEVEL

AT LOCAL LEVEL,
THE DIVISIONS
OF PUBLIC HEALTH
ENGLAND AND NHS
ENGLAND IN LONDON,
AS WELL AS THE GREATER
LONDON AUTHORITY ARE
THE KEY ACTORS
TAKING ADVANTAGE
OF THE URBAN HEALTH
APPROACH

2 - The report is based on the work of a
joint research group at the University of the
West of England and Public Health England:
Bird, E., Ige, J., Burgess-Allen, J., Pinto, A.
and Pilkington, P. and Public Health and
Wellbeing Research Group (2017) "Healthy
people healthy places evidence tool:
Evidence and practical linkage for design,
planning and health", University of the West
of England, 2017, Bristol
3 - https://www.healthylondon.org/resource/
better-health-london-report/
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THE SYSTEM OF CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING PUBLIC HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING AT THE LOCAL LEVEL ADOPTED
IN 2012 IN THE UK

HIGH LEVEL
INDICATORS

SOCIAL
DETERMINANTS

POPULATION
HEALTH

HEALTH SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT

Child poverty rate

Low
birth rate

Preventable
causes of death

School skipping rate

Lactation

Death from
cardiovascular
disease

The number of NEET
youth 16-18 years

Early child
development

Death from cancer

Employment
of terminally ill

Obesity

Death from
respiratory illness

Skipping work
due to illness

The well-being
of children in the
guardianship system

Suicide rate

Victims of traffic
accidents

Diet

The quality of life of
the elderly population

Violent crimes

Physical activity

Hip fracture
in the elderly

Noise pollution

Diabetes

Dementia

Air
pollution

Use of green
areas

Life satisfaction
rate

State sustainable
development
plans

Social connections

Life expectancy

The level of health
inequality

HEALTH
PROTECTION

The safety
of the elderly

Injuries of elderly
population to the fall
(from 65 years)

The system of indicators
has been used since 2012
to assess the effectiveness
of local administrations
in improving public health
Health and Social Care Act 2012
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukpga/2012/7/contents/enacted.
Joint Strategic Needs Assessment
https://www.
devonhealthandwellbeing.org.uk/
jsna/about/
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The adopted criteria for the assessment
of public health are designed to reflect
the current state and the dynamics at
municipal level. The current system
of indicators forms the basis for all
key decisions on the allocation of
funding and implementation of special
programs for area development. The
use of these criteria is mandatory both
during the planning stage and when
preparing reports on all 32 boroughs
of Greater London. That is why the
National Government and London
City Hall reserve additional funding for
projects and initiatives that stimulate
the implementation of the principles of
creating an urban environment focused
on health promotion.
In London, at city level, the leading
role in the implementation of the
Urban Health agenda is played by the
London Plan4, a strategic document
that defines the vision, directions and
tools for spatial and socio-economic
development and urban planning of the
entire city. This approach is the reason
why Urban Health is recognized as one
of the key paradigms that allow for city
improvement work.
The current Mayor of London, Sadiq
Khan, has taken the next step in the
development of ideas and approaches
to create an urban environment focused
on promoting health and well-being. The
current version of the London Plan for
2019-2041, which is yet to be approved
and adopted, is fully consistent with
the modern solutions and practices
of the Urban Health approach. The
Plan declares "creating a healthy city"
as a key policy and paradigm for the
development and adoption of all future
decisions related to the socio-spatial
development of the city. Additionally,
the Healthy Streets Approach5, which

will be discussed later, is becoming a key paradigm for
the consideration of all urban development decisions
and projects.
The spatial development program mentioned in the
new document revolves around the problem of socioeconomic inequality in healthcare and the reduced
access to high-quality health services of certain
segments of the population: experts intend to combat
the existing negative phenomena by changing urban
environment factors. That is the reason for describing
all of the goals in the list of terms of the Urban Health
approach, setting regulatory indicators and presenting
the measures to achieve them. These goals and
measures include improving the mental and physical
health of the city residents; reducing inequality
in access to health care; promotion of active and
healthy lifestyles; implementation of advanced urban
standards in order to minimize the potential health
risks; management of thermal risks and microclimate
within the city; creating a healthy food environment;
inclusive design; noise pollution control; developing
green infrastructure and increasing its accessibility,
etc. Each of these challenges is recognised as key
to the development of London as a whole, which
means that solving them will require the full-fledged
participation of London City Hall and the Greater
London Council, and, therefore, of all its boroughs.
In order to accomplish the tasks described above, the
2019 London Plan outlines the assessment tools and
a plan of changes that London needs to implement
in order to comply with the "healthy city" vision. The
most important of the measures is the Healthy Streets
Approach, which is the one at the foundation of the
document outlining the strategy.

4 - https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan
5 - https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/about-tfl/how-we-work/planningfor-the-future/healthy-streets
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AREAS OF THE URBAN HEALTH
APPROACH IMPLEMENTATION
TRANSPORTATION

Transport policy became decisive in
the implementation of the Urban Health
approach in London. It is employed in
all landmark projects, both applied and
related to the general vision of urban
environmental development focused
on maintaining the good health of
the city residents. This is explained by
the fact that London City Hall has an
absolute independence in regulating
the process of transport planning and
traffic management (in which pedestrian
traffic plays a key role), unlike the issues
related to the sector of construction or,
for example, ecology.
In 2014, Transport for London became
the first transport agency in the world
to publish an Action Plan aimed at
improving public health. The Plan
presented the entire transport policy
of the city through metrics reflecting
disease incidence and mortality rate,
the expenses on health care and
social security systems. The plan was
developed under the leadership of
Lucy Saunders, a consultant in public
health specializing in transport, public
realm and planning. She developed and

published the outline of her Healthy Streets concept
in 2011. The Action Plan developed by Transport for
London differs from similar documents in that its
operation is based on benchmarks, rather than the
usual concepts of the logistics sector. The application
of these benchmarks is aimed at achieving key
parameters of life expectancy and quality of life.
For three years, starting with 2014, Saunders has been
a key expert in the implementation of this plan, officially
known as Improving the Health for Londoners:
Transport Action Plan6. It has defined the main areas
of change based on the Healthy Streets approach:
increasing the physical activity of the population; air
quality improvement; reducing the negative impact of
road traffic; decreasing noise pollution; increasing the
availability of public transit. The Plan's implementation
has helped significantly develop cycling and pedestrian
infrastructure and provided training in financial
modeling to more than 200 people annually, teaching
them, among other things, how to assess the impact
of projects. This three-year work became the basis for
the development and approval of the current system
of documents, assessment methods and design
decisions collectively known as the Healthy Streets for
London. It is a unique policy document that affirms
the importance of implementing the Urban Health
approach. It obliges all parties involved in the planning
and development of city areas to use this approach in
order to prioritize health and well-being when making
all design decisions. £2,1 billion were allocated for the
plan's initialization in the first year of its implementation.
That year saw the development of a portfolio of streets
that were reconstructed and designed using the
Healthy Streets methods.

£2,1 BILLION WERE ALLOCATED
FOR THE PLAN'S INITIALIZATION
IN THE FIRST YEAR OF ITS
IMPLEMENTATION. THAT YEAR
SAW THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A PORTFOLIO OF STREETS
THAT WERE RECONSTRUCTED
AND DESIGNED USING THE
HEALTHY STREETS METHODS
6 - http://content.tfl.gov.uk/improving-the-health-of-londonerstransport-action-plan.pdf
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THE PLAN IS DELIVERED
AT THREE LEVELS THAT
REFLECT THE PRINCIPLES
AND VISION OF THE URBAN
HEALTH APPROACH
IN EACH ASPECT
OF URBAN CHANGE
MANAGEMENT:

01

AT STREET LEVEL —
improving the state of the
urban environment by
expanding the spaces for
walking and cycling, creating
or renovating public spaces
to intensify the interaction
of residents with each other,
ensuring safety on the
streets (primarily by setting
speed limits or street access
restrictions);
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02

AT NETWORK LEVEL —
prioritization of more
accessible public transit,
safer and more appealing
routes for cyclists and
pedestrians aimed at a
significant reduction in the
level of motorization;

03

AT CITY LEVEL —
the development of
new strategies and
alternative ways to solve
the issues of mobility.
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The plan stated its mission as follows: "to improve air
quality, reduce congestion and help make London's
diverse communities greener, healthier and more
attractive places to live, work, play and do business."
The key goals of the document include reducing air
and noise pollution, improving the mental health of the
population, helping combat social exclusion, increasing
revenue from street economic activities, minimizing
traffic accident occurrences and stimulating better
effectiveness of the transportation system.
At the same time, Healthy Streets for London is
also a set of methods that serve as the basis for the
development of Mayor’s Transport Strategy7, which
is part of the Spatial Development Strategy for Greater
London that has been in effect for twenty-five years.
The main priority of the Healthy Streets approach
is to stimulate the active mobility of pedestrians
and remove its restrictions. At the same time, their
environment must meet comprehensive requirements
according to comfort and safety parameters both in

7- https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/
default/files/mayors-transportstrategy-2018.pdf

terms of physical, but also of mental
health. According to the calculations of
Transport for London and Public Health
England experts, if every Londoner
walked or cycled for 20 minutes daily,
it would save £1,7 billion that would
otherwise be spent on healthcare over
the next 25 years. In terms of disease
incidence and mortality, a 20-minute
increase in the average daily physical
activity for all Londoners would mean
a 35-50% decrease in Type 2 diabetes
incidence; a 25-30% decrease in
coronary heart disease incidence; a
20-35% decrease in Alzheimer's disease
incidence; a 20-30% decrease in
depression; a 30-50% decrease in colon
cancer incidence.

IF EVERY LONDONER
WALKED OR CYCLED FOR 20
MINUTES DAILY, IT WOULD
SAVE £1,7 BILLION THAT
WOULD OTHERWISE BE SPENT
ON HEALTHCARE OVER THE
NEXT 25 YEARS
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LONDON STRATEGIC
AND HEALTHY STREETS
APPROACH
London plan

Other Strategies approved by Mayor

TRANSPORT STRATEGY
LEADS URBAN PLANNING
AND ADDS URBAN HEALTH
AGENDA TO OTHER TACTICAL
DOCUMENTS

Health inequality
reduction
strategy

Cultural
Policy
Strategy

Mayor Transport
Strategy

Economic
development
strategy

Housing
Development
Strategy

Environmental
Strategy

THE HEALTHY
STREETS APPROACH
UNDERPINS
A TRANSPORT STRATEGY

Recommendations
for the development
of municipal plans
for the implementation
of the strategy

Business plan
of the government
agency Transport
of London

Boro plans
for implementing
the strategy

Key performance
indicators system
of railway transport

Implementation of services and planning solutions

Results monitoring

Other participants of
the Implementation
process
(Government, etc.)
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NOISE POLLUTION

Ken Livingstone was the first to
initiate the launch of special programs
and initiatives aimed at reducing
noise pollution in London. He also
drew attention to the necessity of
transforming it into a "quiet city."
He was focused on supporting new
technologies and methods to reduce
noise pollution (especially caused by
road, rail and air transport), and on
including the reduction of noise and
assessment of its negative effects
on health among the benchmarks of
transport policy. In 2004, he initiated
and approved the initiative Sounder
City — Mayor’s Ambient Noise Strategy
with a goal to minimize the negative
impact of road noise on London
residents. The key target areas of
the Strategy and the existing set of
measures are road, air, rail and water
transport, as well as spatial planning
and industry — in other words, all of key
sources of noise in the city.
The Strategy outlines the positive
results that can be achieved by
using quieter vehicles (in particular,
freight transportation requires special
attention; the requirements to its
loading and unloading procedures
have been updated), creating noisecanceling barriers in the form of trees
and other types of green infrastructure,
developing new requirements to road
surface, as well as defining new vehicle
access restrictions based on travel
times and types of vehicle.
Among other things, new solutions in
the field of spatial planning are being
introduced within the framework of
the strategy to improve the sound
insulation of public use facilities
(hospitals, schools, cultural and
recreational facilities) by introducing

new principles and approaches in creating a soundabsorbing urban environment that includes quiet public
spaces.
Boris Johnson’s program Improving the Health of
Londoners, Transport Action Plan, is yet another program
that pays considerable attention to the reduction of noise
pollution. Transport for London and public health experts
have conducted a large-scale joint study of the urban
environment and concluded that 20% of Londoners
daily experience discomfort due to levels of street noise,
which exceed 60 dB. Living in such conditions increases
the risk of cardiovascular disease. Other negative effects
of noise on the health of city residents include sleep
disorders, stress, anxiety, high blood pressure, mental
problems, poor performance, as well as cognitive
impairment issues in children. According to their
assessment, street noise can also affect the well-being
of population indirectly, as it can prevent people from
walking, cycling and talking to each other, limiting their
physical activity and opportunities for social interaction.
Road noise in some areas of London was reported to
stop people from using rooms with windows facing busy
roadways. The total yearly expenses for noise pollution
reduction were estimated to be £7-10 billion, with the
predominant share of the budget being spent on traffic
management and regulation.
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THE NORTHERN FOREST WILL BE
ABLE TO ABSORB MORE THAN
8 MILLION TONS OF CO2 GENERATED
BY THE M62 MOTORWAY AND REDUCE
THE POTENTIAL FLOOD RISK FOR
MORE THAN 190 000 HOUSEHOLDS
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

In the UK, both at national and city capital level, the
process of developing "green" infrastructure has
always been perceived as an activity aimed at reducing
population health risks. This is due to the fact that
greenery is usually seen as a way of combating the
negative effects factors of environmental pollution and
as a way of disease prevention.
The two most important nationwide initiatives include,
first of all, the Nature Conservation and Recreational
Opportunities in the Green Belt, and second, the
Northern Forest Plan.
The goal of Nature Conservation and Recreational
Opportunities in the Green Belt is to preserve and
develop the green belts that surround British cities
and contain their expansion. This strategy involves
maintaining the existing conservation areas around
cities and creating new ones (regardless of the size of
nearby cities).
The Northern Forest Plan is an ambitious project what
involves planting trees and creating a continuous
dense green corridor from the east to the west coast
of England, crossing the entirety of the Midlands. The
Northern Forest will be able to absorb more than

8 million tons of CO2 generated by the
M62 motorway and reduce the potential
flood risk for more than 190000
households. The total investments
over a 25-year period for creating this
corridor and planting the new Northern
Forest are estimated at £500 million.
The main positive effects expected of
the project include improving air quality,
supporting the local economy through
the development of tourism, reducing
the risk of floods and improving the
health of local residents.
When discussing the "green" initiatives,
it is impossible to ignore the measures
aimed at regenerating and replanting
the Thames Estuary. Its urgent goal
is to create a full-fledged continuous
green area along the river. Unlike the
creation of parks and boulevards in
the city center, the Thames Estuary
replanting strategy implies working
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both with open public spaces and private lands. The
cross-cutting nature of the strategy makes it possible
to maximize its positive effects on public health and
the population's quality of life. The project's positive
effects include improving the health of residents
through the creation of new appealing spaces for
recreation and sports; social integration of members
of different communities; climate change mitigation
through sustainable flood and water management;
improving the quality of water; reducing the impact
of local air pollution; conserving and enhancing
biodiversity; creating a sense of place and local
identity in boroughs located along the river.
CLIMATE

Some of the most important climate-related issues
in the UK and London concern climate changes,
and heat waves, and finding solutions for creating a
comfortable microclimate in
the city. This problem has first
emerged after the occurrence
of the European heat wave
of 2003, which has caused a
sharp increase in temperature
of more than 10°C, which led
to a significant increase in
mortality. A series of largescale studies assessing the
causes and consequences
of this natural phenomenon
has identified both natural
and anthropogenic factors
that led to the formation of the
heat wave. The first factor category includes global
climate change, terrain features and anomalous
seasonal temperature changes. The second
category includes dense urban development, the
use of heat absorbing materials and a significant
reduction in the number of green areas in recent
decades. Therefore, several strategies aimed at
reducing the city air temperature were developed in
Europe almost immediately after experiencing the
effects of the 2003 heat wave.
The challenge posed by heat waves and adverse
weather conditions was immediately addressed
by London, which drafted strategic documents

and defined the content of its urban
policies aimed at lowering the city
air temperature. Thus, temperature
standards have been included among
the key metrics in the development
plans of London.
The heat wave of 2003 happened
during Ken Livingstone's term as Mayor
of London, and the phenomenon
was immediately echoed in the
Development Plan. 2004 saw the
establishment of new requirements
to urban developers, that must be
followed in the planning, construction
and operation of buildings. Additionally,
the following set of requirements was
also introduced: During the planning
stage, it is necessary to take into
account the peculiarities of building
orientation, room ventilation and
airflows of neighborhoods; in particular,
create and develop a green
infrastructure, through the
creation of green roofs and
walls. Also included were
the benchmarks aimed
at helping achieve a 30%
reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions by 2025, when
compared to the levels
recorded in 1990.

THE BENCHMARKS
ARE AIMED
AT HELPING
ACHIEVE A 30%
REDUCTION IN
CARBON DIOXIDE
EMISSIONS
BY 2025
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THE NORTHERN
FOREST PLAN
OF THE
MIDLANDS

White Rose
Forest
Leeds

Manchester
City
of Trees

Liverpool
Mercey Forest

Heywoods
Hull

South Yorkshire
Forest
Sheffield

Chester

DIFFERENCE IN AIR TEMPERATURE DEPENDING
ON ENVIRONMENTAL MORPHOLOGY AND WIND SPEED
WIND SPEED 1 M/SEC

LOW WIND

good airflow

WIND SPEED: 5.5 M/SEC

STRONG WIND

weaker "pushing" wind force
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the priority tasks of the approach are minimizing heat
generation through energy-efficient design; reducing
the amount of heat entering buildings from the outside
through proper building orientation, shading, increased
reflectivity, green walls and roofs; a 50% increase in
green space areas by 2050.

The set of priority measures was
expanded during Boris Johnson's term.
The newly announced priorities included
a complete elimination of carbon
emissions from buildings by 2031,
as well as environmental and spatial
planning that take into account the
requirements to prevent the increase
in air temperature and excessive heat
generation. The possibility of a reoccurrence of the 2003 heat wave
became one of the most dangerous
urban environmental threats and
became a priority in the list of problems
that require developing solutions in
order to reduce the mortality risks of
residents.

One of the solutions implemented in London are
LondUM and Met Office air temperature monitoring
systems. The data collected by these systems allows
adapting specific projects to current conditions.
The LondUM system is a database connected to a
sensor network, that dynamically displays the average
temperature in different areas of the city with a resolution
of up to 1 square km. The Met Office system is a network
of meteorological stations and sensors that forecast
weather conditions and monitor phenomena that can
cause anomalous and hazardous weather conditions.
These systems were launched alongside research
programs that study the factors affecting the city
microclimate and causing temperature increases. In
particular, these include projects which develop tools
that will help study the effect of urban morphology on
air temperature.
MENTAL HEALTH

The new Mayor of London, Sadiq
Khan, has adopted a proactive heat
risk management approach. Among

The government of London and the UK authorities
were among the first to pay attention to mental health
problems of city residents. According to the general
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statistics provided by the Department
of Health and Social Care of the UK,
suicide is the leading cause of death
among men aged 15 to 49, with about
a quarter of the UK overall population
and one out of every ten children is
diagnosed with mental health problems.
The Department estimates the total
amount of expenses arising yearly from
mental health problems in England at
£105 billion. Many studies have shown
that people with mental health issues
are more likely to get employed in
lower-paying jobs and have a shorter
life expectancy on average. People with
diagnosed mental illnesses on average
may die 15 to 20 years sooner than the
control group.
In the light of this, large-scale initiatives
and projects aimed at reducing mental
health risks have been launched at
national and city levels since the mid2010s. The Five Year Forward View
for Mental Health, prepared by NHS

ONE OF THE
SOLUTIONS
IMPLEMENTED IN
LONDON ARE LONDUM
AND MET OFFICE
AIR TEMPERATURE
MONITORING
SYSTEMS. THE DATA
COLLECTED BY THESE
SYSTEMS ALLOWS
ADAPTING SPECIFIC
PROJECTS TO
CURRENT CONDITIONS

England, is one of
the most significant
of them. It provides
the justification
for changes in the
public health system
of the country. The
key areas of activity
stated in the plan
include stimulating
the introduction of
special trainings
courses for
management and
employees aimed at
identifying mental
health problems and
discussing the results; preparing local plans for suicide
prevention through the development of networks
in local communities; increasing the accessibility of
psychotherapy services and mental health information;
reducing all risk factors that affect the likelihood of
mental disorders, such as noise and air pollution,
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adverse socio-economic conditions,
underdeveloped green infrastructure
and public spaces; etc.

THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF URBAN HEALTH
INITIATIVES
IS LARGELY
DETERMINED BY THE
QUALITY AND DETAIL
OF THE EXISTING
STATISTICAL DATA
THAT ARE AVAILABLE
TO DECISION MAKERS
AND AUTHORITIES

One of the most acute mental health
challenges in the UK is the issue
of loneliness and social isolation.
According to the Department of
Health and Social Care, more than
9 million adults across the country
(which is comparable to the population
of London) always or often feel lonely
over the course of a week; total yearly
expenses caused by the problem of
loneliness are estimated at £32 billion. In the light of
aging of the population, this is considered to be the most
acute problem, since more than half the UK people over
the age of 75 live alone.
In January 2019, the Parliament of the United Kingdom
launched the Jo Cox Commission on Loneliness8 in
order to prepare a report on ways to combat loneliness
in the UK. The commission was co-chaired by MPs
Seema Kennedy and Rachel Reeves and involved 13
charities, including Age UK and Action for Children.
The final report provided recommendations to the
Government and the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
Meanwhile, national indicators were developed and
implemented, allowing to address the problem of
loneliness in relation to different age groups; special
studies were commissioned on the issue of loneliness
and its impact on health and other aspects of people's
lives; a portfolio of solutions to combat loneliness has
been developed in the form of programs and initiatives.
Of particular interest is City Mental Health Alliance9,
a public initiative prepared by the biggest employers
of the City of London, the city's main financial district.
Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Bloomberg, KPMG,
Deloitte, HSBC, PWC and the Bank of England have
jointly established this public organization developing
and conducting mental health training for employees
and preparing individualized plans that offer support

to employees that have problems
or mental illnesses. The Alliance also
launched an extensive campaign to
combat the stigmatization of mental
health problems. Over the course of
the training, participants are taught
to recognize the signs of stress and
anxiety in relatives and colleagues,
and work on removing the existing
stigma. People are taught to talk about
their own problems, about fatigue and
disappointment, about destructive
addictions. Work in the City of London
means not only high salaries and
career opportunities, but also constant
stress and overwork. This results in an
increase in mental health problems:
more than 50% of sick leaves are
associated with stress, and 44% of
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1,800 teachers, who taught
several hundred thousand
people to use practices of
working with their own mental
state, as well as providing
psychological assistance to
relatives and colleagues. Since
2019, such training courses
become mandatory in all English
secondary schools.
MONITORING
AND DATA COLLECTION

companies note a growing number of
complaints from employees regarding
their mental health.
The City Mental Health Alliance works
closely with a public organization called
Mental Health First Aid England10,
which is the only nationwide organization
of this kind. The responsibilities of its
employees include the development of
training courses; training and certification
of teachers; conducting research and
preparing recommendations on the
application of tools aimed at combating
mental health problems. As of 2019,
the organization has trained more than

The effectiveness of Urban
Health initiatives is largely
determined by the quality
and detail of the existing
statistical data that are
available to decision makers
and authorities. This is why an
open and detailed statistical
system based on the Local
Health platform of Public Health
England and the NHS Atlas
of Variation in Healthcare is a
key element of the public health
system in the UK.
The Local Health database collects detailed statistics
and prepares desk reviews that record the key public
health parameters and indicators of socio-economic
development. Users of the platform get access to highquality information on key public health parameters, as
well as the urban environment. This digital analytical tool
allows for quick comparative area analysis, including
analysis based on dynamic indicators. The collected data
is divided across key sets of indicators: Our Community;
Behavioral Risk Factors and Child Health; Disease and
Poor Health; Life Expectancy and Causes of Death.

8 - https://www.ageuk.org.uk/our-impact/campaigning/jo-cox-commission/
9 - http://citymha.org.uk/
10 - https://www.mentalhealthfirstaid.org/
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WHAT IS
URBAN HEALTH?

What I do is called boundary-spanning. I devote
considerable time to the subject of my specialization,
my academic work and I also enjoy working with
international organizations such as WHO and the UN at
both national and local levels.
I have been studying Urban Health for over 20 years
and the first thing I would like to discuss is the issues
facing the discipline itself. The key challenges in this
area seem to reside in the realms of public policy and
governance.
Many years ago, in the early days of my career,
everything was dependent on urban development
engineers, on their understanding of the needs of the
city and its residents. Today, the role of a city decision
maker is becoming more and more important in terms

of Urban Health. Planning is a technical field, but I
believe we have gone beyond its original meaning: in
many cities the decision makers already understand
what needs to be done. However, the decision-making
process has also been shaped by its links to branches
of science, in particular public health.
Another important aspect is the interconnection
between the public health sector and professionals
from various fields: planners, developers, transportation
engineers, environmental experts, and others. These
professionals have a certain impact on public health,
yet they are not aware of it, as they are less concerned
with health issues. And when they are, it means
that they sometimes consciously contribute to the
deterioration of public health. They are actually working
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in the health sector, but they do not realize it, as they
are often unaware of their influence, i.e. how the urban
environment affects health. Thus, it appears to be a
matter of finding common language, connections
and interaction options. The idea is to understand
how to design large and small cities; supercities and
settlements in such a way that they would contribute
to improving human health while also protecting the
environment.
Many things in the current public health landscape in
the UK refer back to the lessons of the past. Consider
such historic events as the cholera outbreak caused
by contaminated water in the Broad Street stand-pipe,
exposing the link between sanitation, urban planning
and health. It is vital to understand environmental
factors, yet today is the time to take a step forward
by linking the crises of biodiversity decline and global
warming directly to human health, especially in view
of the ever-increasing urban population. This will mark
a new stage in understanding the issue, though we
must not forget what we have already known for a long
time: the importance of maintaining good sanitation,
ensuring access to clean water; protecting against
floods, pollution; maintaining air quality. Whenever
changes occur or new contexts emerge, we must
learn from the past to create a sustainable future. This
pertains both to the planning of large and small cities,
and also at regional level.
URBAN HEALTH PARADIGM

In my view, the key point is a healthy lifestyle. We also
call it "health paradigm". When using this paradigm, it
is very important to evaluate architectural solutions or
general urban planning projects. All decisions should
be viewed from the perspective of public health and
health equity. The current practice widely uses the
Health Impact Assessment of the population or the
assessment of factors affecting health. We have had
a successful experience with participatory analysis of
human health factors.

and environmental criteria: a total of about
20 criteria for the project to meet. Further,
as the project was developed, a team of
60 people assessed the proposed option
against these criteria twice. If a low score
was given, the shortcomings were to be
pointed out to the designers together with
suggestions on how to eliminate them. It
turned out that the designers had 30-60
people to help them improve the project
and test it at various stages. This way, we
managed to improve the quality of the
project. Since then, we used this approach
with other master plans.
We devised a methodology to bring
housing policy to a new level. We call this
methodology the Participatory Health
Impact Assessment. We always consider
health and environmental impact factors
together. A Traditional Health Impact
Assessment is sometimes performed too
late. A residential complex has already been
built and now you are suddenly thinking:
"Will the residents be able to lead healthy
lives here?" This assessment is hardly related
to the design process as such. Thus, it is
essential to figure out ways to conduct
the assessment in parallel with other
activities and to adjust it to the creative
design methodology. It is important to
develop a strategy that integrates the health
aspect without compromising design and
architectural ideas.
TOPICAL ISSUES OF URBAN HEALTH

We worked on a project at a place called the Street
near Glastonbury. This place accommodated 400
small houses. We brought together a team of
designers, representatives of public agencies and
local residents. We worked together to develop health

I see a major issue in the demographic
situation and the aging of the population.
There are obviously threats of epidemics:
pathogens are transmitted between
continents through air travel which is greatly
facilitated by globalization. Consider Ebola or
SARS: the risk of transmitting these diseases
rises as the mobility of the population
increases.
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Yet another serious
threat has to do with
the lifestyles of the city
residents. Looking at this
issue, I would like to note
that it is not entirely a
personal choice. We build
cities in such a way that
people are simply unable
to develop behaviours that
support their own health.
There is a good metaphor.
When building a zoo,
you can design a lion's
enclosure where the
animal will feel sick all the
time, or you can build it
in a way that will keep
the animal healthy. As to
building large and small
cities, they are not suitable
for Homo sapiens, and yet
we are building them. If we
were the zoo keepers, we
would do better, because
we would think about
the things necessary for
animal health and design
the zoo accordingly.
When building housing for
people, we do not adhere
to such high standards
as in the construction of
zoos.
This is where the dangers lie, in my opinion.
Even if people wanted to eat right, lead a
more active lifestyle, or go out more often,
cities are, for the most part, unsuitable for
this. Their choices are limited by modern
cities. We call it a way of life, but they did
not choose this way of life. After all, people
should take better care of their health, but
from the very beginning, city life is not
conducive to this, as there are too many
limitations.

There is another serious threat to the city associated
with the above, as behavior patterns that are
harmful to the planet are being planted early in the
construction process. For example, to get to work
in a modern city, I would have to drive for miles
in a car fueled with gasoline that is harmful to the
environment, and in the end it would endanger
the health of the entire city. Likewise, during lunch
hour I would go down to a cafe, have a coffee, and
then throw out a plastic cup and a straw. A person
can do this every day for many years in a row. It is
unacceptable that people everywhere in every city
throw plastic dishes into the ocean year after year,
because as a result this garbage will return to us and it
will affect the health of the urban population.
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It is as if we launched a
boomerang and the effect
of this boomerang is called
global warming or "the sixth
great extinction". Many
minor interdependent and
mutually influencing actions
that we make ourselves are
bringing about an unhealthy
lifestyle that will bubble
up in the future and that is
beginning to show. I believe
that all this is a global threat
to our lives. The question is
how to build a city that will
allow us to preserve and
improve the environment
for, say, the next 50 years?
THE EXISTENCE OF AN
EVIDENTIAL BASE

We have made progress
in terms of the evidential
base in regard to planning
solutions. We have proved
that if the construction is
made without observing
sanitary norms, then people
will develop certain illnesses
in the next 60 years: for
example obesity, asthma,
but evidence is needed from a variety of related areas.
The key challenge today is to provide economic
justification for the evidential base collected. The
situation is further complicated by such non-material
factors as poor academic performance, social instability,
and so on. These issues are identified by the education
system, police and hospitals, yet the designers of
unhealthy environments do not bear the costs. Here lies
a fine line between the long-term costs borne by the
state and the short-term profits of the private sector.
Of course, we can build public housing, but this would

not be an optimal market solution. We need
financial mechanisms to identify possible
changes during the construction phase,
which would subsequently reduce the burden
on the healthcare system. These approaches
must be substantiated by credible evidence.
This is a vast area where I believe currently
there is a gap.
FINDING A COMMON LANGUAGE
TO COMMUNICATE

Discussions about Urban Health almost
always lead to the idea of finding a common
language. Finding a common language is
a good question and a good goal. In my
opinion, it would be a mistake to assume
that we will never have a common language,
but the very realization that we do not
have one yet is already very good. For
example, it is important to understand that
even the term "environment" has different
meanings for different people. My first
profession was working as an ecologist,
so to me the term "environment" has a
very specific meaning. At the same time, a
landscape architect or an urban designer
must understand it in their own way. When I
spoke at health conferences, I realized that
I did not understand the meaning this term
had for other people. When I used the term
"environment", people thought it meant the
conditions in which people live and raise their
children, the social environment, culture,
whereas I have always considered this
concept as a quite material phenomenon.
I suppose the point is to ensure that everyone
is aware they might be misunderstood, so
you have to keep an eye on it. Maybe one day
we will learn to speak the same language, but
for now we need to remember that it does
not exist yet, and reconcile the meaning of
terms.
THE URBAN HEALTH APPROACH
IMPLEMENTATION

I often see a widening gap between those
measures we believe to be effective, those
that are known to fail, and our actions.
Sometimes it seems that our knowledge is
not related to our actions.
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My opinion is that in a situation of economic
austerity, when there may be a lot of
pressure on housing construction, experts
say: "We would be happy to take care of
the health of the urban population, but we
cannot afford it at the moment. We need to
build houses, new neighborhoods and new
roads." Well, that is obviously important.
Then come the better times with more
funds, yet there are still a number of reasons
to ignore health. There are often errors in
judgement: "We'll just keep moving on and
work the same way as before. We have the
necessary funds right now, so we'll solve all
the problems later." There always seems to
be an excuse for not doing something.
In my opinion, that is exactly the reason
why the World Health Organization and the
European Healthy Cities Network focus on
engaging with political leaders. There are
two sides to this: on the one hand, people
demand better living conditions from the
mayor and political leaders, and on the
other hand, the mayor understands that
in order to get more votes on elections
it would be better if people lived in more
comfortable conditions. Politics is a twoway phenomenon. It is not merely about
imposing initiatives from the top. People
want to live in more comfortable and healthy
environments. They understand that the
environment affects the health of their
children and grandparents, but the health of
the population is never the most important
issue to consider in the construction
process.
TECHNOLOGY AND THE BIG DATA

Big data allows us to monitor the situation. It
allows us, for instance, to test the quality of
the air that our children breathe on their way
to school and back. Alternatively, we can use
technologies developed by corporations,
such as collecting data from street lights
or traffic lights. For example, HushCity, a
mobile noise measurement application.
According to the World Health Organization,
noise is a significant stress factor, which
ultimately affects life expectancy. I believe
we need a compromise here, because some
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of the information should
come from city residents.
You should not obtain
all the data from the city
administration or other
governing bodies alone.
There was a minor conflict
in Bristol around this
issue: the city authorities
sought to involve only
large corporations in data
collection, which were to
monitor certain locations.
The problem was that the
supposed observation
zones did not take into
account the actual
routes of the citizens.
Instead, if the systems
for data collection would
be installed on people's
phones, it would then be
possible to collect more
relevant data. After all,
the big data approach
can be seen from two perspectives: someone collecting
data about the city and its residents, and the citizens
themselves collecting data.
NOT MERELY CONSTRUCTION, BUT WORKING
WITH THE RESIDENTS

Change must extend beyond the urban environment
and involve the community as well. For example,
England created plenty of bike lanes, which should
have affected the lifestyle of the citizens. Yet again, all
generations need to adopt a habit of using them. There
is no point in switching everyone to bikes if the locality
lacks an adequate and safe bicycle infrastructure. It is
not enough just to pave bike lanes. Everything should
be done in parallel. From where I stand, this is the actual
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In fact, much is being done in Belfast at urban
policy level. I participated in the debates. For
example, we did a survey among children to
find out if they liked the route to and from
school. We had a school attendance agenda
and the children simply assessed the impact of
the environment on their health by answering
a question: "Do you feel better or worse when
you go to school this way? What makes you
feel worse on your way to school?" They
mentioned garbage, graffiti, and traffic jams.
We presented the answers in a report and then
published the report and handed it over to
the city authorities. Of course, they had to act
because the children asked them to.
WHERE SHOULD WE START?

transformation. I used to believe that it was just the
environment that needed to be transformed. Now I see
that there are also other changes needed.
INITIATIVES

As I mentioned before, in order to implement the WHO
Healthy Cities project, and for a city to become healthy,
a multidisciplinary working group has to be established.
This group will be supported within the framework of the
project. I believe that WHO has the infrastructure to help
municipalities embark on such endeavours. This is not to
say that the system is perfect or that its implementation
will always yield the best results. Yet there is a functional
infrastructure and the opportunity to make progress
using the resources of an internationally renowned
organization. Furthermore, city leaders see this project
as an opportunity to create something that will be the
pride of the city. Indeed, they have the support of the
World Health Organization for that.

I do not believe you should necessarily
reinvent the wheel. My opinion is that you
should recognize the situation and bring
Russian cities into the WHO European
program, as they already have an established
union of cities. I attended the WHO
conferences in Stavropol and St. Petersburg.
There is a network of cities that are beginning
to work in this direction. Certainly, the World
Health Organization can further support them
with tools and share their experience. WHO
supports mutual exchange of knowledge
between cities, the use of urban development
techniques and experience-sharing
symposiums. There is a wealth of experience
already accumulated and it can be of great
help.
I have been involved in the work of the WHO
Healthy Cities European Association for over
20 years. The participation in this program
requires consistent buy-in from the mayor,
as mayors do not always do support on their
own initiative. Apart from that, you will need
to create a multidisciplinary team. I guess
this is the key point. At the municipal level, of
course, work needs to be done in the areas
of public health, transportation, housing and
environmental protection. Professionals from
all these fields may engage in a dialogue. In
my opinion, this should be the starting point:
talking to various people who can change the
situation on political and professional level, or
enforce matters.
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WHO PROMOTES THE URBAN HEALTH AGENDA IN RUSSIA?
NATIONAL LEVEL
LOCAL LEVEL
MOSCOW STANDARD: RENOVATION
TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
THE "MY STREET" PROGRAM
MOSCOW "SMART CITY – 2030"
MOSCOW STANDARD +
THE "MY NEIGHBORHOOD" PROGRAM
THE HEALTHY MOSCOW PROJECT
MOSCOW LONGEVITY
PROJECT "BREATHE FREELY IN GREEN MOSCOW"
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MOSCOW IS ONE OF THE LARGEST CITIES OF EUROPE, POSSESSING SIGNIFICANT PRODUCTION AND FINANCIAL
CAPACITIES, CONCENTRATING TRAFFIC AND PRODUCT FLOWS AND GENERALLY ACTING AS AN ACTIVE CENTER
OF THE COUNTRY AND THE REGION. TODAY, THE REAL BOUNDARIES OF THE BUILT-UP AREA OF MOSCOW DO NOT
COINCIDE WITH THE ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARIES AND EXTEND BEYOND THEM. THIS LEADS TO ADDITIONAL
DIFFICULTIES IN THE PROCESS OF THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT ADMINISTRATION AND THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF NEW PRACTICES IN ANY FIELD, INCLUDING URBAN HEALTH.

WHO PROMOTES THE URBAN HEALTH
AGENDA IN RUSSIA?

services. The Ministry of Health comprises 47 scientific
institutions, 51 educational institutions, 23 specialized health
care facilities, as well as 32 health resorts.
NATIONAL LEVEL

In Russia, a healthy urban environment
is one of the issues dealt with by the
Ministry of Health and the Federal
Service for Supervision of Consumer
Rights Protection (Rospotrebnadzor).
The Ministry of Health of the Russian
Federation is a federal agency responsible
for drafting public policy and regulation
in the field of health care, mandatory
health insurance, distribution of
pharmaceuticals, medical treatment and
rehabilitation, pharmaceutics and other
activities. The agency develops legislation
related to the provision of public health

Among the responsibilities of Rospotrebnadzor are public
health monitoring, sanitary and epidemiological supervision,
as well as federal supervision in the field of consumer rights
protection. Rospotrebnadzor has territorial offices in each
of the 85 regions of the country, each endowed with all the
powers of the federal agency, albeit only on a regional level
and report to the central office.
In addition, Rospotrebnadzor has 88 hygienic and
epidemiological centers in all regions of the country, as well
as 28 research institutions, 12 anti-plague centers and
8 departmental hygienic epidemiological services.
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LOCAL LEVEL

Within the city of Moscow, the issues
of health care as a whole and a healthy
urban environment in particular are
among the responsibilities of the
Moscow Healthcare Department, as well
as the Federal Service for Supervision of
Consumer Rights Protection and Human
Well-being (Rospotrebnadzor) in the City
of Moscow.

of practices to improve urban space in terms of the well-being of
its population and average life expectancy. Below you will find an
overview with specific examples of such inter-agency cooperation
between Rospotrebnadzor's Moscow department, Moscow Healthcare
Department, as well as other regional offices, within the framework of
the capital's megaprojects.
Moscow also applies modern Urban Health solutions. Many of the
most complex and expensive procedures of urban development in
recent years have been directly related to increasing life expectancy
and improving the subjective well-being and health of the population –
important integrated parameters which characterize the state of urban
health.
MOSCOW STANDARD: RENOVATION

The Moscow Healthcare Department
carries out executive and managerial
functions in relation to health care
agencies, institutions, organizations and
facilities, as well as pharmacy enterprises
under the control of the Government of
Moscow.
Rospotrebnadzor's Moscow department
carries out the functions of the federal
agency within the city's boundaries and
reports to the central office.
The megaprojects implemented within
the city of Moscow include cooperation
between these agencies in relation to
the issues of healthy urban environment,
the implementation and regulation

The program entitled "Moscow Standard: Renovation" was launched by
the Government of Moscow in 2017. The main goals of this program
are to improve the living conditions of the city residents who live in
old buildings, contribute to the renovation of the urban environment
and develop convenient urban spaces. Not only will the renovation of
dilapidated housing (old houses built in 1950s — 1960s) help improve
the living conditions of more than a million Moscow residents, but it
will also greatly stimulate the development of the city's infrastructure.
Moscow was the first city in the world to set a precedent for such a
comprehensive social project covering a huge portion of the city. The
renovation program is set to create whole new living conditions and
decrease the level of inequity in Moscow.
Human living conditions make up for about 80% of city's impact on
the health and well-being of its residents and 10constitute the basis
for increasing their life expectancy. The renovation program implies
not only the demolition of dilapidated residential buildings, but also
rehousing their residents in comfortable
apartment buildings.

Source: The Government of Moscow official website www.mos.ru

Creating a healthy urban
environment is one of the goals
of the renovation program.
Source: https://www.mperspektiva.ru/
topics/zelenye-standarty-renovatsii/

Creating a comfortable urban environment that
meets modern standards for the development
of megacities will be an important objective
of the renovation program. The renovation of
the housing stock will greatly impact the health
of the population not only by substantially
improving the quality of housing, but also
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through implementation of construction and planning
standards aimed at creating "healthy neighborhoods".
This will allow reducing environmental pollution on all
levels (noise, light, air pollution), and make residents
more involved in the life of their city and stimulate
active healthy lifestyle.
The study of micro districts plans which were already
approved earlier and considered 57new aspects
showed significant improvements in comparison with
the current state of citizens health. On average, the
quality of the environment has doubled.
TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

A number of projects are being implemented related
to transport infrastructure development in Moscow.
One of these projects is Moscow Central Diameters.
These are new metro lines linking Moscow to the
Moscow Region. On 21 November 2019 the first two
lines were launched. They connect Smolensk and
Sverdlovsk directions (Odintsovo — Lobnya), as well as
Kursk and Riga directions (Nakhabino — Podolsk). They
account for about 30 per cent of the entire program's
passenger flow.
The railroad infrastructure in these sections almost
ready for the new transport mode. Moreover, those
directions are the most popular and well-connected to
the metro network and the Moscow Central Circle. The
first two diameters include 132 kilometers of
tracks and 57 stations, 19 of them provide
interchange between the Moscow Metro
and the MCC.
The existing infrastructure has been
upgraded and now provides a basis for
the new passenger service. It provides
convenient transfers to other types of
transport, a unified ticket system, services,

and navigation like that used for the metro system and
the Moscow Central Circle. Platform surfaces at the
stations have been replaced. Shelters and weather
modules have been installed to protect passengers
from rain and snow. The stations now have police call
boxes, as well as new garbage bins and benches.
According to experts, the Moscow Central Diameters
project, once implemented, will reduce the traffic
in the capital's transport infrastructure by 10 to 12%.
This is the major direct impact of the project on the
physical and general well-being of those living in
Moscow. Creating an attractive and more diverse
public transport system leads to greater popularity
motivating travellers to switch from private vehicles to
public transport, thus reducing harmful emissions into
the atmosphere. In the longer term, fewer loads on the
transport infrastructure will prevent overcrowding of
public transport facilities, helping to stop the spread of
infectious diseases in the city.
The new transport development program for Moscow
adopted in 2011 helped to avoid a transport collapse.
Outdated cloverleaf junctions are being replaced with

Source:
The Government
of Moscow official
website
www.mos.ru

modern ones, with directional overpasses to increase
traffic speed. Ring roads are being replaced with
transverse highways that "open" the city. Relief roads
are being built where the traffic is the heaviest, and
new links are being provided for neighboring areas. The
focus is on the development of public transport: for
example, dedicated bus lanes are always established
when highways are expanded.
Time losses in Moscow due to traffic jams have
decreased by an average of 24%. Since 2013, traffic
has decreased by an average of 23% and the average
vehicle speed has increased by 13%; public transport,
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MOSCOW
CENTRAL DIAMETERS
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INTEGRATED STREETS SET A NEW STANDARD
IN ROAD BEHAVIOR
CHANGES IN THE AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM VEHICLE SPEED
AFTER THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STREET
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
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Change in vehicle speeds after the implementation of the improvement program
Source: https://t.me/s/strelka360?q=%23мояулица&before=862
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which is the first choice for up to 70%
of Muscovites during peak hours, has
become increasingly popular.
Moscow is actively building its road
infrastructure. One-of-a-kind road and
transportation facilities, such as the
Moscow Central Circle, the Third Ring
Road, the Alabiano-Baltiysky Tunnel,
and the first in Russia five-level Businovo
interchange on the Moscow Ring Road,
have been built. The road network
is undergoing complete renovation.
Over the past few years, more than
650 kilometers of roads and more than
180 artificial structures have appeared.
A program has been approved to
construct another 500 kilometers of
roads and over 140 artificial structures in
the next five years.
The North-Western and North-Eastern
Chords and the Southern By-road
are under construction. They form an
irregular ring with the base line 60.5
km long and a total length of 240 km
of roads. The ring will have 125 artificial
structures, including overpasses and
interchanges.
Dedicated lanes facilitate the regular
operation of surface transport, like the
metro. Moreover, these lanes have
allowed the authorities to adjust bus
routes to make them more convenient
for those who live in Moscow.
For example, Buses M9, M2 and N6 now
travel along Sretenka in both directions,
not just towards the Garden Ring as it
was before.
As a result, more than 70% of Muscovites
usually choose public transport rather
than private vehicles. This translates into
fewer traffic jams in the capital and less
wasting of precious time and money.
Reduced commute time is an important
aspect for mental health. In addition,
improved transport infrastructure with

public transport as a priority makes it possible to reduce harmful
emissions into the atmosphere. Upgraded transport infrastructure
mitigates the risk of road accidents and is becoming an important
milestone towards achieving the goal of zero road deaths. Enhanced
safety at transport facilities is also a priority in improving the quality of
the urban environment and urban health.
The convenience of the new TPU and metro stations not only
motivates the study of public transport, but also reduces the
level of stress in the process of moving around the city due to the
development of a barrier-free environment and increased comfort.
THE "MY STREET" PROGRAM

The My Street city program is the largest urban environment
improvement project in Moscow of the last 50 years. Implementation
of the most prominent and productive city project began in 2014.
Aimed at creating a comfortable urban environment, the program
has created the conditions necessary for making the city comfortable
to live in.
The program is based on four key principles: 1) landscaping and
replanting the city streets; 2) restoration of the capital's historical
appearance; 3) creating comfortable living and leisure conditions in
the city; 4) creating a safe urban environment.
The My Street program is clearly positioned not only as street
refurbishment but as a multicomponent complex of works to create
space comfortable to live in. This complex of works includes the
creation and expansion of the pedestrian area, renovating the
appearance of sidewalks, modernizing the lighting, building pedestrian
infrastructure (benches, places for recreation, garbage bins), creating
a neat, functional and well-organized street space by installing wiring
and cables underground, making street navigation convenient and
intuitive, repairing the facades of buildings and removing illegal street
advertisements.
In addition to its main focus on the transformation of the urban
environment, the Moscow street improvement program is aimed at
improving the health in the city by influencing its residents through the
creation of a healthy city environment. First and foremost, the program
affects the health of Moscow residents by providing conditions for
The development
of Moscow
pedestrianization.
Source:
The Government
of Moscow
official website
www.mos.ru
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Landscaping and
replanting the city not only
provides the conditions for
improving air quality, but
also positively influences
the mental and emotional
state of city residents.
Source: The Government
of Moscow official website
www.mos.ru

comfortable transit across the city on foot, by bicycle, by scooter or
via public transit. Such changes increase the average life expectancy
of the population. People walk more and with the new sidewalks the
volume of pedestrians has increased 2 to 4 times.
The healthier urban environment is achieved by providing the
conditions required for the residents to give up private vehicles. In
addition to a significant improvement in the situation related to parking
in the city center, such solution will also increase the safety of the
capital and improve its air quality. Narrowing roadways as a whole and
lanes in particular also contributes to the safety of Moscow residents,
by physically limiting drivers and preventing them from reaching high
speeds (minimizing the possibility of accidents and decreases noise
pollution).
The rate of traffic accidents in the city is reduced not only through
traffic reorganization, but also through increased lighting in dangerous
areas and the introduction of new pedestrian crossings level with the
sidewalks. Motor vehicle traffic consistently remains the main source
of injuries and premature deaths in the city. Thus actions taken within
the framework of the program are aimed at improving the safety of
pedestrians who are the most vulnerable in traffic situations (after
the implementation of the improvement program, the rate of traffic
accidents has decreased by 37%).
The implementation of the My Street program has transformed the
urban environment of the Moscow city center and made it more
favorable and focused on improving the health of the population. The
program's activities have made central city streets more suitable for
the residents' recreation.
As a result of the implementation of the My Street program, the
environment has become more accessible for people with limited
mobility and, in general, people now feel safer on the streets. The
urban environment now offers residents more points of interest
than before, the streets have finally been equipped with convenient

pedestrian crossings and places
for recreation. The materials used
in landscaping do not pollute the
environment, which is one of the
measures to make the air in the city
cleaner.
As a result of the implementation of
the program, the streets have become
less noisy which positively affects the
mental health of population. Places to
take shelter from the sun and elements
created as part of the program have
a similar effect and a positive impact
on the physical condition of Moscow
residents. One of the aspects of My
Street implementation is the creation of
a street environment for transportation
using public transit and cycling. It also
positive affects the health of Moscow
residents.
MOSCOW "SMART CITY – 2030"

The goal of the Moscow 2030 - Smart
City concept is to identify priorities and
objectives for the management and
development of Moscow with regards to
digital technologies. Moscow residents
are extremely competent in the use of
digital technologies and have made
some serious demands on future urban
solutions. This is above all clear in the
current demand for innovative urban
technologies, i.e. digital technologies
aimed at improving the quality of life
and the quality of services available to
the residents.
A key effect of the implementation of
the Smart City 2030 concept will be
the creation of a comfortable urban
environment for everyone. The concept
comprises 9 basic principles that the
creation of smart city technologies is
to be based on. Most of them form the
foundation for a comfortable urban
environment:
•
For people a smart city is one that
focuses on the people that live in it, creating
conditions conducive to a high quality of life
for all categories of residents;
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FORMULATING THE GOALS OF THE
MOSCOW 2030 — SMART CITY CONCEPT
Source: https://2030.mos.ru/netcat_files/userfiles/documents_2030/concept.pdf

Ensuring
sustainable growth in the
quality of life of Muscovites
and favorable conditions
for doing business and
other activities by digital
technologies

Centralized, end-to-end and
transparent city management based
on big data and using Artificial
Intelligence

Improving
the efficiency of public
spending, including
through the introduction
of public-private
partnerships in the
field of information,
digital technologies and
communications

THE KEY PRINCIPLES OF THE
MOSCOW 2030 — SMART CITY CONCEPT ARE AIMED
AT CREATING A COMFORTABLE URBAN ENVIRONMENT
AND INFRASTRUCTURE

1
4
7

SMART CITY
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
TO CREATE A COMPLETE
BARRIER-FREE
ENVIRONMENT IN ALL
AREAS OF LIFE

END-TO-END
TECHNOLOGY
IN ALL AREAS
OF URBAN LIFE

2
5
8

COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION
IN CITY MANAGEMENT
CITY DEVELOPMENT
TOGETHER WITH BUSINESS AND
THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY
ON MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL
PARTNERSHIP CONDITIONS

DOMESTIC
SOLUTIONS IN THE
FIELD OF DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY

3
6
9

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
FOR URBAN TASKS

THE PRIMACY
OF A DIGITAL
DOCUMENT OVER ITS
PAPER ANALOGUE

GREEN
DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY
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•
Citizen involvement in urban
management: creation of conditions for
active resident participation in social
development and in the making of decisions
on issues relevant for the city;
•
Digital
technologies for the
development of a barrier free
environment to ensure equal
opportunities for all Moscow
residents while improving
safety and comfort of travel
within the city;
•
The same
infrastructure technologies
are to be used at all levels of
the urban environment;
•
Green digital
technologies involving the
use of technologies that reduce waste and
emissions maximize recycling and reuse of
resources and can be used to implement
effective environmental protection
measures.

Development of digital technologies in
healthcare is a key demand of modern
urban residents (62% of the respondents
mentioned this issue)1. Improving the
availability and quality of healthcare
services through the introduction of
digital technologies, creation of a shared
digital space for all healthcare systems,
improvement of the information
security of healthcare services to create
conditions for increasing life expectancy
and overall health of all residents.
MOSCOW STANDARD

+

The new generation of comfort standard
Moscow Standard + is the second
comprehensive program aimed at
modernizing Moscow polyclinics. In
recent years physical queues have
been eliminated at polyclinics through
the introduction of digital queuing,
polyclinics have been supplied with

Source: The Government
of Moscow official website
www.mos.ru

modern equipment, systems of palliative and foster care have
been created and a comfortable infrastructure has been created at
medical facilities to make visiting them more comfortable (ranging
from properly equipped entrances to water coolers). Meanwhile, the
introduction of the new standard will make it possible to zone polyclinic
premises: the most frequently visited offices will be sited on the lower
floors while the least frequently visited ones and administrative offices
will be sited on the upper floors of polyclinic buildings.
In addition, specialist doctor offices are to be sited on the same floor
as functional diagnostics facilities. Greater convenience will be created
as a result of the patient being able to see the doctor and immediately
obtain all the necessary tests on the same floor in the same section of
the building (for example, after seeing a cardiologist the patient will be
able to get an ultrasound scan of the heart or an electric cardiogram
and right next to the gastroenterologist’s office there will be the
gastroscopy office.) These innovations will reduce the probability of
long queues and will allow patients to wait for the doctor's appointment
in more comfort.
Modernization of the city's healthcare system is a key item on the
agenda of the development of Moscow and represents direct
investment in the city's future with a view to increasing life expectancy
and improving the quality of life for the population.

1 — https://www.mos.ru/upload/alerts/
files/3_Tekststrategii.pdf
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NEW ZONING STANDARDS

The main principles of planning decisions:

THE SHORTER
THE TIME OF THE
SERVICE AND THE MORE
FLOWS - THE LOWER
IS THE FLOOR

The doctor’s on duty office
is located on the ground
floor

GROUPING
FLOWS BY RELATED
SERVICES

Specialty rooms (cardiologist,
endocrinologist, neurologist,
gastroenterologist) are
located on the same floor
with functional diagnostics
and endoscopy

OPEN
AND COMFORTABLE
SPACES

There are no administrators
at the door, no reception
at the window, no certificates
in the office - everything
is in direct openness
for patients
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An interactive platform for tracking changes in Moscow's
neighborhoods. Sergey Sobyanin's website.
Source: https://www.sobyanin.ru/districts

THE "MY NEIGHBORHOOD" PROGRAM

Creating comfortable living environments in every
neighborhood in Moscow is a key objective of the new
My Neighborhood program. It is a comprehensive
program that seeks to create a city-wide quality of life
and urban environment standard and implement it in
all the neighborhoods of the city, thus implementing all
the innovations in a single system aimed at improving
the amenities, education, and healthcare as well as at
incorporating new ideas for the work and recreation of
the residents.
Historical differences, identity and communities, every
Moscow neighborhood is unique and can potentially be
a major center of gravity: a place where people go to
spend their free time.
The basic criteria of the program are uniqueness,
comfort and quality. This is manifest the way in which
every neighborhood remains unique and preserves
its landmarks as well as the spaces that all Moscow
residents know and love. Convenience must be
achieved in all areas of life, while taking into account

the needs of the local residents.
The goal is to eliminate any inequality
between different territories with
regard to quality of life: every Moscow
neighborhood must offer the same high
level of the quality of life.
An important development vector for
the program is improving the urban
environment in every neighborhood
by creating a comfortable and healthy
environment that enables and facilitates
active, fitness oriented lifestyles, making
them accessible to every Moscow
resident with no exception.
THE HEALTHY MOSCOW PROJECT

The Healthy Moscow is a project aimed
at improving the health of Moscow
residents. As part of the project over
40 Healthy Moscow pavilions were open
in parks and recreational areas across
Moscow from June through October.
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Any Moscow resident can have a full
physical examination during a walk.
Every one of the more than 40 pavilions
are equipped with ultrasound scan
equipment, electric cardiogram
systems, devices for measuring a variety
of breathing parameters and equipment
for gauging the oxygen content in the
capillary blood. All of this allows for
full physical examinations to be
carried out, comprising the following
components:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A questionnaire;
Basic measurements
(height, weight, waist
circumference) to calculate
the BMI;
Taking the blood pressure
on the peripheral arteries;
Gauging the intraocular pressure;
An electro-cardiogram at rest;
A general blood test;
A chest X-ray;
Determining relative/absolute
cardiovascular risk;
A general examination
by a general practitioner.

In addition, patients can receive consultations from a
pediatrics specialist, an allergist, otolaryngologist, and
ophthalmologist.
All the medical examinations and tests offered under
the Healthy Moscow project are offered free of
charge. If a patient is already registered with a Moscow
polyclinic, all the documents they need to carry are the
passport or a copy of the passport or a driver licence.
Those who are not yet registered with any polyclinic
need to have a universal health insurance policy. You
can get registered with a polyclinic on the spot.
The examination can include over 10 types of exams
and tests and takes between 40 minutes and one hour.
A full physical examination like that can potentially
prevent serious conditions in the future.

EVERY ONE OF THE MORE THAN
40 PAVILIONS ARE EQUIPPED
WITH ULTRASOUND SCAN
EQUIPMENT, ELECTRIC CARDIOGRAM
SYSTEMS, DEVICES FOR MEASURING
A VARIETY OF BREATHING
PARAMETERS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR GAUGING THE OXYGEN CONTENT
IN THE CAPILLARY BLOOD

Source: The Government of Moscow official website www.mos.ru
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HOW TO PASS THE EXAMINATION
IN THE PAVILION

IDENTIFICATION
OF THE PERSON

LUNG EXAMINATION
IN A MOBILE
FLUOROGRAPHY
ROOM

CHECKING THE DATA
ON THE LAST MEDICAL
EXAMINATION

BLOOD SAMPLING FOR
GLUCOSE, CHOLESTEROL,
FOR GENERAL ANALYSIS
AND PSA

GENERAL
PRACTITIONER
EXAMINATION

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
THE PRESENCE OF
RISK FACTORS FOR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF
DISEASES

MEASUREMENT
OF HEIGHT, WEIGHT, WAIST
VOLUME, INTRAOCULAR
PRESSURE, ECG

ISSUANCE
OF A HEALTH
PASSPORT

Source: The Government of Moscow official website www.mos.ru
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In addition to the full physical
examination as part of the expanded
standard, the 28 Healthy Moscow
pavilions also offer free flue vaccination.
On top of that, the Healthy Moscow sites
offered a large number of useful classes
throughout the summer of 2019: sports
and fitness training (jogging, exercise,
dancing class), yoga classes, meditation
and stretching classes, nutrition,
psychology and healthy lifestyle
lectures.

MOSCOW LONGEVITY

Moscow Longevity is the Moscow Mayor’s project for active
Muscovites older generation. The population aging in developed
countries is gradually increasing: the median age of residents is
growing, and Moscow is also following this trend. The Moscow
Longevity project aims to boost employment and comprehensive
development for the older generation.

The project improves access to
healthcare for the city's residents and
reduces inequality with regards to
access to healthcare facilities. People
get new opportunities to more easily
learn about their health status. Being
able to quickly learn about one's health
status help people to adjust their
lifestyle to reduce the risk of disease and
improve the quality of life.
Another important goal of the Healthy
Moscow project is promotion of healthy
lifestyles and getting people into the
habit of tracking their health status on
a regular basis. This transformation
of thinking should encourage people
to treat the issue of maintaining and
improving their health with more
responsibility and should ultimately
boost life expectancy.

225

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
225 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
WERE OPENED UNDER THE PROGRAM
"MOSCOW LONGEVITY", INCLUDING
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND
ENGLISH LANGUAGE COURSES
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In autumn/winter season 2019-2020,
project members can take part in
various activities in the capital. As a
result hobby clubs have opened in 26
higher educational institutions of the
city, including: legal and economic
literacy, landscape design, apiary,
psychology, entrepreneurship, etc. 225
training programs are offered, including
information technology, English
language. The training is conducted by
qualified professors from Lomonosov
Moscow State University, Moscow
Timiryazev Agricultural Academy
Moscow Institute of Economics and
Finance, Plekhanov Russian University of
Economics Moscow State University of
Food Production, etc.

Source: The Government of Moscow official website www.mos.ru

New sport clubs offering 24 sports
have been organized for athletes, such
as badminton, football, basketball,
volleyball, darts, billiards, gorodki and
curling. Skiing and skating lessons
registration is open in city parks, lessons
start when thermometer falls below
zero.
Theatre has become a part of the
Moscow Longevity. In all Moscow
Districts, there are more than 70 schools
for theatre basics, acting and speech
classes.
The project also includes lectures on a
healthy lifestyle connected with Moscow
Longevity and urban health's issues. As
part of these events, qualified doctors,
nutritionists, and other specialists
explain how to maintain a healthy
lifestyle and eat well; how to choose
healthy products and give up injurious

2 - Source: The Government of Moscow official
website www.mos.ru

habits; how to monitor the state of your body and
adequately assess how you feel and when to visit a
doctor on time.
Moscow Longevity resolves the important problem
of loneliness among the older generation. It affects
the mental health of people, and also increases the
risk of mortality among the elderly due to accidents.
Physical activity in older age in the absence of
chronic diseases can ultimately raise the average life
expectancy. Moscow Longevity has an indirect impact
on the environmental improvement and increase the
accessibility to positively affect health (sports and
natural objects).
PROJECT "BREATHE FREELY IN GREEN
MOSCOW"

The project 'Breathe freely in green Moscow' aims
to reconstruct old parks and build new one. Green
spaces take up more than 50% of old Moscow, this is
a lot compared to other cities: this figure is less than
4% in Beijing, 26% in London, and only 21% in Paris2.
After the project start-up in 2017, 56 new parks
were created or refurbished (including 50 regional
parks), as well as 129 green spaces in the city. In
2018, 80 parks and green spaces were created and
landscaped. In general, the number of parks has
doubled in Moscow in recent years.
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THE AREA OF GREEN SPACES
Source: www.mos.ru

LESS
THAN

26%

OF LONDON

50%
OVER

MOSCOW
DOWNTOWN

21%

OF THE TERRITORY
OF PARIS

4%

LESS
THAN

OF BEIJING
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In 2019, 53 stages, 15 dog walking
areas, 13 rope parks, 14 skate parks,
25,757 hardscapes, 129 rental
pavilions, and 364 toilets were built
in Moscow parks - more than 27,000
objects in total. There are also
14 cinemas, 4 football grounds,
24 dance floors and 79 kilometers
of bike paths in the parks.
As a result of the project
'Breathe freely in green Moscow'
implementation, you can now listen to
live music, dance, have picnics, ride a
bicycle, exercise on modern exercise
machines, do yoga and use the free
Wi-Fi network in many capital parks.
Within the framework of the project,
the most famous parks in the central
part of the city, such as Zaryadye and
Gorky Park, have been refurbished
and improved. Large-scale
reconstruction and modernization
turned these territories into a modern
urban space, while preserving the

MORE THAN

27000

OBJECTS
IN 2019, 53 STAGES,
15 DOG WALKING AREAS,
13 ROPE PARKS, 14 SKATE PARKS,
25 757 HARDSCAPES,
129 RENTAL PAVILIONS,
AND 364 TOILETS
WERE BUILT IN MOSCOW PARKS
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wealth and beauty of the protected
environmental zone. Parks and
recreation areas become the hallmark
of the capital.
As a part of the project the
improvement of parks promotes a
healthy lifestyle. Implementation of
habits related to strengthening the
body is an important step in increasing
the urban health. The creation of
new parks and green spaces helps
to improve accessibility for citizens
and reduce spatial inequality in this

aspect. Pedestrian accessibility of
the green zones and parks increases
mental health and reduces the risks
of mental illness, and clears the air.
Landscaping of parks and green
zones has a positive effect on the
safety of movement in such areas. It
is especially important for the senior
citizens, and provides access to parks
for people with limited mobility.
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A R C H I T E C T
A N D
R E S E A R C H E R

D I R E C T O R
O F

T H E

F O R

Itai
Palti

C E N T E R

C O N S C I O U S

D E S I G N
A N D

H U M E

WHERE DOES
URBAN HEALTH BEGIN?

I would like to focus on the structure of the urban
health phenomenon, as I am interested in what do we
base our day-to-day decisions. We need to consider
the following point: when discussing urban health,
we sometimes overlook the difference between more
objective performance indicators and those related to
perception, perceived wellbeing or perceived social
wellbeing. In my opinion, this causes a gap between the
actual needs of the community and the perception that
the administrators have of these needs and the ways to
measure them. This may be called a decentralized value
system, which imposes value on certain social groups
from a position of power.
I am not implying that this is done consciously to cause
harm; the imposition of values is driven by the fact
that the decision-making system measures quality of
life in a completely different way than the one people

use themselves. Thus, having defined the structure
of this phenomenon, we understand that the first
thing we need to do is to clarify the needs of various
communities in accordance with their perceived wellbeing. How do they perceive urban health?
Studies have found that perceived well-being is
associated with a strong network of social connections
along with other determinants such as income levels
(although this has been shown to have a limited effect),
easy access to services or cultural and recreational
facilities such as parks and other amenities. In fact, I
believe the main and perhaps the only question we
need to ask is the following: how do we determine the
most common needs, and how do we meet them?
Once the common issues have been addressed, we
can proceed to more specific needs of communities
and individuals, considering their specific perceptions.
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WHAT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT?

Most importantly, we should consider different aspects
of mental health, for example how is our mental state
affected by stress. Stress is one of the most common
issues faced by all city residents; the effects of severe
and persistent stress on the majority of the population
cannot be overstated. Stress limits our empathy,
impairs productivity, and makes it particularly difficult
for us to make rational decisions. Can you imagine the
impact of stress on the entire population?
Another important issue, in my opinion, is social
wellbeing. Today we are facing a serious epidemic
of social exclusion and loneliness. It all boils down
to a matter of social cohesion. Lack of cohesion is
particularly acute in Western countries, as well as in
East Asia. It is obviously a culture-driven phenomenon
to some extent, but we believe that culture is also a
product of the urban environment.
When it comes to supporting the population, I believe
that urban design has remained very individualistic
for a very long time: the needs of city residents were
simply ignored. It never occurred to anyone that
urban planning could be used to promote social
cohesion, which is indeed essential in order to promote
sustainability of both individuals and communities.
In those cities where governments do not provide
sufficient assistance or funding, communities with
strong social cohesion are more resilient to disasters.
Just look at the people's behavior during earthquakes,
in situations where the government has failed to take
enough care to keep the population safe. Strong
cohesion brought people together to help each other
in such a hardship, demonstrating the ability of urban
populations to cope with even extreme circumstances.
Resilience can also be reinforced by family cohesion,
strong friendships, and so on.
In my opinion, this has to do with how the city shapes
communities and to what extent it ensures their
prosperity. Cohesion is something we ignored for too
long. If we manage to solve the social cohesion issue,
or, more specifically, to create an individual sense of
belonging to a city or community, then we can make
significant progress on issues such as loneliness and

homelessness, which are just signs
showing the community's lack of
cohesion.
DECISION MAKING

The 1970s saw a storm of
environmental psychology, albeit with
no far-reaching results. One reason for
these ideas not being implemented is
insufficiently discussing the methods
of assessing the impact of urban
environments on health, and the ways
in which such assessments can help
our decision-making. Today, we see
some progress on the issue.
In my practice, we use the concept
of human-centric metrics. As far
as I know, the term "human-centric
metrics" has also been used by the
Gallup Institute to describe a system of
measurements related to behavioural,
physiological, cognitive or social
human experience. I am sure that we
can now measure these metrics more
accurately in many ways, partly thanks
to technological advances, partly
owing to progress in psychology and
neuroscience, and the results we might
obtain will be of much greater value to
decision makers.
Our current progress is due to the
following reasons: first, we improved
our data management culture, we
can create an evidentiary basis for
decision-making, and we can approach
issues from the standpoint of people
in charge, and this partially relieves
them of their responsibility. Basically,
they want to be able to say: "I made this
decision because of XYZ."
In the past, such decisions were mostly
political or intuitive. Today I believe
it's time for decision makers to say
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something like that: "I drew up this
budget because we have the facts:
investments in certain areas have an
impact on children's development and
social wellbeing", etc. This is indeed
beneficial for decision makers.
SOCIAL WELLBEING

Individualism is the greatest threat. The
Gallup Poll survey conducted by the
Gallup Institute in 2017 shows a decline
in the U.S. wellbeing index. A decline in
the index indicates that new wellbeingrelated metrics have been factored
into the calculation. The U.S. currently
have a complex political environment,
and sociologists note that many people
who voted for left-wing or democratic
parties, many of the minorities are
experiencing a strong decline in social
wellbeing.
We could talk at length about whether
they belong to viable communities, but
I don't think that is the problem. I should
also say that, despite the decline in the
overall wellbeing level, conventional
indicators have increased. We have seen
an increase in disposable income, GDP
and more. These are all conventional
metrics, and they're still on the rise.
Despite this fact, the overall wellbeing
level is declining, and this is due to
the measurement of social wellbeing
metrics.
If we are to improve the situation and
stop the decline in social wellbeing that
is taking place in spite of the growth
of most public health indicators, then
the first thing we need to discuss is the
sense of belonging to society, the social
cohesion and other factors affecting
social wellbeing.
LINKING URBAN DESIGN TO MENTAL
HEALTH

When speaking of mental health, I'm
going to use inverse logic. Mental health
problems have become a serious issue,
and nowadays we are more aware of

the consequences when such problems do occur. As an
example, consider the economic aspect: poor mental
health leads to decreased productivity.
For public authorities, the economic aspect of the issue
is that people suffering from poor mental health are a
financial burden, since they are in need of additional
health services. There are many reasons why mental
health has become an acute problem for urban residents.
As I see it, one of the issues that we need to tackle today
is the time pressure experienced by city residents.
For example, we spend quite a lot of time commuting. A
typical city structure includes the central core surrounded
by its suburban areas. This kind of structure is dictated
by the use of cars and people's possibility of driving long
distances in order to travel from one point to another.
People often think that public transportation solves this
issue; however, it rather exacerbates it by supporting the
current urban development framework and preventing
change.
It is as if we are saying: "It's no problem
for you to live in one area of the city
and spend 40 to 50 minutes on
commuting to the office at its other
end." We already made peace with this
aspect of urban life. We made peace
with the idea that our friends live 30
to 40 minutes away from us. This
kind of physical infrastructure in a city
determines a specific culture, in which
wrong priorities are put first, that is,
economic factors are being considered
in the first place: for example, the size
of rental or the number of cars a person
can afford, and so on.
These factors are often in direct conflict
with what affects our social wellbeing,
how often we communicate with our
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loved ones, the sense of belonging to a community. The
city fabric itself creates time shortage, due to the simple
fact that we developed a culture of long commutes using
public transportation, and this reflects on our health.
This negatively affects our health because of the stress
that comes with time shortage: we have less time to rest
because we spend a lot of time commuting.
This is bad for our health, because different communities
are located in different areas of the city and this affects our
social wellbeing. This doesn't bode well, because we get
used to the fast pace of life and waste a lot of energy on it.
The question is how can we change this urban topology so
that in the long term, in 50, 100 or 200 years from now, it
contributes to our wellbeing?

I believe that the urban structure will
change towards decentralization. This is
not to say that we will stop driving. I am
not saying that public transportation is
bad; I am just saying that its frequent use
has a negative impact on our lifestyle.
This is a matter of city structure, and you
will later understand why I say that "the
city shapes the culture".

How do we move from a centralized system to a system
consisting of promenade areas, which are only a 20
minutes walk from the destination? We should work
towards ensuring that people drive and commute less and
walk more, because this is good for their health. Besides,
people feel safer on crowded streets. If we change the city
so that public transportation is no longer a vital necessity
for people, and provide cultural and recreational areas,
all kinds of amenities and their social network of contacts
within walking distance, all this will have a positive impact
on their wellbeing.

It takes a long time to change culture. I
believe that today, especially in capitalist
societies, our priorities are too far
from what is good for our health. We
have a long way to go in the opposite
direction. We must make many reverse
transformations. And first of all, we
should ask the following questions:
what is the city structure? How does a
particular structure shape the culture? Is
it good for our wellbeing?
ARGUMENTS FOR DECISION MAKING

I insist on the idea that we cannot rely
on people with good intentions to
make the right decisions. We need to
create an environment in which every
decision maker will have to strive to
make the right choice because they will
work within a certain structure. First, we
collect data in order to understand how
urban planning decisions affect people's
health, and analyzing these statistics is a
big job.
The academic community has a lot to
do to find out why certain decisions
have an impact. The complexity of the
city and human experience is one of
the main problems we are facing. We
have so many parameters that need to
be simultaneously taken into account,
and so many events happenning,
that sometimes dealing with them is
a very difficult task. Let me give you
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an example. Back in Philadelphia, I
worked on a project that was aimed at
improving child development. The idea
was to design playful learning situations
in which children would communicate
with each other in a certain way and
acquire certain knowledge. In other
words, absorbing some specific
knowledge, observations, numbers
or words and communicating with
others is an important indicator of a
child's healthy development, according
to child development studies. The
project funding enabled us to obtain
and compare data before and after the
intervention, allowing us to understand
the impact that we have had on these
social interactions.
This alone may not be convincing
enough for decision-makers, yet
the study shows that a healthy child
development leads to better school
performance. Likewise, we are aware
that it also becomes a guarantee of
mental health in adulthood. All these
dependencies are in favor of the theories
described above. Yet sometimes it can
be challenging to influence the entire
decision-making chain. We need to
develop an understanding as to what
kind of impact we are talking about.
This should preferably consider the
chronology of events. Say, you invest in
child development in one of the districts.
What happens 20 years from now when
the children grow up? I believe that we
are yet to figure it out, but I am sure that
we are not going to create an entire
practical reasoning scheme from scratch
every time.
We need to show that investments
have a measurable impact on human
experience, and by comparing this
effect with the study results we can
discuss the impact of the investments on

the community, individuals and social processes. I find this
to be one of the aspects that can be used during debates
with decision-makers. We need to ground our opinions on
scientific evidence and demonstrate the outcome, the yield
of these investments.
As I see it, the more substantiation and arguments we can
provide in our dialogue with decision-makers, the higher
their responsibility for those decisions will be. Why did you
choose X if we know that this effect can be achieved by
investing in Y? In a sense, we are constantly bringing in new
data, more and more information. Eventually, people will
find it difficult to do such calculations.
When we have enough understanding of the outcomes
that can be achieved through investment, we will resort to
using artificial intelligence and technology to make certain
decisions. Ultimately, some of the correlations we are
talking about, such as those that are currently calculated
manually, can be processed by artificial intelligence. This
technology will help us better understand the social impact
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of certain decisions. On the other hand, we need to
understand the toxic solutions we may encounter. Toxic
solutions, a term that me and my colleagues came up with
during the Salzburg Global Seminar, should be understood
as urban planning solutions that will have negative effects
on society.
Toxic solutions include those that can divide a community,
but we only realize this just after a few generations. There
are two facets to the problem. The first one is how you
inform others about your decisions, and the second
is understanding how those decisions are made. The
combination of these two facets will allow for an entirely
different level of responsibility for decision makers. This
responsibility will be based on data that we can use to
assess the efficiency of our decisions.

URBAN HEALTH AND THE MARKET

When it comes to the private sector,
the situation varies from industry to
industry, right? Companies designing
office premises in the private sector are
beginning to realize that wellbeing has
a huge impact on productivity. They
see that potential tenants are seeking
healthy working environments for their
employees. This makes development
companies increasingly focus on
wellbeing.

SUCCESSFUL APPROACHES IN PRACTICE

There are numerous initiatives aimed at developing
outdoor life, and these are always well worth it. We have a
problem with placemaking , which is about 20 years old,
and despite this there has been obviously not enough
effort made to try to prove the impact made by the
environment on people. Given that this issue has been
on the agenda for two decades, too little effort has been
made to convince decision makers to maintain investment
at the required level. This is a consequence of the
reluctance to consider the actual data.
Urban environment improvement is an area in which
decision makers usually invest once or twice, but as in any
case that requires investments, the stability of investments
will depend on whether you can prove their return on
investment. Otherwise, this area will not be a priority for
decision makers. If we say that the improvement of the
territory will bring fruitful results, then we need to know
exactly what results can be expected.
Frankly, I believe there aren't many truly necessary
initiatives being implemented. It seems to me, that in
most cases, when they invest, it is just for display, for
political purposes. Yet in the city of Medellin in Colombia, a
remarkable work has been done to change the perception
of safety in the city; as a result, many people found jobs, a
better working environment was created and so on. This
has already had a positive impact on the health of the
citizens.

Speaking about the improvement of
urban areas, urban planners are aware
that people are looking to settle in an
attractive place, and therefore will spend
more time there. This is especially true for
streets and shopping centers. Investors
are beginning to realize that creating a
unique and comfortable environment also
brings economic benefits. I believe that at
the level of municipal authorities all these
processes are aligned with the degree of
responsibility that falls on politicians and
decision makers. The authorities are also
becoming involved in the process. Like
many other people working in this field,
I always try to substantiate the return
on investment. As I said before, it is very
attractive for authorities dealing with such
specific problems as loneliness, social
inequality, etc.
If they can justify the need for investment
and demonstrate its effectiveness to the
electorate in general and everyone in their
circle, it will greatly help to achieve the
desired result. So I believe this is what's
driving them in the right direction. I hope
they will transform the culture of decision
making and will utilize such substantiation
process on a regular basis: it is always
essential to understand why investments
are made and what level of return is
expected from them.
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WHO PROMOTES THE URBAN HEALTH AGENDA IN SINGAPORE?
KEY VENUES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SINGAPORE MASTER PLAN
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
POPULATION AGING
CLIMATE
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LOCATED BETWEEN MALAYSIA AND INDONESIA, SINGAPORE HAS LONG BEEN AMONG THE MOST FLOURISHING AND PROSPEROUS
COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD. THE "ECONOMIC MIRACLE" THAT TOOK PLACE HERE AT THE EQUATOR HAD A POSITIVE IMPACT ON
ALMOST ALL AREAS OF LIFE ON THE ISLAND: SINGAPORE IS AMONG THE LEADING COUNTRIES IN TERMS OF HEALTHCARE, EDUCATION,
INFRASTRUCTURE, CRIME RATES AND CLEANLINESS. ONLY HALF A CENTURY AGO, AFTER GAINING INDEPENDENCE, THE NEWLY FORMED
STATE FACED COMPLETELY DIFFERENT CHALLENGES: LACK OF FOOD, AN INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS, NOT
ENOUGH JOBS. IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CENTURY, SINGAPORE WAS AMONG THE POOREST NATIONS IN THE WORLD. SINGAPORE'S
BEST USED STRENGTHS (A COMPACT SIZE AND ITS LOCATION ON THE MOST IMPORTANT MARITIME TRADE ROUTE FROM THE INDIAN
OCEAN TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN) WERE ACCOMPANIED BY SOME MAJOR HEALTH THREATS THAT, NONETHELESS, WERE SUCCESSFULLY
SOLVED. DESPITE A HOT TROPICAL CLIMATE, HIGH HUMIDITY AND THE FACT THAT ABOUT ONE-THIRD OF THE ISLAND'S POPULATION ARE
IMMIGRANTS, WHO OFTEN COME FROM POOR COUNTRIES WITH LOW LEVELS OF MEDICAL SUPERVISION, THE PREVENTION OF INFECTIOUS
DISEASES HAS BECOME A COMMONPLACE ACTIVITY THAT SINGAPORE HAS SUCCESSFULLY MANAGED.
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WHO PROMOTES THE
URBAN HEALTH AGENDA
IN SINGAPORE?

As with other cities, the key challenge in the public
health agenda for Singapore today is the dissemination
of non-communicable diseases as a result of economic
growth and urbanization. Almost 25% of cancer or
cardiovascular disease cases, and related mortality,
are due to a lifestyle that includes an unhealthy diet,
smoking and a lack of physical activity. According to
forecasts, by 2050, every sixth resident of Singapore
will be suffering from obesity, which is already reducing

the active number of years of people's lives by 10. The
country, with a land area of 720 km2, spends up to $1
billion annually on mitigating this problem.
More than 1,5 million Singaporeans are at risk of
developing diabetes, the main disease at the present
time, and the primary health concern of the nation.

U R B A N
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CAUSES OF MORTALITY
AND IMPAIRED HEALTH
STATUS OF CITIZENS

2%

DIABETES

17%
CANCER

6%

LOWER
RESPIRATORY
TRACT INFECTIONS

7%

INJURIES

16%

15%
OTHER

CARDIOVASCULAR
DISEASE

3%

CHRONIC
KIDNEY DISEASE

3%

CHRONIC
RESPIRATORY
DISEASES

9%
MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM DISORDERS

11%
MENTAL DISORDERS AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE

11%
NEUROLOGICAL
DISORDERS, VISUAL AND
HEARING IMPAIRMENT

In an era of economic prosperity, non-communicable diseases are more likely to cause death and health
disorders among urban citizens: cancer accounts for 17 percent of the cases, cardiovascular disease
16 percent of the cases, neurological diseases as well as hearing and vision disorders account for 11
percent, and mental disorders and drug addiction for 11 percent (according to data from 2015).
Source: Distribution of Disability-Adjusted Life Years by Broad Cause Group 2015, moh.gov.sg
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$1

BILLION

SINGAPORE'S
TOTAL ANNUAL
BUDGETARY
EXPENDITURES DUE
TO OBESITY ARE ALMOST
10% OF HEALTHCARE
COSTS

3

70%

KG

OF PEOPLE
WHO ARE
OBESE AT THE
AGE OF 7 YEARS
CONTINUE TO
SUFFER FROM IT
IN ADULTHOOD

THE INCREASE
IN AVERAGE WEIGHT
OF A RESIDENT OF
SINGAPORE OVER
THE PAST 15 YEARS

10YEARS

2624

KCAL

AVERAGE
DAILY CALORIES
PER PERSON
(2010). IN 1998 2062 KCAL

1,7

EVERY SECOND RESIDENT
OF SINGAPORE IS
DISSATISFIED WITH HIS
WEIGHT AND IS TRYING
TO LOSE IT

59,6%

THE PROPORTION OF RESIDENTS
FULFILLING THE RECOMMENDED RATE
OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN 150 MINUTES
(2017). IN 2014, IT WAS 54.3%

MILLION

Public
Plant Pots

1 IN 6

ONE IN SIX
SINGAPOREANS
WILL BE OBESE
BY 2050

THE NUMBER OF SINGAPOREANS WITH
AN INCREASED BMI AT RISK
OF DEVELOPING DIABETES AND OTHER
DISEASES

THE LANDSCAPING FOR URBAN SPACES
AND HIGH-RISES (LUSH 3.0) PROGRAM
Outdoor
seating areas
are located on
the roof

ON AVERAGE, WOMEN LOSE
10 YEARS OF ACTIVE LIFE DUE
TO OBESITY. MEN LOSE 6 YEARS

Solar panel
placement
and landscaping
Roof placement
of city farms

Greening
the walls
Integrated roof
gardening

Public
gazebos

Public Roof
Gardens

Landscape
terraces
Outdoor seating
areas are
located on the
roof
Public
Plant Pots
Landscape
terraces

The Landscaping
for Urban Spaces and
High-Rises (LUSH 3.0) Program
envisages green areas being included
in the planning project. Their use, as well as
their placement on the roofs of urban farms and
electrical equipment in the form of solar panels are
not taken into account in the total building area (Gross
floor area). Such measures, taken to encourage developers
to create the greenest possible environment, represent the
most critical tools in Singapore's development strategy directed
at maintaining the health of its residents.
Source: Singapore announces new incentives for rooftop and
urban farms, agritecture.com

U R B A N
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A specific feature of Singapore's state
structure is the primacy of the principles
of consistency and interdisciplinarity.
These are supported by a developed
culture of collaborative work, which
is inherent in all the policies of the
peninsula city. It is precisely in matters of
citizens' health that the forward-thinking
nature of this approach becomes
apparent. In Singapore, health care is
not just the responsibility of the Ministry
of Health, but it is also embedded in all
policies of all government agencies and
organizations. Singapore has already
made an important strategic shift in
terms of healthcare, from traditional
medical and hygiene practices to
influencing the lifestyles of its citizens.
The National Environmental
Protection Agency (NEA) implements
specific programs aimed at improving
the quality of public catering facilities
(Hawker Centers Upgrading Program
(HUP), renovating public catering

facilities, combating infectious disease
dissemination (Do the Mozzie Wipeout
Campaign, getting rid of standing water
in citizens' homes) and civic education
(Keep Singapore Clean Movement,
informing citizens about urban
cleanliness).
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KEY VENUES
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE SINGAPORE
MASTER PLAN 2014:
AVAILABILITY

Incorporate
commercial and
public functions into
residential areas, to
ensure accessibility
for pedestrians and
cyclists;

GREEN SPACES

Creating rooftop gardens
and gardens which are
integrated into the building
structure; generate a city
green belt, with parks
and green corridors for
pedestrians and cyclists;

HDB GREENPRINT 1

The use of the HDB
Greenprint strategy for the
development of ecological
housing (implementation of
energy-saving and watersaving solutions - process
automation, improved
waste management,
recirculation);
1 - Sourse: https://www.
hdb.gov.sg/cs/infoweb/
about-us/our-role/smartand-sustainable-living/hdbgreenprint

U R B A N
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MULTIFUNCTIONALITY

AMENITIES WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE

Location in close proximity
to services used regularly:
retail stores, outlets,
children's centers,
religious institutions,
medical facilities,
community activity
centers;

Placing several functions
in a single building under
conditions of limited
availability of land
(a residential building
includes apartments
for elderly people,
URBAN ENVIRONMENT
kindergartens, stores,
Inclusive urban environment
medical facilities,
(day care centers, medical
banks);
clinics, activity centers;
houses designed with
multiple apartments
for several generations
of the same family living
under the same roof).
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created, which include almost 180,000
people. All initiatives are implemented
in close cooperation between the
Government and the employers,
property owners and employees.

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

The primary goal of the governmental and social efforts
is to make choices for a healthy lifestyle accessible,
natural and easy for all citizens. This requires a systemic
action plan in several areas.
The first stage involves efforts to develop healthy eating
habits among schoolchildren, including professional
training offered by nutritionists and chefs to food
caterers in the fundamentals of healthy and tasty
cooking; increasing the percentage of fresh fruit and
vegetables in the diet of schoolchildren; increasing
healthy food options in vending machines. In addition,
a childhood obesity control program has been in place
in schools for over 25 years: involving children in more
physical activity, teaching them the basics of healthy
nutrition, independent weight monitoring and calorie
count.
The next stage is the formation of a system of healthy
workplaces. The Total Workplace Safety and Health
approach involves concurrent assessment of safety
and health in the workplace. Another initiative is the
creation of healthy work place ecosystems within
separate groups of buildings and grounds: supplying
healthy food, group exercising, workshops and regular
monitoring of changes in the health of the employees.
Since 2014, more than 40 ecosystems have been

The third stage is to expand healthy
choices on the market of food products
and ready-made meals. Singapore's
issue is that many people are trying to
lose weight, but excess calorie intake
outweighs all efforts to increase the
scope and intensity of physical activity.
As part of the Healthy Lunch Program,
more than 1,000 shops, restaurants and
stalls selling ready-made meals now
offer a reduced-oil, -salt and -sugar map
of dishes, while expanding the range of
fruit and vegetables. The Healthy Choice
labels on food and beverages indicate
the ones that are more beneficial.

At the initiative of the City Development
Authority of Singapore, every last Sunday of the
month is a "Car Free Sunday". The pedestrians
and cyclists of the city participate in an
impromptu Day of Health.
Source: T-Rex Runs Amok @ Car Free Sunday
Singapore, fatstarfish.com
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HEALTHY
CHOICE FOOD
LABELING
PROGRAM

HEALTHY
EATING
PROGRAM

HEALTHY
FOOD IN
SCHOOLS

Description:

Description:

Description:

Labeling of food and
drinks with the sign
"Healthy Choice",
indicating their
usefulness in the
formation of the diet

Work with public
catering places to
reduce the content of
oils, salt and sugar in
dishes while increasing
the supply of fruits and
vegetables

A program
for the formation
of healthy eating
habits among
schoolchildren

Year:

Year:

Year:

2001

2003

2011

Initiator:

Initiator:

Initiator:

Council for
the Promotion
of a Healthy
Lifestyle

Council for
the Promotion
of a Healthy
Lifestyle

Council for the
Promotion
of a Healthy
Lifestyle; Ministry
of Education

Participants:

Participants:

Participants:

FOOD
AND BEVERAGE
MANUFACTURERS

CATERING
ESTABLISHMENTS

PUPILS,
TEACHERS, FOOD
AND DRINK
SUPPLIERS

Results / Effects:

Results / Effects:

Results / Effects:

Over 2600 different foods and
drinks from 60 product categories
are marked with the "Healthy
Choice" sign. The logo is applied to
the label, as well as information that
the product contains a relatively
larger number of useful components
and trace elements

Program partners can
receive a grant to change their
dietary card to include healthier
foods and dishes

• Work with food suppliers;
• The content of salt, sugar and fat;
• inclusion of fruits and vegetables
in the diet;
• Power supply in the form of
balanced sets;
• Comprehensive support for
participating schools: training
school catering providers and
cooks on the basics of healthy
eating and cooking, supporting
school committees in monitoring
food and beverage sales, and
providing educational resources
to educate students
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POPULATION AGING DYNAMICS
FROM 1970 TO 2030

Senior
Citizens
Over 65

Working adults
aged 20
to 64 years

The Singaporean authorities are
deeply concerned about the increasing
economic burden associated with a
growing proportion of elderly citizens.
Source: I feel young in my Singapore!
Action plan for successful aging.
Ministry of Health, 2016

1970 2015 2030
YEAR

YEAR

900 000 PEOPLE

BY 2030, THERE WILL BE TWICE
AS MANY ELDERLY PEOPLE IN SINGAPORE.
THE FORECASTED NUMBER IS AROUND
900,000 PEOPLE. THIS MEANS THAT
ALMOST ONE OUT OF FOUR CITIZENS
WILL THEN BE OVER 65 YEARS OF AGE

YEAR

U R B A N
H E A L T H

To engage citizens in a healthier lifestyle,
Singapore employs user experience
design techniques and pays great
attention to gamification projects.
As part of the Healthy-Go-Lucky
campaign, which helps citizens make
low-calorie choices, participants have
the opportunity to receive various prizes.
Singapore uses a similar approach in
trying to reduce the consumption of
soft drinks. In Singapore people do
more than just support healthy lifestyle
principles. They also actively influence
the market supply.
Similar techniques are applied to the
policy of stimulating physical activity
of its citizens: the Sundays@The Park
an outdoor sports program in city
parks, the National Steps Challenge,
a day-long National Steps Challenge;
the Lose to Win a 12-week outdoor
weight-loss program; interior design
recommendations for public buildings
that promote the use of stairs instead of
elevators and many other initiatives. The

proposed solutions are made more effective through
the mobilization of social capital. Their work is built
on civic activism and the use of social ties to promote
healthy lifestyles.
POPULATION AGING

Rapid population aging is an equally pressing issue
on the agenda. By 2030, there will be twice as many
elderly people in Singapore. The forecasted number is
around 900,000 people. This means that almost one
out of four citizens will then be over 65 years of age.
The Third Age trend is rapidly becoming one of the
key global ones, fundamentally changing the existing
structure of demand for services and the approaches
for utilizing urban spaces. The Ministry of Health
of Singapore's (MOH) Action Plan for comfortable
aging includes improving access to health services,
continuous health monitoring, teaching healthy
eating habits, maintaining physical activity, increasing
the flexibility of social services and involving local
communities in this tasks. The government responded
to the plan by adopting new standards of comfortable
living adapted to the needs of the elderly. Work is also
underway to ensure a barrier-free urban environment;
to design special navigation that is visible and
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understandable not only to the elderly,
but also to citizens in the early stages of
neurodegenerative diseases; and install
traffic lights that adjust to the limited
walking speed of elderly citizens.
КЛИМАТ

Despite the similarity of the issues
faced by London, New York and
Singapore, the latter has a huge natural
challenge – a tropical climate with high
temperatures and humidity. Singapore is
located in an environment ideal for the
dissemination of any infectious diseases.
The underlying causes of infection
are regulated by the Environmental
Public Health Act of 1969. However,
the society and the state are now facing
a different challenge – climate change
threatens to drastically degrade the
quality of life on the island.
In 2015, the Ministry of National
Development and the Ministry of
Environment and Water jointly adopted
the Sustainable Singapore Blueprint
strategy and action plan. These
documents set forth the key areas of

A COUNTRY WHERE
THE TEMPERATURE
RARELY FALLS BELOW
+26 ОC MIGHT TURN INTO
AN UNBEARABLY HOT ONE.
LAUNCHED IN 2017,
THE INTERNATIONAL
RESEARCH INITIATIVE COOLING
SINGAPORE BRINGS TOGETHER
DIFFERENT DEVELOPERS
OF SOLUTIONS TO REDUCE THE
TEMPERATURE IN THE CITY
effort (a healthy environment with clean air and water,
reduction of waste production, development of urban
communities) and the ways in which each resident can
contribute to an early achievement of these goals.
Climate change is considered an almost unsolvable
issue in Singapore. A country where the temperature
rarely falls below +26 оC might turn into an unbearably

U R B A N
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DEVELOPER:
CREATE (NRF) Singapore-ETH
Centre SMART, TUM, CREATE, NUS

STRATEGIES
FOR
COOLING
SINGAPORE

TASKS:

• Implementation of a full and detailed review

YEAR: 2017

of existing measures and decisions relevant
in the context of the tropical climate zone

TYPE: manual
(recommendatory)

on combating fever in the city

• Providing authorities with practical information
• Development of effective applied measures

DESCRIPTION: a catalog of 86
measures aimed at reducing the
urban heat island and creating
comfortable outdoor temperature
conditions with a focus on cities
located in a humid tropical zone

to reduce the effect of urban heat island (UHI)
and increase thermal comfort (OTC)

• Lowering the average temperature in the city and
creating favorable conditions for active movement
and recreation

STRATEGY STRUCTURE DIVIDED
INTO GROUPS OF INITIATIVES
VEGETATION

14

LANDSCAPING

PARKS AND
OPEN SPACES

GREEN
CORRIDORS

URBAN
GEOMETRY

19

CITY
GEOMETRY

COVERED
WALKWAYS

COVERINGS

PONDS

WATER DESIGN
ELEMENTS

STREETS AND
OPEN SPACES

BUILDING

BUILDING
GEOMETRY

SHELTERS

TRAFFIC
REDUCTION

FUEL
CONSUMPTION

HEAT FLOW
REDUCTION

CONSUMPTION

BUILDING ENERGY
SUPPLY SYSTEM

EXTERNAL
POWER SUPPLY
SYSTEMS

BODIES
OF WATER
AND WATER
MATERIALS
AND SURFACES

SUN
PROTECTION

TRANSPORT

ENERGETICS

7
14
7
10
15
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hot one. Launched in 2017, the
international research initiative Cooling
Singapore brings together different
developers of solutions to reduce the
temperature in the city.

CLIMATE
ACTION
PLAN, TAKE
ACTION TODAY
SINGAPORE FOR
A CARBONEEFFICIENT
SINGAPORE

CLIMATE
ACTION PLAN,
A CLIMATERESILIENT
SINGAPORE
FOR A
SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE
Developer:
MND Singapore
Year: 2016

Developer:
MND Singapore
Year: 2016

CHALLENGES:

CHALLENGES:
An increase
in greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere
• Rising air
temperature
• Sea level rise,
floods

• Temperature rise
• Fire hazard
• Increased rainfall and
increased unevenness
• Sea level rise
• The increase in the incidence

•

and exacerbation of chronic
diseases

PRIORITY - MINIMIZING
THE ADVERSE EFFECTS
OF CLIMATE CHANGE

PRIORITY - ADAPTATION
OF THE CITY AND SOCIETY
TO CLIMATE CHANGE

MEASURES:
Protecting and strengthening
the coastline

•

•
•

Water management,
minimizing flood risk

•

Biodiversity
Conservation and
Landscaping

•

Strengthening public
health and access to quality
food

•

Ensuring uninterrupted
operation of infrastructure
facilities
(especially transport)

MEASURES:
Improving energy
efficiency (reducing CO 2
emissions in the fields of
transport, urban construction,
households, water
consumption and household
waste disposal)

•

Carbon Reduction in Energy
Production

•

Promoting research and
development of low-carbon
technologies

•

Supporting international
collaboration in global climate
governance

Since Singapore's impact on the
global climate is minimal, all attention
is drawn to the impact of a myriad of
factors on the local microclimate and
perception of temperature. Based on
the results of the first phase of research,
planning and organizational solutions
have already been developed in the
areas of construction, transportation,
power industry, planting of greenery
and water use. More than $3 billion
will be invested in a huge wastewater
treatment and filtration project to ensure
a self-sufficient and closed-circuit
water supply. The project will allow
Singapore to solve its potable water
problem. Currently, the island has to
purchase potable water from Malaysia,
which often blackmails the island at the
expense of this resource.
The Healthy Community Ecosystem
program has been created to provide a
comfortable walk through the city in a
very hot and humid climate. At its core
resides the formation of a network of
indoor walkways and recreation areas
along the most popular district routes.
The National Environmental
Protection Agency (NEA) implements
specific programs aimed at improving
the quality of public catering facilities
(Hawker Centers Upgrading Program
(HUP), renovating public catering
facilities, combating infectious disease

U R B A N
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Cooling Singapore is an inter-agency research project aimed at developing a
roadmap for improving thermal comfort in tropical Singapore. Together with the
Interactive Visualization and Analysis Laboratory (FCL), Cooling Singapore has
created a daily model of thermal islands that arise in the city.
Source: Visualization of data from WRF, Sankey Diagram and Transport,
coolingsingapore.sg/visualizations/

dissemination (Do the Mozzie Wipeout
Campaign, getting rid of standing water
in citizens' homes) and civic education
(Keep Singapore Clean Movement,
informing citizens about urban
cleanliness).

MORE THAN $3 BILLION
WILL BE INVESTED IN
A HUGE WASTEWATER
TREATMENT AND FILTRATION
PROJECT TO ENSURE
A SELF-SUFFICIENT
AND CLOSED-CIRCUIT
WATER SUPPLY

In the long term, the guide aims to
reduce the urban heat island effect in
Singapore, which causes an escalation
in temperature of 4 °C on average. At
certain hours of the day the difference
may even exceed 7 °C. In tropical
Singapore this effect negatively
impacts the thermal comfort and the
suitability of the environment for life.
The expansion of green areas has a
positive effect; however, a strategic
approach in selecting locations can both
increase thermal comfort and reduce
energy costs for cooling buildings.
Favorable climatic conditions allow for
implementing greenery strategies aimed
at reducing the urban heat island effect
in urban planning and design at both the
local and micro levels.
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WHO PROMOTES THE URBAN HEALTH AGENDA IN CANADA?
NATIONAL LEVEL
REGIONAL AND LOCAL LEVEL
AREAS OF URBAN HEALTH IMPLEMENTATION
TRANSPORTATION
NUTRITION
MENTAL HEALTH
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WHO PROMOTES
THE URBAN HEALTH
AGENDA
IN CANADA?

NATIONAL LEVEL

Public health issues in Canada are
primarily the responsibility of the Public
Health Agency of Canada1, which
controls and detects diseases, promotes
the values of a healthy lifestyle, and
helps reducing the number of injuries.
It also conducts research and gathers
statistical data to develop better policies
and find consistent evidence about
the impact of environmental factors on
human health.

Another prominent organization is the Centre for Health Promotion2,
which is responsible for implementing policies aimed at creating
favorable conditions for maintaining and improving public health
through the implementation of programs that promote a healthy
lifestyle among the people of Canada. The implementation of these
activities is carried out by the Health Living Unit3 under the PanCanadian Healthy Living Strategy4 and the Integrated Strategy on
Healthy Living and Chronic Disease5. With the adoption of these
strategies in 2005, Canada joined other countries that recognize
the fundamental importance of implementing coordinated and
sustainable measures that can help people maintain a healthy lifestyle.

1 - https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health
2 - Established in 2005 https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/health-promotion/centre-health-promotion
3 - https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/health-promotion/healthy-living/healthy-living-unit
4 - https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/corporate/mandate/about-agency/office-evaluation/evaluation-reports/
formative-evaluation-integrated-strategy-on-healthy-living-chronic-diseases/integrated-strategy-healthy-livingchronic-diseases-healthy-living-program-component
5 - https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/corporate/mandate/about-agency/office-evaluation/evaluation-reports/
formative-evaluation-integrated-strategy-on-healthy-living-chronic-diseases/integrated-strategy-healthy-livingchronic-diseases-healthy-living-program-component
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE
CENTRE FOR HEALTH
PROMOTION
Department of
Financial Policy and

HEALTH
SECURITY

STRATEGIC
PLANNING

Infrastructure

CANADIAN
HEALTH
AGENCY
INFECTIOUS
DISEASE

National
Laboratory of

Prevention and
Control
Division

COMMUNITY
HEALTH
DIVISION

Mental Health

National Center
for Domestic
Violence

Healthy
Living
Fund

MICROBIOLOGY

Communications

HEALTH
PORTFOLIO

Department
of External
Diseases and the

PREVENTION
OF CHRONIC
DISEASES

CENTRE FOR
HEALTH PROMOTION

CHILDHOOD
AND YOUTH
UNIT

Canadian
Prenatal
Nutrition

DEPARTMENT
OF AGING

Community
Action Programs
for Children

National Center
for Domestic Violence

DEPARTMENT OF
EPIDEMIOLOGY
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CURRENTLY,
85 PERCENT
OF ADULTS AND
93 PERCENT
OF CHILDREN
AND YOUTH IN
CANADA DO NOT GET
THE RECOMMENDED
AMOUNT OF DAILY
PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY

Overall, "healthy"
choices and an
active lifestyle are
key issues on the
Canadian public
health agenda, along
with such problems
as sedentary lifestyle,
mental health issues
and malnutrition.
The physical activity
of citizens affects
not only the state of
their health itself, but
also the quality of their
lives. The use of visual evidence and descriptions of
positive effects is of fundamental importance when
having such a broad approach. An example of this is
the Let’s Get Moving action plan released by PHAC in
2018. It demonstrates how physical activity affects the
personal well-being of Toronto residents, their families
and society, which in turn influences the environment,
education, health care, and transportation.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LEVELS

In Toronto, at city level, the agenda
related to the integration of health
support into various city policies
is transmitted through the Board
of Health, the second highest
administrative body, the parent body of
which is the Toronto City Council. The
Council supervises the work of Toronto
Public Health6, which oversees the
programs and projects and publishes
public and urban health analytics.

6 - https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/accountabilityoperations-customer-service/city-administration/staff-directorydivisions-and-customer-service/toronto-public-health
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TORONTO
HEALTH ENVIRONMENT
PROJECTS
STREET FURNITURE PROGRAM
Development,
manufacture and maintenance
of 25,000 elements of outdoor
furniture, including public
transport stops, litter bins,
benches, kiosks, posters,
information stands,
public toilets

TORONTO
Astral Media
Astral Media
City receives free installation
and maintenance of outdoor
furniture, as well as distribution
of advertising revenue
The unique design is the same
for all of Toronto, replacing street
furniture inconsistent in design
until 2006
Pedestrian comfort
Rational use of environmental
resources, including 600
solar-powered public stops

The development of tourist
flows, the greening of urban
spaces and the implementation
of landscaping projects

Toronto implements infrastructure
and media projects, aimed at
motivating residents to lead a
healthy lifestyle and be physically
active

NAME

DESCRIPTION

ACTIVE10.CA
An online resource informing
residents about the possibility
of free sports and physical activity
in the fresh air in Toronto.
The resource combines cycling,
walking, and gaming programs
available in the public spaces
of the city, as well as ways to stay
active at work

INITIATOR

TORONTO PUBLIC HEALTH
ORGANIZATION

MEMBERS

Toronto Public Health
Organization

FINANCING

Toronto Public Health
Organization

RESULTS / EFFECTS

Informing the public about
measures taken in Toronto
to increase physical activity;
It contains a schedule of available
classes in the public spaces
of the city
Describes Toronto cycling
and hiking trails

The goal is to increase
the physical activity of citizens
in both their free and working
hours to maintain
their health
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HEALTHY
CITY
MODEL

ENVIRONMENT
Viability
Communications

COMMUNITIES

Comfortable
living
conditions

HEALTH

Equality

Sustainability

Prosperity

ECONOMY
PEDESTRIAN CITY:
DISTRICT DESIGN AND
PREFERENCES, CHOICE OF
TRANSPORT AND HEALTH
Developer:
Toronto Public Health
Organization
Year: 2011
Description: Report on
factors of the urban
environment and lifestyle
affecting the health of
citizens. It focuses on the
lack of balance in the level of
physical activity in the city,
transport preferences of city
residents and the level of
health of citizens
Tasks:
• Generate and record
accurate data on the impact
of environmental factors on
residents
• Develop and implement
a set of best practices for
maintaining the health of
residents
• Demonstrate urban health
inequalities
• To identify the structure
of transport residential
preferences of residents of
the Toronto metropolitan
area

Community integration, a good
urban environment and a strong
economy contribute to a fair,
liveable and sustainable city,
which is also a healthy city

THE PUBLIC HEALTH ORGANIZATION (TORONTO PUBLIC
HEALTH) EXTENDS ITS INFLUENCE IN THE FIELD
OF TRANSPORT AND DISTRICT PLANNING THROUGH
THE PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION OF EXPERT REPORTS
PEDESTRIAN CITY: DISTRICT DESIGN AND PREFERENCES,
CHOICE OF TRANSPORT AND HEALTH

WALKING ACTIVITY WITHIN 1 KM

Low
Low to medium
Medium-high
High

POSTED ON: January

2012, Toronto

PREPARED BY: Organization

Toronto Public Health
and Urban Design 4 Health
Sources: City of Toronto Geospatia;
Competency Center; MPAC
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Pedestrian city:
District design
and preferences,
choice of
transport and
health,
2011

2011 saw the release of Healthy Toronto
by Design series of reports and its
Healthy City approach. This approach
presumes that local authorities are
interested in health-related issues,
consider them in all strategic documents
and programs of Toronto, and include
the optional at national level Health
Impact Assessment in the decisionmaking process when developing new
policies, projects or programs.
In 2014, Toronto Public Health released a
report titled Active City: Designing for
Health7, which incorporates the Urban
Health agenda into urban planning. It
supplements the Official Plan for the
development of Toronto and describes
the ways of building a city that would
increase the physical activity of its
residents. Thanks to the preparation

and publication of expert reports, the organization has
extended its influence to the fields of transportation and
district planning as well.
AREAS OF URBAN HEALTH IMPLEMENTATION
TRANSPORTATION

The task of improving the well-being and health of the
city residents is also addressed by the transportation
agencies of Toronto, Ontario. When discussing urban
transport, people often mention its impact on the
environment and ecology, which in turn negatively
affects the city's resident's state of health. CycleON8, a
20-year strategy developed by the Ontario Ministry
of Transportation to promote cycling mobility as the
main mode of transportation, is an interesting example
of symbiosis between environmental and transport
agendas. It is aimed at supporting the health of the
residents in the province, developing the tourism industry
and completing environmental and economic goals.

7 - https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2014/hl/bgrd/backgroundfile-69334.pdf
8 - http://www.mto.gov.on.ca/english/publications/ontario-cycling-strategy.shtml
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The joint development was carried out
in association with expert groups and
councils and municipal institutions
in the field of transportation and
healthcare. The strategy is supported
by the Ontario Municipal Cycling
Infrastructure Program, which includes
guidelines for designing and building
bicycle infrastructure. Apart from the
development of cycling networks, the
program also involves working with
residents of various age groups to
help them understand the benefits of
high mobility and how it affects the
environment.
The task of promoting the practice of
high mobility is one of the top priorities
at the city level. Despite the harsh
weather conditions, the Metrolinx
agency9, which implements such
initiatives, has committed to very
ambitious goals.

60%

ACCORDING
TO THE BIG MOVE
STRATEGY,
60% OF THE
CHILDREN
IN GREATER
TORONTO AND
HAMILTON AREA
WILL HAVE TO
WALK OR CYCLE TO
SCHOOL BY 2031

Such ambitions are impressive, especially since
a 2011 Metrolinx study found that 36 percent of
children walk to school and 32 percent ride in cars.
In 1985, on the other hand, 53 percent of children
preferred walking, while only 15 percent were given
rides10.
It is no coincidence that they rely on solutions
provided by the transportation sector in their pursuit
to improve public health in the city: generally, the
metrics and the methods used to assess the effects
are well-developed in this area. For instance, a report
entitled Improving Health by Design in the Greater
Toronto-Hamilton Area contains an economic
assessment of support measures for the health of
Greater Toronto area population. This report focuses
not only on the positive effects, such as the resulting
active lifestyles of the residents,
but also on everyday problems of
the city. In particular, it focuses
on the choice of transportation
within the city: usage of private
vehicles leads to reduced
mobility and poses the risk of
developing obesity and diabetes.
The measures themselves
comprise of stimulating high
mobility through design, land
management and transportation
within the context of population
growth.
High mobility is important not just as a healthy
alternative to cars, but also as a way to moderate the
influence of other negative factors affecting urban
life, such as a sedentary lifestyle, social isolation, and
bad habits.

9 - Metrolinx, the transportation authority of Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area,
Ontario, is responsible for managing and developing the road network and public
transportation, which includes the work done by its three subsidiary agencies:
GO Transit, UP Express and PRESTO. Its primary document is Greater Toronto
Transportation Authority Act, 2006
10 - For more details, please refer to "Active and sustainable school travel,"
Metrolinx, last modified June 05, 2019, http://www.metrolinx.com/en/
projectsandprograms/schooltravel/school_travel.aspx
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AS A FACTOR
OF INFLUENCE ON GROWTH CITY ECONOMY
AND IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH
OF ADULT POPULATION
AREA
OF ACTIVITY

PREDICTED
GROWTH% AND
NUMBER OF
PEOPLE

AM GROWTH
WITH INCREASED
USE OF PUBLIC
TRANSPORT

7,8 % 5 %
Walking - 337 531

JUSTIFICATION

NUMBER
OF DEATHS
PREVENTED AND
ECONOMIC
RESULTS
(ACTUAL) **
PREVENTED
DEATHS AND
ECONOMIC
RESULTS
(FORECASTED) **
THE NUMBER
OF PREVENTED
CASES
OF DIABETES
(ACTUAL
POPULATION) ***
AM - Active
movement
** - Calculation
based on the WHCH
Health Economic
Assessment Tool
*** - Calculation based
on the Diabetes
Population Risk Tool

AM GROWTH ON THE
WAY TO WORK

Forecasts Metrolinx
on the effects
of the introduction
of a program to
increase AM.
Review of scientific
literature

Walking - 48 778
Cycling - 114 607

Metrolinx
Simulation Results
Same as Medium Term
Scenario in Toronto
Public Health
Report

76 73,3

deaths
 494,4 million

deaths
 476,7 million

deaths
 1 106 million

deaths
 698,4 million

AM GROWTH ON THE
WAY TO SCHOOL

AM GROWTH
AS AN ALTERNATIVE
TO SHORT
CAR TRIPS

5%

5%

Walking - 2 333
Cycling - 3 125

Metrolinx
Simulation Results
Same as Medium Term
Scenario in Toronto
Public Health
Report

for all
short trips
(less than
7 km)
Walking - 47 742
Cycling - 19 011

A similar level
of 5% was adopted,
in the absence
of the necessary
data

1,5 33,3
deaths
 9,4 million

deaths
 215,9 million

deaths
 13,8 million

deaths
 378,5 million

170 107,4 2,2 48,8

479 394

4 184
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NUTRITION

Obesity is one of the most important national
problems in Canada. In most cases its
causes are largely related to the "unhealthy
choice" that the urban environment forces
us to make.
The main document related to nutrition
on the city level is the Toronto Food
Strategy, also known as Cultivating
Food Connections: Toward a Healthy
and Sustainable Food System for
Toronto11. It contains a plan to improve
the city's food system in order to create
favorable conditions and support healthy
eating habits. The document focuses
on the challenges of growing up and
prevention of disease, poverty reduction,
local economic development, protection
of nature and strengthening of community
ties. Despite such a broad range of
problem areas, the document sets the
following aims: working with city residents
in order to promote the knowledge
and skills necessary for a healthy
diet, supporting urban environment
development focused on affordable and
proper nutrition, et al.
A significant number of initiatives
are aimed at the younger part of the
population, as the most vulnerable group
requiring special attention. For example,
the problem of childhood obesity is
evident and requires the development of
effective solutions by government bodies.
Extensive work in this area began in 2010,
like many other Urban Health initiatives,
including the Curbing Childhood Obesity
policy12.
This work resulted in the development of
two large-scale programs in the field of
healthy and informed nutrition:

11 - https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2010/hl/bgrd/
backgroundfile-30483.pdf
12 - https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/healthpromotion/healthy-living/curbing-childhood-obesity-federalprovincial-territorial-framework.html

"Student The Northern Fruit and
Vegetable Program is aimed at
increasing the consumption of fruits
and vegetables by schoolchildren, as
well as developing healthy lifestyle
competencies. This program covers 415
schools with 76,000 schoolchildren.
Every year, the partners of the Northern
Fruit and Vegetable Program provide
over 3 million servings of fruits and
vegetables, 60% of which are produced
in Ontario, over the course of 20 weeks
from January to June, as part of the
program.
The Student Nutrition Program,
which supports health education
and nutrition in schools daily provides

U R B A N
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>25%

OVER 25% OF ALL
CHILDREN AND
YOUNGSTERS IN CANADA
CAN BE DESCRIBED
AS OVERWEIGHT
OR OBESE

over 820 schools with food meeting
the healthy diet standards. In total, it
amounts to 145,000 servings per day.
Online resources that contain
information about the results of
inspections in Toronto catering
establishments and food stores, also
increase public awareness of the
aspects of healthy eating and help
residents make informed choices in
their diet, and are actively utilized in
order to reach a wider audience.
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THE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
OF CANADA PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES ARE AIMED
AT RAISING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF CANADA’S
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES

NOT MYSELF TODAY
A scientifically sound practical solution
for employers to support mental health
in the workplace. This is a unique
initiative that has a strong positive
impact on companies of all sizes
and industries

2013

CANADIAN MENTAL
HEALTH ASSOCIATION
Companies participating
in the program
Participating Companies
Over 450 companies have
already joined Not Myself Today
Raising awareness and
understanding of mental health
issues among employees
Reducing social exclusion
and fighting stereotypes
Promoting safe
and supportive jobs

NAME

GETLOUD

65th Annual Mental Health
Week 2016

DESCRIPTION

YEAR

INITIATOR

PARTICIPANTS

FINANCING
RESULTS / EFFECTS

Throughout the world, partner
organizations and individual
Canadians have shared #GetLoud
in order to draw attention
to mental health issues and
the call to action CMHA

2016 (held annually)

CANADIAN MENTAL
HEALTH ASSOCIATION
CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH
ASSOCIATION
Private Investors
The audience (traditional
and digital media) amounted
to 21 million people
"A week of psychological
health is an occasion for all
Canadians to have a frank
discussion of mental health
and well-being and help put
an end to the stigma
surrounding mental illness once
and for all." (Justin Trudeau,
Prime Minister, 2016)

Projects and promotions like Ride Don’t Hide and Mental Health Week attract a large number of participants and are widely
publicized - this allows you to raise funds for the provision of psychological assistance in CMHA centers
Actions are aimed at changing attitudes towards mental illness and their prevention in the workplace through cooperation
with private companies and trade unions
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into communities. The
programs and activities of
the Canadian Mental Health
Association are aimed at
raising public awareness
of mental health issues, as
well as helping to remove
the stigma surrounding
conversations on topics of
mental health and personal
problems.

MENTAL HEALTH

Living in Canada can also negatively
affect a person's mental state. The urban
environment influences residents
of any city in the same way, the only
question is how significant these
negative effects are.
On the national level, the Mental Health
Commission of Canada is responsible
for taking care of this issue. In Toronto,
however, the Canadian Mental Health
Association13, one of Canada's oldest
volunteer organizations, is
the one that takes control
the most. CMHA facilitates
public access to resources
that are needed to maintain
and improve mental health,
increase resistance to mental
illness and reintegrate people
with mental disorders back

Non-governmental organizations, namely the Centre
for Suicide Prevention, a branch of the Canadian
Mental Health Association14, are involved in solving the
problem of social isolation and suicide in Canada. The
work of these institutions is based on timely prevention.
The implementation of preventive measures is carried
out by health education teachers. In addition, large
events dedicated to the topic of mental health, such as
Mental Illness Awareness Week15, are held in the city
to engage Canadian residents in a conversation about
mental health problems and illnesses on national level.
This educational campaign has been held annually
since 1992 and aims to raise awareness of mental illness
and to counteract its stigma.

LARGE EVENTS DEDICATED
TO THE TOPIC OF MENTAL HEALTH,
SUCH AS MENTAL ILLNESS
AWARENESS WEEK ARE HELD
IN THE CITY TO ENGAGE CANADIAN
RESIDENTS IN A CONVERSATION
ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS
AND ILLNESSES ON NATIONAL LEVEL

13 - https://cmha.ca
14 - https://www.suicideinfo.ca
15 - https://www.mhanational.org/mental-illness-awareness-week
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which allows you to link current investments with future
benefits due to the implementation of healthy principles
in existing city management strategies.

What is the essence and relevance of
the Urban Health today?
Urban Health is a new vision, a new
ideology for the development of
modern cities. The approach explores
the relationship between health and
the urban environment and answers
the key question of the future of any
city "how to achieve that the urban
environment contributed to an active
and healthy life?" The purpose of the
Urban Health approach is to prioritize
the issue of people's health and wellbeing in urban development. In recent
decades, there has been a significant
increase in life expectancy around the
world (especially in cities), but such
positive changes have created new
challenges. Chronic diseases caused by
the negative impact of the surrounding
urban environment, a sedentary lifestyle,
malnutrition, over-exertion and stress are
the main problems of the current urban
development agenda. The Urban Health
approach is based on three important
principles. First, it is necessary to
implement health priorities in all aspects
of urban governance. Now it’s possible
to achieve the orientation of the entire
city administration towards improving
the quality of life and the health status
of citizens. In addition, a change in the
environment and spatial development
should be the driver of public health.
All urban development decisions and
strategic plans should be based on data of
environmental quality, on an assessment
of health risks and socioeconomic
indicators. This will allow us to move from
reactive policies to developing programs
that consider the expected effects.
An extremely important component
of the Urban Health approach is a
comprehensive economic assessment,

The first International Urban Health Congress was
held in Moscow in 2019. What are the results?
The I Urban Health Congress was preceded by a largescale study of the Urban Health approach, which was
conducted by the Moscow Urban Forum in conjunction
with the Federal Service for Supervision of Consumer
Rights and Human Well-being (Rospotrebnadzor). As part
of this study, the practices of implementing the Urban
Health approach in the most developed megacities of
the world (New York, London, Singapore, Toronto, etc.)
were analyzed. An analytical database of organizations
involved in Urban Health issues in these cities was also
compiled. As a result of this study, it became necessary
to hold the Urban Health International Congress for
the prospects of introducing this approach into the
development of the urban environment of the capital.
The I International Urban Health Congress was held as
part of the Moscow Urban Forum 2019. It was the first
international forum in Russia dedicated to this topic,
which was attended by experts from many fields,
including architects, researchers, and government
officials. The congress discussed issues of standards
for the construction of healthy buildings, an active
environment, medical services in the city, healthy
nutrition, active longevity, and many others. 64 experts
from 14 countries took part in the 12 sessions of the
forum.
Among the speakers attending the Congress were
Joanne Frank (Center for Active Design), Joe Ivy Bufford
(The International Society for Urban Health) and Mazda
Adley (Fliender Klinik Berlin Director, psychiatrist and
author Stress and the City).
Within the framework of the Congress, participants
discussed the implementation of health standards
in the construction sector in Moscow, the promotion
of physical activity of citizens, the influence of the urban
environment on the psychological state of residents,
the danger of lifestyle diseases in the 21st century,
and the practice of reducing environmental risks used
in the world.
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I International Urban Health
Congress allowed us to begin
the active introduction of the
Urban Health approach in
the development processes
of the urban environment
in Moscow. Based on the
experience gained by the
capital, other Russian cities
in the future will also be able
to apply this approach to the
formation and development
of a healthy urban
environment.
What is the main goal of
the MUF study of the Urban
Health project?
The study "Urban Health
Agenda. World>Russia>
Moscow", conducted in conjunction
with the Russian Federal Service for
Supervision of Consumer Rights
Protection and Human Welfare in 2018, is
aimed at studying and systematizing the
best practices for the development of an
urban environment focused on health.
The Urban Health approach uses the
evidence base to prioritize public health
and well-being in urban development
processes.
The result of the study was a knowledge
base that describes the basic principles of
the Urban Health approach, as well as the
experience of leading cities in this area,
such as London, Toronto, Moscow, New
York and Singapore. The main conclusion
of the work consists in identifying a new
trend - the leading megacities of the
world are making a significant transition
from the ideology of a "city comfortable

for people" to integrated solutions that focus on
providing a certain the duration and quality of life of
people at work with factors of the urban environment
that determine the state public health. In addition,
the result of the study was the collection of practical
recommendations for improving relevant practices
on key aspects of Urban Health in Russian cities, the
purpose of which is the further implementation of
the principles and metrics of urban health-oriented
development.
By what principle cities were chosen for the study?
The cities with the best projects and practices were
selected for the study to implement the principles of
developing a health-oriented urban environment. The
methodology for selecting is based on the consistent
application of three filters, consisting of a group of
criteria by which the selection was made.
The first filter determines the comparability of the
development agenda. Applying the first filter, a general
list of cases has been formed. All cases are similar
in scale and development challenges to Moscow.
Selection criteria includes the country's human
development index, population and GDP of selected
agglomerations.
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The second selection filter is to
have experience in implementing
the principles of Urban Health at
the strategic level and practical
implementation level. The selection
criteria at this stage include the
prioritization of health aspects in
city management, the availability of
special national and city strategies,
as well as the availability of centers of
competence in the country and city.
The third filter assumes respect for
diversity in previously selected best
practices. Selected examples should
not only be comparable in scale,
but also show a certain range of
possible solutions that can be formed
in different situations. The selection
criteria within this filter include
geographical diversity, various forms
of government, as well as a variety of
development challenges.
The final sample for the analysis of best
practices was made by such cities as
Toronto (Canada), New York (USA),
London (Great Britain), Singapore
(Singapore) and Moscow (RF).
How can such analytics help the
development and application of
Urban Health approach tools in
Moscow and other Russian cities?
Is such a transfer relevant, or does
each place dictate its own specifics?
The identification of best management
practices in the framework of this
study will allow Moscow, with its wide
range
programs become the world leader in
the Urban Health agenda. The inclusion
of health issues and metrics in projects
for the development of the territory to
assess their impact on health should
contribute to achieving positive
dynamics in the duration and quality of

life of citizens. By influencing the urban environment, it
is possible to influence key risk factors for the health and
well-being of the population, therefore, to determine
the dynamics of growth in the duration and quality of
life of the population in urban areas. The Russian capital
has a unique opportunity to switch immediately to a
qualitatively new model of the city with an orientation
towards healthy principles while creating a comfortable
environment.
Moscow has a wide range of measures and a portfolio
of projects aimed at maintaining public health in the
city, however, they are not always integrated into a
single set of measures. Introducing New Urban Health
Optics in Development urban environment focused
primarily on human health, can be a new example
successful Moscow practice, which can then be scaled
and applied in other cities of Russia, as, for example, this
happened with the parking and public transport system
or landscaping standards.
This is the relevance of continuing to develop ways to
implement the principles of Urban Health in large-scale
projects and programs that will contribute to change,
and allow the development of effective initiatives aimed
at the health and well-being of people.
Who is the audience of Urban Health Book, to whom
this study will be useful?
The book will be useful as a theoretical guide to
municipal leaders, city managers and city planners.
Separately, we can distinguish departments of
urban planning and urban construction, which
will be interested in a review of foreign practices
in implementing the Urban Health approach. In
addition, research issues will attract the attention of
healthcare professionals (doctors, medical workers
and researchers). Also, the publication will have
practical value for students studying in the specialties
of "architecture", "urban planning", "urban studies",
"geography" and several others. In general, the book will
interest not only specialists in the field of urban studies,
architecture and urban development, but will also
attract the attention of a wide range of readers who are
interested in urban topics and are not indifferent to the
future of their city.
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